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CI:IAP!Bt I 
Ilf!RODUC!IOlf 
1. Purpose of the Dissertation. 
1 
- The JUrl)ose of this dissertation is to exa•ine the recent 
interpretations of Plato's soeial pbilosopbJ as fascistic and to 
determine the Talidit,r of these interpretations relative to the 
whole structure of Plato • s social thought. 
2. Method of the Dissertation. 
The procedure followed in this dissertation involves: (1) 
an introduction to Plato's social philosopbJ viewed tbrough his 
Doctrine of Justice; (2) a surve7 of the chief social and phil-
osophical factors relating to recent interpretations of Plato as 
fascistic; (Z) a presentation of the sources which interpret 
Plato's thought faseistieall7; (4) an evaluation of these sources 
11'1 th respect to their own validi 't7 and the position which the7 
occuPJ in a proper understanding of Plato's social pbilosopbJ. 
The method, then, is both descriptive and normative; for it 
seeks, in the first aspect of the procedure, to provide an ob-
3ective anal7sia of the interpretations of Plato as fascistic 
and of the background material relating to these interpretations; 
and it attempts, in the final aspect of the procedure, to 3udge 
criticallY the evidence for something like fascism in Plato's 
thought with a view to provic1.1ng both a decent estimate of the 
evidence itself and of the role which this evidence plays in 
~ fair appraisal of Plato's social philosoph7. 
3. Limitations of the Dissertation. 
2 
The term •recent" amplo7ed in the title of this disserta-
tion is designed to confine the investigation to the period ex-
tendiDg broadl7 from the end of World War I to the end of World 
1 
War II. This is because: (1) JasoiD, as a modern form of au-
tocrao7, made its appearance during appronmatel7 the first part 
2 
of this period and its departure Cas the gove:rnment of arJ7 ma.Jor 
3 
world power) during the last part; and because ( 2) the emergence 
of interpretations of Plato's philosopb7 as fascistic occurred, 
almost excluaivel.7 during this same span of hiatol'J'. 
Also, the term "fascistic" as it appears in the title and as 
it applies to certain interpretations of Plato is not intended to 
iapl7 that the author under consideration neceaaaril7 regards 
Plato as a thorough-going fascist. Rather, the word "fascistic" 
is emplo,-ed merel7 to indicate that statements, ma.de b7 Jll&D7 
1. "!he n&Dle is derived from fasoio, meaning a group or bundle. 
In the shape of a bundle of rode tied together w1 th a battle-
ax in the center, the fQ'Jilbol is indicative of strength in un-
it,-, as contrasted with the weakness of each separate piece. 
In Roman hiator,- the B.Jmbol was used to represent the author-
it,. of the lictora." Wasserman, JIPP, 1 '18. 
2. The fascist Part7 was founded on Karch 23, 1919, but l'&acism, 
as the official government of Ital7, had not reall7 estab-
lished full authoritarian control of the state until after 
1925. Jaaciam in ita Nasi form did not arrive officiallr 
until 1933. 
3. Musaolini was executed on April 28, 1946, and Hitler committed 
auicide on April 30 of the same ,-ear. :raaci•, in a modified 
form, still flourishes in countries of leeeer world signifi-
cance, such as Spain, Brazil and Argentina. 
3 
writers about Plato's political philosopb7, are easentiall7 
descriptions of traits fundamental to most programs of fasci•· 
4. PreTious Work in the lield. 
As this dissertation presamea to bear out, a great number 
of writers during the last two or three decades made liter&r,J 
contributions, to the socio-philoaophical field, in Wbich Plato 
was presented, either brief17 or at some length, as a bearer of 
fascist doctrine. !his means that a considerable bodf of litera-
ture, dealing with this aub~eot, is now aTailable. 
Of those works in English which deal with the problem at 
some length, the following are the most significant: The 2J!!!! 
Societz and Its Enemies, Vol. I, b7 Karl Popper; Plato !Odal 
b7 R.R.s. Orosnaa.n; and !he Genesis~ Plato's nought b7 Alban 
Winepear. 
To be noted among the foreign works are the contributions 
of Iazi philosophers: Seele und Staat b7 Bane Gruneky; Hitler's 
Kampf und Platona Staat, and Platen: Die Philo sophie des ~-
II ischen Vorbildea b7 Joachim Bannes; Platona ale Ruter dee Lebene 
•• b7 Hans Gunther; and Platon: Der Kam.pf dee Geietea :!!!!! die Jl&cht 
b7 Kurt Hildebrandt. 
l'otewortlq among the articles, which treat this same theme 
tnoisiTel7 if not extensiTel7, are "Platonic Justice" b7 Bane 
Keleen, and "Would Plato HaTe Approved of the :National-Socialist 
I State?" b7 Alfred Hoernle. 
Other works, such as Plato's Law of SlaTeq b7 Gletm Morrow 
and~ Platonic Legend b7 Warner Jite, are not exclusiTel7 
directed to a discussion e~ Plato's social philosopby but 
are significant because of the material the7 present inci-
dental17 relevant to the su)Ject of this dissertation. Other 
documents, discussed in Chapter V, are valuable for the same 
reason. In most oases the7 represent succinct but sincere Judg-
ments of Plato's social thought posed b7 writers during their 
pursuit of subJects other than those specificall7 under considera-
tion here. 
Wbile the literature in this field, during a brief thirt7 
7ear period, is tbns relativelJ' abundant, the effort to correlate 
this material and bring it before the bar of critical examination 
in the wa,. attempted here ia apparentlJ' without precedent. 
6. Bibliographical Wote. 
The bibliograpby has been divided into two parts. The 
first part includes all documents which are primar7 sources of 
recant interpretations of Plato's social philosophy as fascistic; 
and the second part includes those documents which are classi-
fied as seoondar,. sources and c01111entaries. Also, all refer-
ences to Plato are to the Random Rouse edition (tr. BenJamin 
Jowett, 2 vola., 1937) unless otherwise indicated. 
6 
CHlP!D II 
!RE mEA OJ JUS!IC~: BlU.R! OJ PLATO'S SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY 
A.n7 attempt to &11al7se the structure and significance 
of Plato's social philcsop~ without some understanding of 
its central doctrine would 'be both difficult and unwise; for 
whatever the differences of interpretation among scholars m&7 
'be, it ia generall.7 agreea. tbat the "Idea of Justice" is the 
salient and 1te7 feature of Plato's social thought. !his being 
the case, it seems ~udicious, for purposes of this atuq, to 
pro?ide some insight into the meaning of this doctrine in order 
that the interpretations, which appear later, m&7 be weighed 
and evaluated more sagacious17. !he following pages, which 
treat of this aub~eet, are meant to be auggesti?e rather than 
exhaustive. Since this doctrine has been su'b~ect to multi-
farious interpretations, some of which appear later in the 
stuq, the intent is not to deal w1 th it dogmaticall7 but 
cr1ticall7 with a view to indicating some of the facets and 
interpreti?e possibilities Which have intrigued scholars both 
inside and outside the philosophical discipline. 
Plato's picture of social ~ustice is eseentiall7 a repro-
duction of his doctrine of individual justice portra7ed in 
1 
bolder and more sweeping strokes on a larger canvas. It is 
1. Plato, ReJ)• 369 a, 44-2 e. 
6 
neoeaear.r, therefore, to plum\ the dimensions of his ethics 
and ps.rchologv in order to appreciate the source and meaning 
of justice as he sees it for the State. !he soul of man, 
according to Plato, is divided into three parts. There is 
1 
the spirited part or the Will, the appetites, and reason. Bow 
it is the task of reason to auide and control the spirited ana 
2 
appetitive elements in the aolll of ma:n. Reason must reign 
supreme in the h'IDI.an soul because Virtue is knoWledge, and vir-
tue is the highest good for whioll all men ma.st strive. There 
are three partioular vir'lm.es, however, which must obtain in a 
man if that an is to be just. Wisdom is achieved when the 
3 
individual permits reason to gaide and control the lower drives. 
Bravery is the virtue resul ti:ng from the rational control of 
the Will; and temperance is the virtue steJIDiling from a rational 
control of the appetites. When these three inward principles 
are in harmOQ', each doing its own work, a man D187 be considered 
just. "The ideal ••• is a well-ordered soul Which exercises the 
1. !his anal7ais of the soul resembles, at points, the ~reud­
ian anal7ais Which regards the aoul as a unit composed of 
the ego, id, and super-ego. The function of the ego, id 
and super-ego in the soul of man parallels the Platonic 
function of the Will, appetite and reason, respective17. 
2. In the Phaedrus, Plato baa clrawn a picture of the soul as 
a chariot being drawn b7 black and white chargers and driven 
\7 a strong and determined charioteer. The charioteer rep-
resents reason at the reins striving to control the aipe-
titea (black steed) and persuade the Will (white steed 
according to the atma Which he (the charioteer) mar deem 
beat. !46a. 
3. "The individual is wise in whom reason rules over the 
other iJBpulaes of m-soul." Thill7, BP, '10. 
7 
virtues of wiadoa ( aocp!~) , courage ( ctv OfE::d.), self 
f I 1 
control ( crwtppof"Ull'\), and Justice ( &c KfA.lOfUVlt)." 
!he real nature of Ju,stioe, in its highest and truest 
sense, is excellence of the aoul. As the excellence of the 
e7e and the ear is established b7 the fulfillment of perfect 
seeing and hearing, so the soul fulfills its special function 
and the ver7 end of its being b7 superintending all its parts 
and maintaining that inner haraOD7 which establishes personal 
excellence. In·:,this wq, "the Just soul and the Just man live 
! 
well ••• and he who lives well is bleased and haPP7•" 
wow Plato's doctrine of social Justice is a necessar7 
counterpart of his ideal of indiTiclual Justice; for it is 
assumed that a person cannot become just except through the 
3 
medium presentecl b7 a societ7 of persona. Socrates in the 
Republic sara to Adeimantus: "A atate ••• arises ••• out of the 
needs of mankind; no one is self-sufficing, but all of us have 
4 
maD7 wants." !bus a state is but a natural development, the 
sine tua non of &n7 socie't7 of persona. One must associate with 
hi~ brother if he would full7 realize himself. In a sense,then, 
5 
"the State is prior to the individual." "There is a prin-
ciple," as Bosanquet says, "underl7ing the life of the buman 
Which will not admit of that life becoming What it has in it 
1. !h11J.7, HP~ 70. 4. Plato, ReJ)., 369b. 
2. Plato, Rep., 35Se. 5. Bosanquet, PTS, 6. 
s. "Since Tirtue is the highest good, and the individual can 
not attain the good in isolation, but onl7 in societ7, the 
mission of the State is to realize virtue and happiness." 
Thill7, liP, '11. 
8 
to be, 1Ulleaa the ~1 sphere or arena Which is constituted 
1 
b7 the life of the State is realised in fact." !bus, while 
it is commonl7 assumed that a etate is dependent upon persons 
for its existence, the inverse of this Which aa,-s that persona 
are dependent upon the state for their self-fulfillment is 
often oYerlooltea.. But Plato is stating a funclamental idea of 
Greek political philosopbf in the view that "the human mind 
oan onl7 attain its full and proper life in a communit,. of 
2 
minds." It is this aaaumption which leads Socrates to say 
to Glaucon: "We ••• are fairl7 agreed that the same principles 
which exist in the State exist also in the individual, and that 
3 
the,- are three in nUlllber." Plato has made, with his dialectic, 
the transition from the isolate! Justice of individuals to the 
larger 3ustice of the State. The transition is not qualitative 
but quantitative; it is from personal units to social units. 
!he State is simpl7 an enlargement of man. "And ao completel,-
identified are the politics of Plato with purely ethical spec-
ulation that D8D7 critics have contended that the Whole Republic 
1. PTS, 6. 
2. Bosanquet, P!S, 6. 
3. Plato, Rep., 44lb. 
is but an allegorical description of an individual human 
1 
soul." In 8.113" case, Plato affirms the analog between the 
individual and the oomanmi V• 
!his analogr derives ita appropriateness from the fact 
that "the outward organisation of societ7 is reall7 as it 
were a bo4J which at ever7 point and in ever7 movement ex-
2 
presses the characteristics of a Blind." In this sense, an 
9 
anal78is of the ideal state provides us with insights for a 
proper anal7sis of the individual. It is this advantage Which 
3 
Plato has in mind in the Republic. If the State comes into 
1. Butler, RAP, 68. !hat Plato never intended that his 
Rif{blic be applied to the ordin&r7 world is a conjecture 
v &ted b7 Socrates' statement: ":Not one of them {govern-
menta now existing) "is wortlq of the philosophic nature, 
and hence .that nature is warped and estrangelt -- as the 
exotic seed which is sown in a foreign land becomes de-
naturalised, and is wont to be denaturalized, and is wont 
to be overpowered and to lose itself in the new soil, even 
so this growth of ph1loaop1J7, instead of persisting, de-
generates and receives another character. But if phil-
osoplq ever finds in the state that perfection Which She 
herself is, then Will be seen that she is in truth divine, 
and that all other things, whether natures of men or in-
stitutions, are but human." Plato, Rep., 49,ab. 
2. Boaanquet, P!S, 6. 
3. "J[ust we not acknowledge, I said, that in each of us there 
are the same principles and habits which there are in the 
State; and that from the individual the7 pass into the 
State? --how else oan the7 come there!" Plato, Rep.,4S5e. 
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being because of the partioular wants and needs of men, 
Plato feels that the ideal state Will be one in which the 
unique needs of each person are adequatel7 met. This would 
seem to be a tall order, but the problem nearly vanishes when 
it is remembered that the tri-partite division of the soul has 
its social etuivalent in the tri-partite division of bumenit.J. 
In a sense, bumsa nature expresses itself in three species. 
!bere are those men within wboa the perTasive force is spirit 
or will. !here are others in Whom the appetitive element is 
strongest, while still others are endowed with superior powers 
of reason. Man, then, is an appetitive, spirited and rational 
antmal, but in any individual case, one of the three elements 
ma7 be exaggerated in relation to the other two. !his being so, 
it ia safe to SSF that he Wbo is chiefly goaded by the appetites 
will be happiest when he finds-the framework within which the 
appetitive needs will be properly met. In a similar wa7, those 
who are b7 nature spirited or rational will function beat in 
roles which call for spirited or rational activit.J. 
It would appear, then, that each individual is congenitally 
~ited for one job more than another, and the very structure 
of aoeiet7 would seem to resolve itself into an intricate system 
of compartments, each one of which has an affinit.J for a 
certain individual. In this way, it is not hard to see that 
there are three social classes which correspond to the three 
I faculties of the soul: the laborers or lP~~~Tl•T~< , the 
11 
~ 7/ defenders or e-11 ( ~oup Of , and the leaders or Gtf){OVTfS 
Each man belongs to the class for wbieh he is best suited, 
and within hie claaa he will naturally gravitate to that oc-
cupation which beet meets the demands of his peculiar apti-
tudes and temperament. This being the case, the ideal state 
will embo~ a nicely balanced division of labor. Each man will 
confine hiaaelf to his own proper business. "It is soon found 
advantageous to all. • • that the husbandman should. not attempt 
to build hie own house or make his own shoes, but should produce 
corn enough for all, and. exchange hie surplus for that of the 
l 
rest in their respective departments." The ideal state will 
also be one in which the ethical ideal becomes the political 
2 I 
ideal. The justice (btK~<o~uv~) which obtains in the indi-
vidual with the right relation of the parts of the soul is, 
in principle, like the justice Which will be realized in the 
State with a right relation of the three classes. 
This concept of justice lends itself to variously con-
trived interpretations, a situation partl7 due to the broad, 
3 
elastic and growing character of Plato' a thought and partly 
1. Grote, PLA, 21. 
2. "In the midst of the tiae which saw the dissolution of 
Greek political life, and in opposition to those doctrines 
which proclaimed onl7 the principles of individual happiness, 
"he (Plato) "raised the conception of the state to an all-
controlling height." Windelband, HP, 126. 
3. Whitby, however, feels that Grote was involved in part7 
prejudice When the latter sought to prove that "in general, 
Socrates did not enlighten, but merel7 puszled." Whitb7, 
Art. (193V), 193. 
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due to other factors which will be considered later in this 
stuq. The statem8l'lt that "Justice is minding one's own busi-
1 
ness," mq be tak811 at least 'two wa,-s. It ver,- obviousl,-
servea as food and meat for those who prefer to see life hedo-
nistic&ll7; for if justice is minding one's own business, one 
is free to satisf7 his passions and seek pleasure where he •7· 
But Plato's doctrine is not as crass as this, eTen though some 
2 
evidence for hedonism is found in the Protagoras where Socrates 
sa,-a that pleasure is a good in itself. Rather, the idea of 
justice, as posed in the Republic, ramifies the social order in 
a wa,- that mates the individual's libert,- dependent upon the 
libert.f of his brother. It "implies neither pleasing one's 
3 
self nor befBg blind to the needs of others." It involves a 
clelioate balanoe between the art of providing for one's own 
ethical clavelopment and the art of leaving open the avenues 
of similar opportunit7 for others. 
It is interesting to notice hera that, for Plato, justice 
is not a state derive! from the proper treatment of one's 
neighbor; it is rather a natural b,--product of the proper 
treatment of one's self. In this sense, justice is not some-
thing out-turned but in-turned. If one learns how to treat 
1. Plato, Rep., 433a. 
2. Plato, Pro., 354a-356b. 
-
3. Wbitb7, Art. (193,), 195. The individual is free to 
express his own good desires, but he should also recognize 
"the aaoraanesa of personalities other tban his own." 
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htaself right, if he tatea stanlard intelligence tests and 
fi!lCls the niche Where he belonp, his neighbor, thereb7, will 
find his place in societ7, too. !hie prediction about the 
nature of ~ustice is baaed on the assumption that man and the 
1 
universe in Which he lives are eesentiall7 rational, so that 
When one individual slides into hie appropriate slot in the 
social framework, the other slots are in no wa7 disturbed for 
those who are still seeking them. SUch an assumption is never 
8 
adetuatelJ' justified b7 Plato, although it takes the form of 
a ma~or preJDiee rumling through and substantiating all hie 
work. Ria belief that virtue is knoWledge lies at the base 
of hie concept of a just eociet.J. Again, if it can be ae~ed 
that once men have knowledge of the right that the7 will do it, 
then the Justice in which Plato envisions is something more 
tb&Jl a childish dream. !he entire picture of a state in which 
ever,rone does onl7 that for which he is beet fitted is derived, 
1. "In the Republic, reasoning seams to be regarded as a 
faoult.J over ani above the passions, and is fretuentl7 re-
ferred to aa the 'love of truth'•" Whitb7, Art.(l93,), 196. 
2. Plato's failure to criticise hie own postulates is interest-
ing in the light of his cri ticiem of mathematics. "Dth-
ematica," &a7S !&7lor of Plato "is not the supreme mental 
discipline because the mathematician confines himself to 
d,lup1ng the consequences of certain initial postulates 
(uTTo9ecrtcs ), which are never themselves submitted to 
criticism, whereas the business of a true metapqsic is to 
be critical of all presuppositions." Kind, 4S (1934), 81. 
- -
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1 
s.,a Beiswanger, from a "deep-eeate! bias, Plato's ingrained 
preference for the haraonioualy ordere! and intelligent life.• 
He aanaee that the life of reason is the supreme value. !hie 
being so, the ideal state is bo1md to take on a shape which 
bears the ~~arks of a blue-print. !he ideal state Will be con-
etruetel b7 "the process of 8,1llogistio deduction. !he argument 
I 
runs from preJiise to premise." !here m.ust be just so Dl&n7 cob-
blers, carpenters, bakers, and philosophers. !he oi ty of the 
Re(!blic will truly be a commanit,v in Which logic and order pre-
Tail. !his is so, says Beiawanger, because Plato is unable •to 
3 
imagine a man who is not potentiall7 a philosopher." And if all 
men are, at heart, philosophers who seek only the truth, can the 
society of virtue ant intelligence be, after all, so far behint? 
~e criticism has been raieel, however, that the justice of 
Plato's ReE!blic is not true justice after all; for it is reall7 
a justice which prevails b7 the Will of those endowed with super-
ior intelligence. In this sense, it is justice in its moat aris-
tocratic fora, a justice eas117 corrupted b7 the temptations Which 
always aoco•p&Jl7 the author! 't7 of those in places of power. "In 
the end we return to !hr&Qilachua. Justice is the rule of the 
powerfUl, even though it be the power of clear insight and trained 
1. :Beiawanger, Art., (1931), 5'15. 
2. Beiswanger, Art., 28 (1931), 5'16. !he ideal atate, Beiswanger 
adda, is for Plato more of a mental construct tban an actual 
picture of a lfew Jerusalem. "!he plan is of heaven; the 
sticks and atones, the beams ant mortar are of earth." 
3. Beiawanger, Art., (1931), 5'1'1. 
1 
intelligence." 
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I ~e fact, however, that the cultured ('cAolofo<) class 
shall rule does not necessarily imply a system in which there 
is no social mobility. Bach individual is, of course, born with 
a certain natural capaci 'b7, and hie eventual lot will be to 
identif,J himself with that olaaa Which will profit moat f.rom his 
particular abilities. But previous to this, during hie childhood, 
each person will be given the highest training in the state in 
order that he J1J87 prove what hie special aptitudes are; and 
though hie birth~ be in the humblest class, he m&7 ascend to 
the ruling olaas if hie worth be proved. Thus the Platonic olaaa 
ayatea is not a caste 8,Jstem, for it provides for vertical as 
well as horizontal social mobilitJ'• Sabine says 
But when all these allowances are made, the 
fact remains that the parallelism aaeuaed be-
tween mental capacities and social classes 
is a restricting influenoe Which prevented 
him from doing justice in the Refiblic to the 
complexity of the politioal prob ima under 
discussion. !he theor7 obliged him to aa81Uie 
that all the intelligence in the state was · 
concentrated in the rulers, though his repeated 
references to the Skill of the artisans in their 
own kind of work shows that he did not literally 
believe this. On the other band, in their 
political capacity the workers have nothing to 
do but obey, which is nearly the aame thing as 
to s~ that they have no properly political 
capacity at all. ~he position to which they 
are assigned cannot be corrected even by 
education, because they seem not to need 
1. Beiswanger, Art. (1931), 577. 
education for civic activit,r.or for par-
ticipation in the self-governing activ-
ities of the oollll!ltU1i t,r. In this part of 
the state's life, the7 are onlookers. 1 
!he assumption b7 Plato that the workers are not mentally 
equipped for ciTic responsibilit,r seems to be borne out by 
the fact that the development and destin7 of the state is 
relegated to the hands of a few highl7 intelligent experts 
who possess a kind of rational ~udgment not obtainable by 
2 
16 
the masses. The "ruling class - working class" relationship, 
in this case, is like the "pbJsician - patient" relationship 
and provides that the proper prescriptions and antidotes shall 
be administered b7 the philosophers as they see fit. 
This assertion that it is the philosopher who knows the 
good does not grow out of a dogmatic claim to omniscience; it 
i8 simpl7 a recognition of the fact "that there is an ob~ective 
3 
standard and that knowledge is better tball guesswork." Plato 
ie consistent in his belief that virtue is knowledge and rightly 
insists that the proficiency that ordinarily accompanies the 
plQ'sioian' s knoWledge of health will also aocompan7 the 
1. sabine, BP!, 63. lfindelband offers a similar criticism with 
regard to the Platonic principle of aristocracy in education: 
"This appears moat olearl7 in the provision that for the 
great mass of the third class onl7 the orlin&r7 abili t7 of 
practical life is claimed, and in that this i8 regarded as 
nffioient for their purpose, while the education, which the 
state has the right and dut,r to take in hand itself in order 
to train ita citizens for its own ends, is given only to the 
two other classes." lfindelband, BP, 12,. 
2. "Tore is the knowledge of the carpenter; but is that the 
sort of knoWledge which g1 vea a ci t7 the title of Wise and 
good counsel?" "Oertainl7 not." Plato, Rep., 428b. 
3. S&bine, BP!, 46. 
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statesman's knoWledge of a good state. !he aim of the author 
in writing the Republie is to be scientific, and this is under-
standable when it is realised that his conception of the science 
1 
of politics is based upo.n the procedure of geometr7. "It was ob-
vious to him that the precision of exact science depended upon a 
grasp of t.Jpes; there is no geo.aetr, unless one is content to 
deal With idealised figures, neglecting the divergences and com-
1 
plication a that occur in ever7 representation of the type." In 
this sense, the BeP!blio does not represent an effort to describe 
sny real or existing state, but it seeks rather to define those 
general sociological principles which must underlie anr state 
that is to approximate the ideal of a good life for the coJD1110lli 't7 
3 
aa a Wbole. Nevertheless, even on the level of a general aocio-
logioal theor7, one has the feeling that Plato's s7stem of class 
stratification derives ita structure from a pSJchologr wbich is 
both arbi trar)" and artificial. The abstract forms of geometr7 
exert a subtle influence on the formation of his political theor)T 
so that he seems, at times, to see life itself from a geometric 
perspective. This notion seems to be validated by Plato's belief 
that man either has or has not what it takes to be a ruler in 
1. Plato's philosopb7 was closel7 related to Greek mathematics. 
This was because he had been influenced b7 the Pythagoreans 
and because he included at the Aoade_, a number of the out-
stan~ mathematicians of his own da7. Sabine, B:P! , 47. 
2. sabine, BP!, 47. 
3. This effort in the realm of political theory is not unlike 
the effort of Herbert Spencer, English sociologist of the 
nineteenth century, who attempted to discover the social 
laws underl7ing 811 forms of social life. 
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public life. It is not that soae men are without the facul 't7 
of reason at all, bat that in sae men the faeul 't7 of reason is 
l 
-weat b7 nature.• !hue, some men, to use a geometrical figure, 
posseas on17 the base of a triangle or one side, while others 
possess the bJpotenuse which makes them more than e(Ual to either 
8 
of the other less talentecl groups of men. !his means that those 
endowed with a lesser degree of Wisdom are not onl7 unfit for 
roles of public leadership, but the7 are not reall7 qualified to 
rule and control their own private lives. !hese premises lead to 
an eas7 and neat clivision of societ7. !he worker wOllld appear to 
need the ateaqing and restrail'ling hand of one who is wiser than 
3 
he, and the Guardian, on the other hand, would seem to be out of 
place in anything but an ad'YiBOr'J' and ruling role. It is for 
each man to finl his place 1n the S1U1 and one place on17. !he 
G1lart1.1an purnes the training, which will prepare him for pUblic 
responsibili'I;J' to the exclusion of other trades. !he cobbler 
seeks to ac(Uire the skills Which are pertinent to the craft of 
cobbltng. But for either to learn another 
trade as well as his own would be ,an in-
fringement of Justice (1To~urrpatyAAoC'U"111\ ) • 
!'he gaarclian who should liD.lergo an appren-
ticeship, sa7 in cobbling, would be ga.il 't7 
of the fault of acquiring two crafts; so 
then, likewise, would the cobbler Who 4 
shoul.d undergo a training in Gu.ardianahip. 
1. Plato, Rep., 590d. 
2. !he PJthagorean theorem reads: "The square of the hJpotenuae 
of a right triangle is etual to the squares of the other two 
aides." . 
3. "We aa7 that he ought to be a slave of that beat kind of Jl8.l1 
who has the divine principle of reason dominant in himself." 
Plato, Rez., 590e. 
'· ~oster, Art. (1936), 353. 
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tn suoh a aooiet,r, where eaoh person is groomed to fit 
into a special slot and Where a large majority of the population 
belong to the working or lower class, an individual's rights, 
beliefa and over-all happiness would seem to be largely de-
terminal by the structure o'f government. Private will would 
certainly be subordinated to social will. It is apparent that 
Plato's faith in the virtue of knowledge commits him to a faith 
in the Virtue and wisdom of the philosophers; and thus 
Plato seta no ••• limit to the ruler's 
authority. !here is no sphere of the 
subjeot•s l.ife so intimate that he can 
not undertake the direction of it. Be 
ia to :mould the subject's very soul. l. 
It is also apparent that no part of Plato's political theory 
makes any aenae unl.esa understood in rel.ation to his doctrine of 
juatioe. Aa that doctrine suggests, he is at all ttmea interested 
in whol.ea and universals rather than sections or parts, and this 
fact is the keystone in the arch of his political thought. How 
can there 'be, then, in Plato's State 8Jl7 room for individual 
ambition and enterprise; for these would represent irregularities 
in a society where irregulari 't7 must not be. !he picture is one 
2 
not dissimilar to that of the Hegelie state in which 107&1 't7 to 
the wholenesa of the State is the higheat point of transcendence 
in one' a individual. allegiance. But the inti vidual is not, there-
by, to consider himself unfairl7 restricted; for we are always 
1. ~cater, Art. (1936), 364. 
!. Cf. Hegel's Philosopbl of Rifeti!,0-271. "The nation as a 
state is the spirit aubiian ve 7 realised and directly real. 
Hence, it is the absolute power on earth." PR, 337. 
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reminded that if we but arrive at that social compartment for 
which nature baa ord.ainea. us, we will be in the right and best 
place and will not want or need another. In any ideal state, 
the masses must 'be indoctrinated W1 th this kind o:t dignified 
docility if the principle of Justice is to be socially realised. 
!hue Plato is prompted in the !!!!.! to commend the drinld.ng o:t 
wine: 
On such occasions the souls of the drinkers 
become like iron heated in the fire, and 
grow softer and younger, and are easily 
molded b7 htm whO knows how to educate and 
fashion thea. 1 
And :tor the aame reason (although allegedly in the name of 
justice) he recommends the diminution of excessive self-intereet--
~erefore let every man avoid excess o:t self-love and condescend 
2 
to follow a 'better man than himself~-- a curse which m&7 afflict 
even the philosopher and oause him to seek that material gain 
which prohibits the increase o:t virtue. For "good in a high 
3 
degree, and rich in a high degree at the same time, he cannot be." 
!hie indieates that Plato was subJect to the same illusions 
' at some pointe as :.arx. !he implication is that the Guardians 
1. Plato, ~. &no. 
2. Plato, Laws, 732a. 
-
3. Plato, Laws, 743a. 
-
4. O:t. llarx and BD.gels, Communist Jfanifeeto: "In this sense, the 
theor,r of the Communists BB7 be swmmed up in the single sen-
tence: Abolition of private property." 326. Marx imagined 
that in the transfer o:t property from the bourgeoiaie to the 
proletariat a kind of universal social panacea bad 'been found. 
are b7 nature and training wise and virtuous and that when their 
... -
judgment is corrupted, the blame is to be placed not on corrupt 
tendencies in the philosophers themselves, but on some external 
factor auoh aa private propert,- or the structure of government. 
In other wor4e, if the philosopher-kings are made to rule in a 
aooiet,- possessing the correct social and legislative configura-
tions and if the taint of excessive wealth is removed, they will 
preserve and maintain an ideal state. This is not onl7 a nearly 
tautologous way of eaJi,ng that the ideal state will be ideal if 
it ia ideal, but it inU.oatea that he was, at points, nearly a 
positivist in his belief that a Utopian society could be molded 
b7 the pro:per manipulation of "things" in the environment. 
Ievertheless, according to Plato, such a state makes it 
possible to affirm the principle that the just man is happJ', and 
1 
that the unjust man is tmhaPP7• This seems to mean that every 
person who bas found his place will be happJ' and that everyone 
who has not will be unhaPP7• But what of the 1morthodo:z: and the 
dissenter? Certainl7, despite the best possible social adjust-
ments, there Will 'be those among whom opinions will differ, so 
that what the accuser calla just the accused will call unjust. 
Grote rightl7 etates that a 
self-thinking reasoner like Plato ought to have 
treated the question: ~oes the internal reason 
and sentiment of the agent coincide with that of 2 his countryaen, as to wbat is just and ejust?" 
1. Plato, Rep., 613ab. 
2. Grote, PLA., 126. 
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In the oase of Socrates and the people of .Athena this lid not 
prove to be the oase. Both the aoouaed and the acousers were 
convinced of the Justice of their respective action. And while 
Socrates may be thought of as a Just man who died for a Just 
cause, he may not be thought of as .one who necessa:ril7 found 
happiness in that kind of justice. !hue the statement that 
the Just man is happy leaves unanswered an important question: 
Does a person 
in those actions which he performs either 
under legal restraint or under peremptor.r 
unofficial custom, submit merel7 to what 
he regards as oivium ardor ava ubentium, 
or as TUltis ins an s rann 
In &117 case, Plato implies that under such circumstances a per-
son ought to be happ,v over the fact that justice is being admin-
istered b7 those in whom the Divine rules. !bna, if a man is 
not innatel7 the sort to possess an inner guardian b7 the dom-
inance of reason (ratio) in his soul, he should oonsider himself 
luclq to be ruled b7 an external authority or by those of the 
2 Quardian class in Whom wisdom especially resides. 
!his trausfer of the individual's freedom from private jur-
isdiction to the Jurisdiction of the State rests on the assumption 
that such wholesale transference places the individual's liberties 
1. Grote, !LA, 126. 
2. "And therefore, being desirous of placing him" (the individual) 
"uder a rule like that of the best, we aay that he ought to 
be the servant of the best, in Whom the Divine rules; not as 
!hra.,.machns supposed, to be the injur,- of the servant, but 
because ever,- one had better be ruled b7 divine wisdom dwell-
ing within hia; or if this is impossible, the:n. b7 an external 
authority." Plato, Rei•• 8904t. 
in the best possible banda. "!he ver,r facult.J which ia the 
i:nstrument of 3udgment is ••• poaseaaea. ••• onl7 b7 the phil-
1 
oaopher." ETen though it 'be granted that one Who has been 
trained in the business of government possesses skills not 
likely to be had by the 1~. the statement that reason is 
a faoul. 't7 Mnopolised by a small segment of h'DJJJ8lli ty is open 
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to a great deal of doubt, and it JBa7 be questioned whether 8UCh 
a group of ideal persona could ever be more than a figment of 
the imagination. Wbether persons whose actions are largely dom-
inated by reason could actuall.J' be found in this world or not, 
the question still arises: Who is to judge the philosopher? 
!hie is another significant question which is never raised by 
Plato, although, of course, the answer is implied in the belief 
that the eternal realit,r of reason itself is the criterion by 
which all men may measure their approximation to the ideal life 
of virtue. Since it is assumed that the rulers in the Guardian 
Olaae are persons who have nearlf realised a life of virtue, it 
follows that such persona are qualified to be the supreme tri-
bunal in the land. These rulers nee! be measured by no other 
tra:nscen4ent judgment save the ~dgaent of reason itself. 
Now that Plato has defined the meaning of social 3ustice 
and pointed out, in the process, the natural relations which 
should exist among the classes and between the individual and the 
state, he proceeds to the matter of ~st how this ideal human 
collectivity is to be implemented. The program calla for a 
1. Plato, Rep., 582d. 
coaaunist eeonom7 for its effeotiveneaa. This econom7 will 
affect onl7 the QQardiane, since the7 comprise the group which 
must be treed of private intereat. When private interest rears 
its ugl7 head so that we aq "!his is his" or "!his is mine", we 
l 
are indulging in a principle which brings disurd 't7 to the State. 
Plato is stating here a doctrine of the provisional evil of 
private propert.F Which later political philosophers, such as 
2 3 
Rousseau and :.arx, enlarge! upon and made more absolute. ![the 
theory is that private ownership is a factor effecting both in-
ternal and external corruption in the individual and the socie't7 
respecti vel7. It is difficult for the person who is anxious about 
this world's goods to be objective in relation to himself or his 
neighbor. !he more intense hie amd.e't7, which JDa7 express it-
self in greed, competition, and jealous.r, the more difficult it 
is for him to see himself as others see h±m or to treat another 
1. "Such differences commoD1.7 originate in a disagreement about 
the use of the terms 'mine' and 'not mine', 'his' and 'net 
his'•" Plato, Rep., 462c. 
2. "According to Rousseau, the land, like air and water, was 
naturall7 free to man, and the seizure of land was a 'social 
theft', Which accounted for the evils that were to follow." 
Ellwood, BSP, 208. The evil of social inequality, for 
instance, reall7 originate& in the institution of private 
propert7 Which served as an instrument for one to aggrandize 
himself at the expense of another. See Rousseau's ess~, 
"Origin of Ine(!uali t7. " 
3. "~e theory of the Communists m87 be summed up in the single 
sentence: Abolition of private propert7." Barx, OK, 32. 
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with sincere disinterestedness. !bus, it seems wise to Be¥ 
with Plato: "The guardians of either sex should have all their 
1 
puraui ts in common." This oouunit)T of ownership extends not 
onl7 to all kinde of material goods but to rives and children as 
well. "I do not th±Dk," B87S Socrates, "that there can be &UJ 
dispute about the ver7 great utilit)' of having wives and children 
2 
in common." But the utilit,r that derives from the fact that 
3 
"no parent is to know his own child, nor any child his parent" 
is a utilit.J which represents a questionable kind of value. 
Aristotle is quick to see that aueh a scheme will involve in-
numerable confusions and impracticalities. In the first place, 
that all persons call the same thing mine 
in the sense in which each does so may be 
a fine thing. • • but such a uni 't7 in no wq 
conduces to harmon)'. " 
When an apple is both mine and 70urs, the situation is not on17 
aill7, but it presents a practical problem: WhD is going to eat 
the apple? In the second place, Plato's scheme overlooks the 
fact that it is the nature of the bum&ll animal to show a certain 
oalloueneas toward that which is the propert.J of all. "For that 
which is common to the greatest number has the least care bestowed 
5 
upon it." Aristotle is both more OJDical and more shrewd in his 
appraiaal of man•a nature in this respect than Plato. :a:e does 
not agree tbat there are certain persons who are imma.ne to the 
temptations of private gain and can be trusted, even with a 
change in the order of social relationships, to hand down decrees 
1. Plato, Rep., 467e. 
2. Plato, Rep., 46Ve. 
3. Plato, R•R•• 467d. 
4. Aristotle, l!!•• 126lb, 32. 
6. Aristotle, Jol., 126lb, 30. 
-
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1m tam ted b7 the thought of a elf. "Ever'J'one thinks ohtefi7 of 
his own, hardl7 at all of the co•on interest; and onl7 when he 
1 
ia himself concerned as an indi'Tidual." 
In the third place, Aristotle attacks the Socratic premise 
2 
that the greater the unit.J of the State the bet~er. To do this, 
of oourae, is to strike at the heart of the entire Platonic 
political a7stem; for as we ha'Te seen, the justice Wbich Plato 
holds to be the ideal of the State is a justice baaed on the unit,. 
of the three kinde and classes of men. Likewise, the introduction 
of oODIIIIUni• in the Guardian Class is to effect a kind of uni t7 
3 
among the rulers not otherwise obtainable. Ie'Tertheless, Aris-
totle sees that there can be nch a thing as too much 1mi t7. A 
State which seeks to identif,r itself with the Whole ~ lose ita 
identi t7 with the parte, and after all, although a State should 
be unified it shoUld not be a unit.J in the sense that the indi'Tid-
uala who oOJDpriee it lose their indi'Tiduali t,r. "So that we ought 
not to attain this greatest un1 t.J e'Ten if we could, for it would 
4 
be the destruction of the State." 
1. Ariatotle, Pol., l26lb, 30. 
-
2. Plato, Rep., 423b. 
3. "!here ia uni'Q' where there ia communit.J of pleasures and 
pain a -- where all ci tizena are glad or grie'Ted on the 
same occasions of Jo7 and sorrow." "And is not that the beat-
ordered State in Which the greatest number of persona appl7 
the terms 'mine' and 'not lliJ:le' in the S&Jile wa7 to the same 
things?" Plato, Rep., -'62b. 
4. Ariatotle, Pol., 126la, 20. Aristotle goes on to sa7: "This 
extr .. e uni!!iation of the state ia olearl7 not good; for a 
famil7 is more self-sufficing than an indi'Tidual, and a oit.J 
than a famil7, and a cit, onl7 oomea into being when the oom-
111Ulli t7 is large enough to be self-sufficing. If then self-
sufficieno7 is to be desired, the lesser degree of unit.J is 
more desirable than the greater." Pol., 126lb, 10. 
-
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Others Wbo have agreed with Aristotle's contention that 
the individual is lost in the communism of Plato's state find an 
1 
opponent in !a7lor who makes a tefense of Plato's position. Re 
claims that the political structure upon wbioh Plato's State is 
based can neither be called socialism or communis.; for both of 
these terms refer to apeeifie tJpes of economic organization in 
which either the State or the people oollectivel7 own the means 
of production. In these s7stems, state or communal own.erehip 
of propert7 is for economic purposea; this is so that each will 
receive according to his neels. But the emphasis in Plato's 
Republic is on uni 't7, not on et.uali 't7 of economic distribution. 
!a7J,or aays: 
In point of fact, nothing much is said in the 
book about the eoonoaio organization of the 
onl7 class who hav,e an7 economic function at 
all' the ~""au oupyo< ' but the implication of 
what is aaid is that there are differences of 
wealth among them, and the •means of produc-
tion and distribution' are individuall7 owned 
and operated. 2 
!hie question concerning the validitJ" of placing Plato's polit-
ical philosopb7 in a socialist, communist or fascist categor.y is 
one which will be oonsiderel at greater length at a later time. 
Jleanwhile, an investigation of Plato's thought regarding the 
forms of government will be neoeasar,r in order to understand the 
structure of the political vebiele which Plato believes will be 
instrumental in ushering in an era of social justice. 
In delineating the five distinet constitutional forms of 
government, Plato is never ver7 far from the foundations of his 
1. !a7lor. PLA, 2~6-2~8. 
2. !srlor, PLA, 2~~. 
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pqcholo§. Just as Plato made the structure of his State anal-
ogous to the pB,Jchological structure of man, so he bases the div-
ision of governments on a similar principle. Socrates says to 
Glaueo11: "Do 70u know ••• that governments vary as the disposi-
ti011s of men T&r7, and that there must be as many of the one as 
1 
there are of the other?" Thus Glaucon is able to deduce that 
"if the constitution of States are fiTe, the dispositions of in-
a 
dividual minds will also be fiTe•" It is assumed, of course, 
that the state which Socrates has been describing constitutes 
the onl7 perfect form of goTermaent and that the other four are 
imperfect. Socrates and Glaucon have previouslJ concluded: 
!hat in the perfect state wives and children 
are to be in common; and that all education and 
the pursuits of war and peace are also to be 
common, and the beat philosophers and the braTeat 
warriors are to be their kings ••• that the 
governors, when appointed themselves, will take 
their soldiers and place them in houses • • • 
which are oommon to all, and contain nothing 
private or indiTidual ••• tbat no one was to 
have an7 of the ordinary possessions of mankind; 
they were to be warrior athletes and guardians, 
receiving from the other citizens in lieu of 
annual paJment, onl7 their maintenance, and they 
were to take care of themsel Tea and of the whole 
State. 3 
!he government of this perfect kind of State is an aristocrac7. 
It is to be contrasted with the Cretan and Spartan form of gov-
ernment or timocracy, and with oligarcby, democracy and tyra.nny. 
1. Plato, Rep., 644e. 
2. Plato, Rep., 644e. 
3. Plato, Rep., 643-644. 
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Plato refers to timocracy as "the government of honor" 
because it represents that form of social control which "arises 
1 
out of aristocracy" or government of the beat. This aristocratic 
viewpoint, however, is always maintained from the perspective of 
the philosopher and never from the perspective of the economist. 
On the one hand, it is laudable that what Plato means by an aristo-
cratic government is one in Whioh the wise and most highly intell-
igent rule. This would seem to exonerate him from the snobbery 
which often accompanies those who equate the possession of large 
amounts of private property with noble breeding. But, on the 
other hand, as Beiswanger has said ( •'f ) , the belief that the wisest 
Should rule is dangerously close to the position held by Thrasy-
macbns ; for justice turns out to be the rule of those endowed 
with the most powerful mental equipment. In a sense, then, the 
aristocracy of Plato is more vioious than the aristocracy of a 
feudal lord or Machiavellian prince. The assumption of Jlarxism 
and most forms of socialism is that human personali t7 is an in-
2 
trinsio value and that special concentrations of intelligence 
do not eolllll&lld posi tiona of special social worth. Marxism has 
1. Plato, Rep., 545bc. 
2. Marx's belief in the value of personality partly accounts for 
his heated attack on the bourgeoisie. "It has ••• left no 
other nexus between man and man than naked self-interest, than 
callous 'cash pa7Dent'. It has drowned the most heavenly 
ecstasiea of religious fervor, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of 
Philistine sentimentalism, in the icy water of egotistical 
calculation. It baa resolved personal worth into exchange 
value, and in place of the numberless, indefeasible chartered 
freedoms, has set up that single, ~conscionable freedom--
Free Trade." Marx and Engels, CM, 15-16. 
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neTer :maintai:aed that one 111m is "better" than another, but has 
rather insisted that what some oall "superior" is merel7 a name 
for an advantageous financsial ensconoement. Plato, however, 
with no apologies or reservations, adTocsates a SJ'&tem in whicsh 
the highest intelligence quotients will be catapulted to the top 
of the social :fra11ework, and the idea is not to level or min-
illise class distinctions but to emphasise them. This is all to 
be done, of courae, in the naae of justice. The point is that 
while Plato seea the fallaa, of economic aristoorao7 or of eoonom-
io concern in general, hie aristocrac7 based on the congenital 
1 
worth of the indi Tidual is an ari stocrac7 more obnoxious to the 
Hebrew-Christian world than most other forms which refrain from 
making this sharp biological or "natural" distinction. 
Although the timocratic form of government arises from the 
goTernment of the best, it refers to that political structure 
which eventuallf evolves during the first stage of corruption of 
the ideal ariatocr&CJ'· Tbia corruption ia part of the inevitable 
deoa7 aet in motion b7 the politicsal ohange which takes place 
2 
When the rulers disagree among themselves. Political change is 
rooted in the rulers• ignorance of the laws of procreation, and 
it is this self-aclmow'ledgel limitation which is both disagree-
able and leads to disagreement. ~rom the standpoint of eugenics, 
the rulers are Without the power to prediot the qualitJ' of their 
offspring, and thia means that their hands are tied in the matter 
1. Plato, Rep., 590de, 4'4 b. 
2. Plato, Rep., 6464. 
l 
of producing another superior generation like themselves. 
When your guardian& are ignorant of the 
law of births, and tmi te bride and bride-
groom out of season, the children will 
not be goodl7 or fortunate. And though 
only the beat of thea will be appointed 
by their predecesaors, still the7 will 
be UDWortlq to hold their father'• 
places. 2 
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'l!lm.a the guardian stock is contaminate!, and the gold, silver, 
brass and iron of your different races produce the "inequalit7 
and irregulari "t7, Which alwa7s and in all places are causes of 
3 
hatred and war." Socrates and Glaucon conclude, then, tbat the 
timocratic government is "a form intermediate between oligr&chJ 
4 
and aristocrao7." It is like the latter in the respect and honor 
which will be given the rulers, but is nearer the former in the 
appointment of ruling personnel who are marked by milit&r,J rather 
than philosophical bent of character. This innovation is ex-
plained b7 the fact that 
philosophers are no longer to be had simple 
and earnest, but are made up of mixed ele-
ments; and in turning from them to passion-
ate and leas complex eharacters, who are by 
nature fitted for war rather than peace... 5 
this State will be for the most part peculiar. 
1. "!o the knowledge of lm.man feoundi t7 and sterili 't7 all the 
wisdom and education of 70ur rulers will not attain; the laws 
which regulate them will not be diaoovered by an intelligence 
Which is alloyed with aense, but will eaoape them, and they 
will bring children into the world When they ought not." 
Plato, Rep., 646b. 
2. Plato, Rep., 646e. 
3. Plato, Rep., 54,a. 
4. Plato, Rep., 54,c. 
5. Plato, Rep., 648a. 
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Plato~a description, then, of the timocratic man is based on 
the premise that blood speaks louder than good intentions. He 
will be "covetous of mone7••• have a fierce secret longing after 
gold and silver." He Will ha'Ye eaatlea Which are just neats for 
his eggs and will spend large IUJI8 on his wiTes or on 8Jl7 others 
Whoa he wishes. He will be miserl7, steal another man's mone7 and 
1 
another man's pleasures. .Ul this will be true of .the timocratic 
man because he haa "neglected her who is the true Kuse, the com-
panion of reason and philosoplq, and have honored gymnastio more 
2 
than music." 
What is to come of such a man who seems to be harassed b7 
innumerable drives and conflicta1 Plato gives an explanation 
which is almost freudian. !he situation is about like this: 
!he 70ung man's mother sees hta as a symbol of what she wishes 
her husband to be. Her husband, the refined philosopher-guardian, 
lacks the lure of the 70unger ruler who takes interest in matters 
of mone7 and can give her the precedence she wants among other 
women. The husband, too, is so absorbed in the philosophical and 
objective attitude toward life that he has developed these in-
terests as a sublimation of his normal sexual drives. The mother 
is thns without the social attention she feels she deserves and 
lonel7 for want of more affection. The mother then urges the son 
to avoid the pale character of his father and to be more appetit1Te 
and self-asserting. The· 70ung man, for his part, is tired of his 
1. Plato, Rep., 548b. 
2. Plato, Rep., 548bc. 
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father who waters and nourishes "the rational principle in his 
1 
soul." Eventuall.J', he succumbs to bad comp8Jl7 who encourage the 
passionate and appetitive, and he "gives up the kingdom which is 
within him to the middle principle of contentiousness and passion, 
2 
and becomes arrogant and ambitious." 
The second kind of imperfect government is called oligarchy. 
Plato uses the term oligarchy to refer to "a government resting 
on evaluation of property, in which the rich have power and the 
3 
poor man is deprived of it." The oligarchJ is merely another 
step, the second step, in the cycle of political dec&7. The 
familiar saying that money is the root of all evil may well have 
originated in the thought and work of Plato; for he explains the 
change from timocracy to oligarchJ as one which is due to a highly 
4 
prosperous level of national economy. The movement of events is 
almost inevitable; for "one seeing another grow rich, seeks to 
rival him, and tbns the great mass of the citizens became lovers 
of money." Jesus' statement that it is easier for a camel to go 
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the 
kingdom of heaven represents a rigorous moral viewpoint Which 
Plato would have found most congenial. Plato is convinced that 
1. Plato, Rep., 550a. 
2. Plato, Rep., 550b. 
3. Plato, Rep., 650c. 
4. "~e accumulation of gold in the treasury of private individ-
uals is the ruin of timocracy; they invent illegal modes of 
expenditure; for what do they or their wives care about the 
law?" Plato, Rep., 550d. 
as persona 
grow richer and richer, and the more they 
think of making a fortune, the less they 
think of virtue; for when riches and virtue 
are placed together in the scales of the 
balance, the one a1wa7a rises as the other 
falls ••• and in proportion as riches and 
men are honoured in the State, virtue and 
the virtuous are dishonoured. 1 
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--which is the Platonic way of saying "Where ;your treasure is, 
2 
there will your heart be also." The social consequences of this 
form of government are fairly obvious. It is money which sets 
the pattern in a rigid hierarch7 of rights and privileges. Those 
at the top decree that a certain sum of money is necessary to 
entitle a person to citizenship. Those who cannot raise property 
amounting to the fixed swm relinquish all right to participate in 
any duties related to the work of government. If the unfortunate 
poor register any complaints, they will be silenced, if necessary, 
by force of arms. !he power of the oligarch, as Plato viewed it, 
was not unlike the despotism of Machiavelli's Prince. 
Machiavelli says: 
Tbns it comes about that all armed prophets 
have conquered and unarmed ones failed; for 
••• the character of people varies, and it is 
easy to persuade them of a thing but difficult 
to keep them in that persuasion. And so it is 
necessar;v to order things so that when they no 
longer believe, they ean be made to believe by 
force. 3 
1. Plato, Rep., 550e. 
2. Lk. 12:34. "At last," says Plato, continuing in the same vein, 
"instead of loving contention and glory, men become lovers of 
trade and money; they honour and look up to the rich man, and 
make a ruler of him, and dishonour the poor man." Plato, Rep., 
55la. 
3. llaohiavelli, Prince, 28. 
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This despotic use of force is not the only defect of the 
oligaroq. Plato draws an analog between the ship and. the 
State, and suggests that if pilots were chosen on the basis of 
their wealth, it would mean that many a poor man with superlative 
talent as a pilot would be overlooked. And What is worse, the 
wealtb7 ruler without any special gift for steering might bring 
the ship of State upon a reef. It is significant that Plato was 
more sensitive to the defects which exist at the economic level 
of discrimination than to the possible injustice involved in dis-
crimination drawn along social and hereditary linea. Re can see 
that there is something unfair about measuring a man's ability by 
his pocketbook, but at the same time, he fails to see injustice 
in a system which relegates those of average intelligence to a 
servile role. 
There are other glaring defects in an oligarchy. One is 
derived from the fact that the poor are always conspiring against 
the rich, so that the State is not one but two. The situation is 
really one of a class war in which the venom of the oppressed ex-
1 
cites the fear of the oppressor. This means that the oligarchs 
are incapable of waging war; for if they arm the multi tude, they 
take the ohanoe that the multitude will turn and kill them first; 
1. Marx's description of class war has beoome a classic: "Tbe 
history of all hitherto existing society is the history of 
olaas struggles ••• Preemsn and slave, patrician and plebian, 
lord and serf, guild-master and journe,man; in a word, oppres-
sor and oppreased, stood in constant opposition to one another, 
carried on uninterrupted, now hidden, now open fight, a fight 
that each time ended, either in a revolutionary reconstitution 
of society at large, or in the common ruin of the contending 
classes." Marx, aM, 12. 
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and if they do not arm the liR1l t1 'h.le, the oligarchs are too 
few to arm and protect themselves. But what is worse, especially 
from the Platonio point of view, is that the oligarcbJ may grow 
into a den of fil tq, helpless beggars. There are no guardians 
in such a State to designate the proper work for every man, 
.Thus, lacking any virtuous and intelligent administration, 
a man may sell all that he has, and another 
may acquire his property; yet after the 
sale he ma7 dwell in the oi t7 of which he 
is no longer a part, being neither trader, 
nor artisan, nor horseman, nor hopli te, 
but cnly a poor, helpleas creature. 1 
This polio7 of laisses-faire applied by the oligarchs to tbe 
area of occupational rolea results in the unhealthful extremes 
of wealth and poverty. SUch extremes are incompatible with the 
existence of a Juat State, and Plato ia aensitive to the weak-
. neesea in those constitutions which are not capable of maintain-
ing thia golden mean. That Plato may have suggested the doctrine 
of the mean to his pupil, Aristotle, seems possible on the basis 
2 
of the former's doctrine of justice. In any case, Fuller points 
out that Plato uses the ideal of an economic mean within the State 
as his criterion for judging the imperfections in other states. 
!he guardians Will be poor onl7 to the extent that the7 will 
possess onl7 What ia abso1utel7 neoessar7 for their health and 
maintnanoe. The masses Dst be prevented from sinking to that 
level of povert7 which breeda discontent, and at the same time,they 
1. Plato, Rez., 552a. 
2. ft1.ler, HGP, 241. 
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must not be permitted to acquire eo much wealth that they will 
become greeq and indolent. !hie is what Plato haa in mind when 
he attacks the UllWholeaome ecOBOJ17 of the oligareb7. !he real 
source of the corruption ia to be found in the oligarch himself 
who " baa made reason and spirit ait down on the ground o~edient­
ly on either side of their sovereign, and taught them to know 
their place." He then compels "the one to think only of how 
lesser swaa ma7 be turned into larger ones, and will not allow 
the other to worship and admire an7thing but riches and rich 
1 
men." l!'urthermore, his apparent integrity ia really the result 
of bad passions coerced by the "enforced virtue" which attaches 
to hie position as ruler and, therefore, represents a facade which 
2 
ia deceitful and not representative of his true nature. 
Unfortunately, this process of decay, due to the insatiate 
greed of the oligarchs, gains momentmm until by the process of 
revolution it attains the character of a democracy. This lust 
for wealth proves to be the Achillea' heel of the oligarchs; for, 
anxious to enrich themselves, they encourage rather than check 
"the extravagance of your spendthrifts, to whom they lend money 
at high in~ereet, or whose property they buy on advantageous 
3 
terms.• And since "the love of wealth and the spirit of modera-
4 
tion cannot exist together in citisena of the same State," a 
1. Plato, R•»·• 5534. 
2. Plato, ReJ•• 554d. 
3. Grote, PLA, (Vol. 3) 106. 
4. Plato, Rep., 555c. 
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dangerous class arises out of the general debauchery of extrav-
agance and indebtedness. This olasa is dangerous because it soon 
perceives, despite its own contempt for virtue, that the rulers 
are as weak and as i11oapable of :moderatioD as the ruled, and thus 
the ineentive is provided to deapoil the oligarchs by a revolution. 
The "wir,r sunburnt poor man," for instance, slogs into battle 
"at the aide of a weal tq one who has never spoilt his complexion 
1 
and baa plenty of superfluous flesh" and concludes, after making 
certain observations "under fire," that "Our warriors are not 
2 
good for JIUoh." 
Under auoh noxious condi tiona, the State, like any other 
weak organism, presents itself as easy prey for predatory forces 
Which may arise either from within or without. In this case, 
the stage has been set for an internal commotion, and the State 
falls sick as it literal1y becomes at war With itself. This in-
ternal warfare mq 'be waged brutally as the poor conquer their 
opponents, slaughtering some and banishing others, or it may be 
effected without the use of arms through a "war of nerves" Which 
induces sufficient fear in the opposition to cause them to with-
3 
draw. Whi:chever method of revolution is employed, the fact 
remains that When the smoke baa cleared a democratic way of life 
bas come into being. 
1. Plato, Rep., 656d. 
2. Plato, Rep., 656d. 
3. Plato, Rep., 66,ab. 
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:Now a democracy, as Plato underatanda it, is nearly the 
worst of goTernments, for its manner of functioning makes it 
comparable to a state of anarcq. Law and order have become 
the capricious prerogatives of each individual who is free to 
do what he likes beoauae the oi 't7 is "full of freedom and frank:-
1 
ness." In a sense, then, as the uniTersal validity of the law 
falls into abeyance, every citizen becomes a law unto himself, 
which means that the leadershi}) of the State stands in Jeopar~ 
of losing its self-respect; for, as Plato says of the new govern-
ment, "How grandly does she trample all these fine notions of ours 
under our feet, neTer givtng a thought to the pursui ta which make 
a statesman, and promoting to honor anyone Who professes to be 
2 
the people's friend." In brief, a democracy represents the 
antithesis of all those principles which are associated with the 
reign of true justice. There is no compartmental organization 
of individual and social life. There are no special pretequi-
sites for the attainment of leadership. Men may come and go, 
surfeiting their lives in pleasures and desires, without recourse 
to either heteronomous or autonomous restraint. And the result 
is therefore a general state of both individual and social anarchy. 
The wine of freedom is heady, and "when a democracy Which is 
3 
thirsting for freedom ••• has drunk too deeply," the result is 
Plato, Re$i' 557b. "And where freedom is, the individual is 
clearly a e to order for himself hie own life as he pleases?" 
••• "Clearly." 
Plato, Rep., 658bc. 
Plato, Rep., 562od. 
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a chaotic situation in which aubJeots are like rulers and rulers 
are like subJects. Arf3 such confusion between the rulers and 
their subJects is, of course, from Plato's point of view, highly 
uneatiefactor,r; for then "the father grows accustomed to descend 
1 
to the level of his sons and to fear them," "the master fears 
2 
and flatters hie scholars," "and the young man is on a level with 
3 
the old." The inevitable result is the rule of anarcby and 
naked inJustice which by its very degeneracy leads to the worst 
of all possible governments: tyrann7. 
Plato rightl7 perceives tbat "the excessive increase of 
4 
anything often causes a reaction in the opposite direction" --
a truth which is manifested above all in forms of government. lor 
while a democracy expresses a deep longing for freedom so that 
6 
citizens "chafe impatiently at the least touch of authority," 
t7r&nn7, on the other hand, expresses a deaperate desire for 
protection, order and restraint. The confUsion among the people 
of claims and counter-claims, the welter of individual interests 
and ambi tiona all combine to clri ve the ci tisenry into a search for 
6 
"some champion whom they set over them and nurse into greatness." 
Such a champion, who is most likely to arise from within the class 
1. Plato, Rep., 662e. 
2. Plato, Rep., 563&. 
3. P'lato, Rep. , 563a. 
4. Plato, Rep., 564a. 
6. Plato, Rep., 563e. 
6. Plato, Rep., 566d. 
of "idle spendthrifts," gains "the favor of the people by 
distributing among thea confiscations from the property of 
the rich" and takes advantage of his position "to render him-
1 
self a despot." He begins his rule, of course, by posing as 
a protector of the people's beet interests and, in the name of 
this noble role, metes out Judgments and punishments to his 
political enemies by the favorite method of false accusation. 
"Some he kills and others he banishes, at the same time hinting 
2 
at the abolition of debts and partition of land." This two-
pronged rule by fear and seduction evokes a certain amount of 
resentment among the citizens whose violent ill-feeling can be 
reckoned with only 'by means of a body-guard. Thus the tyrant 
must defend himself against the same hatred which he himself 
baa nourished, a hatred which, in time, results in his expulsion 
from the state and brings an end to his rule of bestiality. At 
such a time, however, it ought never to be forgotten that the 
many injustices, suffered at the hands of a despot, were due to 
the illusion that the greatest happiness is the result of the 
greatest indulgence: "As the saying is,the people who would 
escape the smoke which is the slavery of free men, has fallen 
3 
into the fire Which is the tyranny of slaves." 
1. Grote, P.LA, lOV. 
2. Plato, Rep., 566a. 
3. Plato, Rep., 569c. 
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Tbns the Wheel of metamorphosis has turned fUll circle--
a movement which ia explained b7 the original divisions which 
split the harmonic administration of the honourable aristocratic 
government. Political change of this sort is disruptive and leads 
to injustice both in men's soul and in his societ)T. "A government 
1 
which is united, however, ••• cannot be moved." Therefore unity 
is in some WB7 identical with tmstice, so that the search for 
that beatitude which comes when biK~co,~v~ is in the saddle rep-
resents a longing for a life of "wholeness" which can be bad 
when the striving parts of man' a soul are united by reason and 
when the wounds within his aociet7 are healed b7 the rule of 
honourable men. Hence, as Taylor says, "The philosopher c&.mlot 
be true to himself Without being a philosopher-king; he cannot 
2 
win salvation without bringing it down to his communitJ'." !his, 
then, ia a reiteration of the fact that Plato's Doctrine of 
Justice ia a two-edged sword, which cuts so deeply into both his 
anthropology and sociology, that to understand its relation to 
his doctrine of man is to grasp its ~io significance for his 
social philosophy. And whether or not Plato intended this sword 
3 
to be wielded anywhere but in heaven, the fact remains that 
certain modern interpreters have brought it down to earth where 
it bas, in their eyes, provoked the insatiate ambitions of men 
and, in some cases, justified the rise to power of modern oli-
garchs. In &n7 case, that is the sort of interpretation which 
will be treated here. 
1. Plato, Rep., 546d. 3. Plato, Rep., 592b. 
2. Tayl.or, !LA, 266. 
CliAPTliR III 
SOCIAL Am> PHILOSOPHIOJ.L l!' ACTORS A!DOTING 
UOMT Ilf!EPRm.A!lOlf8 ~ PLATO AS l!'ASOISTIO 
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Among the philosophical, or perhaps more accurately, seman-
tic factors affecting recent interpretations of Plato as fascistic 
is the nature of fascism itself. Just what do contemporary 
writers haTe in mini. when they appl7 the term "fasciBII" to a 
political S7stem or individual aocial philosop~? If there are 
scholars who choose to regard Plato as a panegyrist for What is 
essentiallY a fascist viewpoint, then it is important to under-
stand as clearly as possible just What they mean by this term. 
Unfortunatel7, clarification on this point is not so neat and 
simple as it might seem; for fascism, as expressed in recent 
times, has revealed both political and economic facets juxtaposed 
in a war to render interpretation difficult. The political nature 
of fascism, however, is not so controversial as the economic. It 
is generall7 agreed that, politically speaking, fascism means: 
the one-party state and therefore the ruthless suppression of 
all other parties and movements; the monopolization of political 
power by one controlling party; and the hierarchic structure of 
1 
the state bureaucracy. Despite a certain unanimity regarding 
the political essence of fascism, the fact still remains that 
its economic essence is extremel7 controversial and its phil-
osopb7, on the Whole, sufficiently Tague and elastic to make it 
1. Reiman, EI, 69'1. It aho11l.d be noted that although faacisra 
generall7 refers to a one-party political s7stem,"the ruling 
party in a totalitarian state baa lost the character ef a 
political party of movement." Reiman, 697. 
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1 
amenable to m&n7 forma. Thia ai tuation ia clearl;v revealed 
when one considers that, aa political systems, Italian laacism, 
Hitler's National Socialism and the Russian totalitarian State 
very closely resemble one another. Yet, in this case, the sim-
ilarities in the political s;yatem in no way reflect basic simila-
ri~ea in the social and economic system. !he lack of logical 
correlation in the fascist system between politics and economics 
is vividl;y illustrated by Guenther Reiman: 
the economic syatem of fascism ••• state 
economic regimentation of all social claases 
and groups, national planning and government 
channelling of new investments ••• often re-
sembled atate policies in countries where the 
government still was subject to Parliament. 
!he American New Deal had man;y similarities 
to the state economic intervention in Fascist 
Italy and Nasi Germ&ll7. 2 
Notwithstanding this tendency in American politics during the 
Roosevelt Era, it would be hardly justifiable to refer to the 
New Deal aa fascistic. What, then, is the answer to the question 
of the economic nature of fascism? 
lirat, there are those who represent fascism as a system of 
· political reaction. It is a tool wielded b;y the capitalist class 
to manipulate and exploit the working class. It serves as an 
economic means of maintaining the status quo. This theory has 
always enjo7ed special support among Communists who are indefatig-
able in their efforts to secure new data to discredit the "Lords 
1. "It rfascism-:J_is unrefined by discussion, frequently 
h7sterical in tone and sometimes intentionally so, and 
largely indifferent to incompatibilities." Sabine, EPT, ?4?. 
2. Reiman, EI, 699. 
of Capital." In 1929, when Kuaaolini officiall7 created the 
Corporate State, there followed a brief period in Which the 
46 
~aoist Part7 served as political mercenaries for the greed7 
ambitions of Italian industrialists. Wall Street, so to speak, 
was in the aaddle. This state of affairs, however, was only a 
stage in the long-range develo:pment which MUasolini had in mind 
for the Part7. He used the Corporate State as an instrument of 
propaganda. The term "co~poration" lQ'Stified the people and made 
leas obvious the rise of a dictatorship which rendered even the 
big private industrialists and bankers subservient to a state 
bureaucr&C7• In a speech to the Senate on January 13, 1934, 
Ma.asolini said: 
If there is a phenomenon which ought to be 
well ordered, which ought to be directed to 
certain definite aims, it is preciael7 the econ-
omio phenomenon, which interests the whole of the 
citizens. Not onl7 industrial eoonom7 ought to 
be disciplined, but also agricultural economy, 
commercial econotq, banking economy, and even the 
work of the artiaana. l 
Second, fascism has been regarded as the goal of socialism 
brought to its fruition. ~asciam, in this case, is essentiall7 
what is meant by a planned econ~ in which the corporations serve 
as mere planning agencies. Private ownership of the means of pro-
duction gives wa7 to state ownership, and what was previousl7 
capitalist anarchy becomes an anti-capitalist revolution with 
state-regulated induatr7 as ita goal. Under Italian ~asoism the 
National Co"Dlloil of Corporations served as the planning unit. Its 
powers of intervention and reorganization were unlimited, and its 
authorit7 on economic matters complete. Mnaaolini himself acted, 
1. Michelis, WROL, 210. 
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on oooasion, as Minister of Corporations and directed general 
1 
economic policy. This Jlascism of the Italian experiment was 
! 
then, essentially a form of syndicalism -- a form Wbich was 
subordinated, however, to the needs of the nation. 
Fascism in its Nasi form, however, produced an economy 
which was less ayndicalistio than capitalistic. Of course, this 
"capitalism" was a state capitalism in which the profit motive 
and the privately-owned enterprise were under rigid state control. 
Tbns, a capitalist class was permitted to exist and manipulate 
the wealth of the country within the orbit of jurisdiction pro-
vided by state agencies. These agencies cracked the Whip which 
prevented German capitalism from becoming laissez-faire and 
transformed it, by o14se supervision, into a so-called "permanent 
war eoa.nom7;" i.e., in time of actual war, German economic 
3 
processes need onl7 to be intensified, not converted. 
4 
As Schuman suggests, the Nasi use of the word "socialism" 
is likel7 to sound peculiar to most western minds who are prone 
to think of socialism in terms of a greater degree of public own-
ership of the instrnments of production and operation of economic 
enterprises than that which materialized under the rule of the 
.. l!'Uhrer. But this peouliarit7, far from being a matter of 
1. McConnell, BTGE, 323. 
2. Under SJlldicaliam the emphasis is primarily on the function 
of the industrial union, which would become the focal points 
of economic, social, and cultural life. Wasserman, MPP, 127. 
3. Wasserman, KPP, 200. 
4. Schuman, ND, 115-116. 
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a~istrative caprice, was largel7 the result of a strong 
anti-Marxist tradition among ll'asi high braes and the influence 
of one man, Gottfried Feder. When Hitler became a member of 
the German Labor Party in 1919, the adjective ~ationalist", 
when prefixed to the word "Socialist", symbolized very approp-
riately the parochial objectives of the group. Hitler believed 
in a kind of socialism, yes, but not the international socialism 
of a Marx which was far too cosmopolitan and inter-racial to 
auit hie taste. Anti-Semitism is a correlary of anti-Marxism, 
and Hitler proposed a socialism of the purified, patriotic sort. 
1 
Prior to the formulation of a Party program, Feder provided 
the theory which molded most of Hitler's economic ideas, the 
former asserting, in his doctrine, that there are two kinde of 
capital: the productive and creative capital of Aryan nationalism, 
and the defunct and exploitive capital of Jewish internationalism. 
This led Hitler to believe that the Marxist program was a scheme 
to undermine the capital of national economy in order to open the 
2 
way for the domination of Jewish international finance-capital. 
Thus, in order to break what he conceived to be the yoke of a 
vast Jewish economic enterprise, Hitler incorporated much of· the 
3 
Feder creed into the "Twenty-five Points" of his economic plan. 
These "Points", therefore, included the abolition of incomes un-
earned by work, the confiscation of war profits,the nationalization 
1. Feder, P!WG, 19-22. 
2. Schuman, WD, 117. 
3. Feder preached social salvation through Brecbnng der 
Zinsknechtschaft, or "breaking the bonds of interest slavery." 
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of all businesses organized into trusts, old age pensions, the 
death penalty for usurers, profiteers, etc., and the confiscation 
1 
of land for community purposes. With these proposals, Hitler 
hoped to deflect and redirect much of the hostility which the 
small bourgeoisie felt toward "Big Business" and creditors gen-
erally. !his hostility, for the most part, was deflected upon 
the Jew. 
Whatever the specific problems of the Nazi economy may have 
been, it is clear that the •political exigencies of the Nazi strat-
egy never made possible the clear formulation of an intelligible 
economic program ••• Nazi definitions of 'socialism' have seldom 
I 
been consistent or clear;" and this is what makes an appropriate 
definition of fascism difficult. At the same time, there is evi-
dence that fascism, in ita modern form, presents certain general 
characteristics which make for a broad understanding of what fas-
cism apparently means. First, it seems that the implementation 
of a fascist program in a given society does not necessarily or 
even probably imply a revolution in the basic economic structure 
of the society. In other words, fascism, insofar as recent his-
torical instances are any criterion, tends to express itself 
chiefly as a political revolution in which the contingent polit-
ical exigencies dictate the degree to Which the already existing 
econom7 is harnessed to meet the arbitrary demands of the 
1. Feder, P!WG, 19-22. 
2. Schuman, D, 118. 
1 
bureaucrac7. Or, as Reill&ll suggests: 
The bureaucratic fascist, national socialist 
or nationall7 planned state is like a gigantic 
parasite who mnst eat up more than the exploited 
economic bot\1' can deliver, 7et, the parasite can-
not become the provider himself. Therefore, Fas-
cist corporations are tools of the State that must 
control, suppress and regiment the private pro-
ducers, but they do not necess&ril7 change the 
economic foundation. 
In general, then, the new "socialism" in both the German and 
Italian fascist states meant onl7 the destruction of Marxism 
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and "the suppression of the independent trade unions, along with 
the integration of professional and business associations into 
2 
some semblance of a Standesstaat or 'Corporative State'." 
Philosophioal17 speaking, fascism is hostile to nearly every 
tenet dear to those of the liberal-democratic faith. It is op-
posed to the belief in human equality and the popular control of 
government. It is unfriendl7 to the idea of universal suffrage 
and projects an authoritarian political structure in which free-
3 
dom is monopolized b7 the state. The state, in some mystical 
sense, embodies the national will and therefore requires that 
individual interests become subordinate to it. As an isolated 
unit, man is held to be without significance; he takes on worth 
onl7 as a part in the collective whole. "Le fascisme peut ainsi 
I I grouper lee elements lee plus divers d'une vaste nation en lea 
4 
unissant dana 1 'amour le plus ardent de la grandeur de la Patrie." 
1. Reiman, EI, ?10. 
2. Schuman, lTD, 119. 
3. 
II II !aaohismna is "antiliberal, totalitar und autoritar." Theimer, 
tP, 128. 
4. Lenglart, TPPO, 12?. 
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Such exaltation of the "sentiment patriotique" creates a polit-
ical system which is "avide de oonquetes~" and "da.ngereu.x pour 
1 
la pai:z:." 
These broad, philosophical and, to a large extent, emotion-
ally-conditioned attitudes are characteristic of those political 
programs commonly regarded as fascistic, and at the same time, 
therefore, they represent the kind of attitudes wbich certain 
contemporary scholars believe are evident in the work of Plato. 
In order to evaluate the interpretations of tpese scholars and 
in order to appreciate the source of their particular prejudice, 
it would seem fruitful to outline very briefly the socio-philosoph-
ical context in which both the interpretations and prejudices 
are partly rooted. 
An7 analysis of modern totalitarian systems leads almost in-
evitably to the judgment that, as Western social moTements, they 
bave their raison d' etre' to a large extent. in the failure of 
2 
1918. Social analysts are inclined to believe that the demonic 
fury during the ' thirties of the German National-Socialist and 
Italian Yascist movements was due to the fact that there was 
"no real agreement among people as to what the war bad been 
about ••• and even less agreement upon solutions to problems pre-
3 
sented by the peace." For the moat part, those statesmen, 
charged with the reaponsibilit.J of establishing certain principles 
of international harmony at the Paris Peace Conference, lost 
1. Lenglart, TPPO, 128. 
2. This would not include "totalitarianism" of the recent 
Japanese variety Which has cultural roots unique to the 
Japanese people. 
3. London, BO, 3. 
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their perspective and became preoccupied with the task of 
extending their own co'lllltries' spheres of interest. The 
heroic effort of a visiODar.J few, to establish a League of 
•ations to replaee the international anarcb7, was doomed to 
failure because the political "realists", Who regarded the situ-
ation as just another teat of strength between competing empires, 
1 
placed no faith in it. !his aeant that the years of peace, be-
tween World War I and World War II, was a period in which the 
victors not «nl7 exploited the vanquished but sought to maintain 
the social and political configurations of an old order which was 
not equipped to meet the real needs of frustrated and defeated 
nations. 
Meantime, 'While most of the Tiotorious powers, such as 
Britain, the United States, and Prance, were content to perpetuate 
the status quo, certain other nations, such as Russia, Germany, 
and Italy, were mald.ng serious efforts by means of revolutionary 
political movements to dispel the socio-economic distress which 
plagued their people. In Ital7, this effort to acquire national 
self-respect was expressed through a revival of the spirit of the 
Riaorgimento-- an epoch which appealed to the Italian !ascists 
2 
more than any other in their h1stor7. Such national heroes as 
Masstni, Garibaldi, and Cavour--men Who represented various shades 
1. Lonclon, BO, 3. 
2. Riaore;mento: "rising again", 1nplies the rise from oppression 
to 11 erf.Y. "This movement toward unity and liberation from 
the Hapsburg servitude, dating from the 1820's, achieved its 
aim with the unification of Ital7 under Victor Immanuel I in 
1810." London, BC, 134. 
- - - -
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of liberalism-- were made to appear as advocates of Fascist 
theory and popularised aa patron saints. But the real source 
of that l'aacist a.uthorita.rianiem, which crept over the life of 
Italy during the first decade a.fter World War I, was found in the 
intellectual influence of both certain foreign thinkers and spec-
ial "native eons". 
In tracing the "historical process" of Fascism through 
Ital;r' s own intellectual ancestry, such names as Dante, Machia-
velli, Vioo, mazzini, Pareto, and d'Annunsio provide the line of 
descent. Dante's treatise on government, De Jlonarchia, which 
accepted the medieval concept ef unity within church and state 
while favoring a separation of the two, was interpreted by Fas-
cists to mean that political power should be concentrated "in 
the hands of an a.bsolute monarch with the seat of government in 
1 
Rome." Palmieri points out that Dante was among the first to 
be named an "apostle of those ideas which have become articles 
of faith of the J'ascist creed and, in particular, of the concept 
of Empire which pla;ra one of the leading roles in the Fascist 
2 
philosophy of life." 
Machiavelli's Prince, of course, With its candid moral cyn-
iciBDl and its forthright recommendation of uni t:r through power 
politics, provided an ideal source for Fascist thought. Machi-
avelli's statement that "in the actions of men, and especially 
3 
of princes, the end justifies the means", a modern dictator like 
1. London, BO, 135. 
2. Pa.lmieri, PF, 220. 
3. Machiavelli, P.D, (Mod. Lib.), 66. 
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1 
Mussolini found a satisfying rationalisation for his ambitious 
climb to power. And the opportunism so characteristic of Mus-
soltni'e career and politics could find solace in the assertion 
that the prince "must have a mind disposed to adapt itself ac-
cording to the wind" and capable of doing good if possible, yet 
2 
"able to do evil if constrained." 
Another precursor of Jasoiam, Gianbattista Vioo (1688-1144), 
was in realit.f a spiritual idealist who conceived of history as 
a series of spiritual cyclea emanating from a "divine ideal." 
But in fascist thought this divine ideal, which represented a 
bypothetical conception of the future, was applied to the present 
and conceived of as the "ideal of today". Thus, it was made to 
appear that those who have the closest relationship with the 
"divine" or, the rulers, are those who should ordain the "ulti-
3 
mate criterion of the conduct of social life". WWith Vico," 
4 " 
says Palmieri, "Yascism is born and individualism begins to die. 
Giuseppe Maszini (1805-1812) was by no means totalitarian, 
but he did stress the idea of duty and expressed the belief "that 
5 
men should become conscious of their responsibility to the group". 
1. max Lerner reveals the influence of Machiavelli on Hitler when 
he asserts that "Hitler ranks Machiavelli with Wagner as among 
the influences shaping his thought; and that he used to keep 
a copy of the Prince bf his bedside." Introduction to Machi-
avelli, P.D, (Mod. Lib.), Xlii. 
2. Machiavelli, P.D, (Mod. Lib.), 65. 4. Palmieri, Pi, 201. 
3. Palmieri, PY, 199. 5. London, BO, 131. 
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Thus When he said, ~e part forever from the exclusively indiv-
1 
idu•list Age ••• We believe in association," he was advocating a 
cooperative society based on a strong centralized government; 
but this did not imply, as the ~asciats held, that he wanted 
total government. 
While the convenient similarity between the doctrines of 
~ascism and Mazzini is not entirely clear, the same cannot be 
said of Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923), famous sociologist, who ad-
mittedly had a strong influence on Jnasolini. Pareto believed 
that the ideal society shDuld be organized around the rule of an 
elite minority who, by both force and persuasion, should indoctri-
nate the people with those ideals most beneficial to the society 
as a Whole. ~his may involve, of course, a bit of deception: 
One may say ••• that the governing class has a 
clearer view of its own interests because its 
vision is less obscured by sentiments; and that, 
as a result, the governing class is in a position 
to mislead the subject class into serving the 
interests of the governing class; but that those 
interests are not necessarily opposite to the 
interests of the subject class, often in fact 
coincide with them, so that in the end the de- 2 
caption may prove beneficial to the subject class. 
Pareto, despite his mathematical background,liked to dream of 
the ideal statesman who is himself impervious to sentiment while 
a master of manipulating the emotions of others. "!he statesman 
of greatest service to himself and his party," he declares,"is the 
man who himself has no prejudices but who knows how to profit by 
1. Mazzini, DM, (Every. Lib.), 173, 176. 
2. Pareto, MO, IV, 1592. 
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1 
the prejudices of others." But this attitude is baaed on the 
fact that Pareto regarded the aoiantifio approach to life as 
acceptable "onl7 for the purpose of knowing, not of doing. Doing 
means acting spontaneously ••• aocording to the dictates of senti-
2 
ment." The appropriateness of these c~oepts for ~ascism is 
obvious. 
The poet and novelist, Gabriele d'J.nnunzio (1863-1938), was 
a rabid nationalist Wbo tbought with his heart and therefore pro-
Tided lascism a certain amount of romantic rootage. ar~anunsio 
exalted the value of action for its own sake and expressed this 
exaltation, theatrically, in his own life when he seised Fiume in 
the autumn of 1919 and ruled there for a year as a virtual dicta-
tor. This dramatic incident served, for a time, as a great rally-
ing focus for the forces contriving to build Fascist ideology, but 
with the emergence of one great individual, bssolini, d'Annunzio 
had to be content to accept "innocuous retirement on the shores 
3 
of Lake Garda." 
Included among those intellectuals Who influenced the Jascist 
movement in Ital7 :am.st also be n1111bered nch names as Hegel, Rocco , 
Gentile and Sorel. The pbilosophioal basis of Jascist doctrine 
gained some self-Justification and prestige b7 borrowing from 
Regel's idealism and spiritual totalitarianism. Of course, the 
spiritual texture of Hegel's philosophy was ruffled a bit in the 
process, but this task was aptly performed by the Italian Neo-
Hegeliana, Alfred Rocco and Giovanni Gentile who translated the 
1. Pareto, KS, IV, l5VO. 3. London, BC, 140. 
2. London, BO, 139. 
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metapb7sioal aspects of the Hegelian "absolute" into a worship 
of the "divine• state. Wietssohe, also, is not to be overlooked, 
for as Theimer aa7a: ~ie Ideologie dee italienisohen ~asehismns 
wurde Ton Musaolini geachaffen, !er geistig von Sorel, Pareto und 
1 
Wietzaohe ieeinflusst war.• 
Georges Sorel (184V-l922), however, a ~ranch "socialist,• is 
reputed to haTe influence! Jlllaaolini more than any other single 
man, with the possible exception of Pareto. Sorel's deep pessiBism, 
expressed b7 his ridicule of the naiTe bourgeois faith in peaceful 
democratic progress, led him to center his attention on the ir-
rational aspects of human conduct. As a socialist who respected 
Karl Jarx, he was interested not so much in the economic system 
as he was in the "organisation of the masses on an ideological 
2 
basis." Theimer !esoribes Sorel's basic attitude when he writes: 
"In der Politik aind nioht ratiGD&le, sondern Instinktkrafte aua-
scblaggebend; Wille, Bnergie und Intuition sind wichtiger ala 
3 
Intelligents." Also, Sorel's doctrine of violence, expressed in 
his ".,th of the general strike", supported the ~ascist belief 
that fear of Violence is a sign of weakness. Sorel. however, 
inTented the JQ"th chiefly as an instrument to 'Dllite labor: 
Strikes have engendered in the proletariat the 
noblest, deepest and most moving sentiments that 
they possess; the general strike groups them all 
in a coordinated picture, and, b7 bringing them 
1. !heimer, LP, 128. 
2. London, :so, 141. 
3. Theimer, LP, 411. 
together, gives to each o~ them its maximum 
of intensity ••• we tbns obtain that intuition 
of socialism which language cannot give us 
with perfect clearness. 1 
In borrowing this myth, the ~ascista transferred it into the 
myth of the irrational driving force of the absolute state. 
Giovanni Gentile and Alfredo Rooco were not so much pre-
cursors of the ~asciat movement as they were composers of the 
actual lascist doctrine Which began to take shape after Musao-
lini'a "march on Rome" in October, 1922. For Gentile, who was 
a more moderate representative of laacist intelligentsia, the 
nature of Fascism was threefold. First, totalitarianism, as a 
political structure, s,ymbolized "the whole will and feeling of 
2 
the nation." Second, "Fascism is not a philosophy. Much less 
is it a religion. It is not even a political theory which may be 
3 
stated in a series of Formnlae." Third, laacism focuses on the 
national state in a manner_which makes it more all-embracing than 
a mere political system. "Both Fascism and nationalism regard 
the state as the foundation of all rights and the source of all 
4 
values in the individuals c~posing it." 
Alfredo Rocco, minister of justice in Kussolini's regime, 
presented a report to the Chamber of Deputies on Wovember 18, 
1925, in which he outlined the fundamental points of the new 
regulation of labor: (1) "Reconnaissance juridique des syndicate 
1. Sorel, RV, 13~. 
2. Gentile, Art. (1928), 299. 
3. Gentile, Art. (1928), 299-300. 
4. Gentile, Art. (1928), 301. 
I I 
soue le plus rigoreux controle de l'Etat"; (2) "efficacite des 
contrate collectifs"; (3) "magistrature du travail exerqant la 
jurisdiction dans lea conflits collectifs"; (4) "interdiction 
· I I de la defense individuelle et sanctions penales en cas de viola-
1 
tion de oette interdiction." Incidentally, as Lenglart points 
I I 
out, "la reoonnaisance des sy.ndioats par l'Etat est subordonnee 
\ I 1 
a certaines conditions de nombre, de oom)etence, de moralite et 
2 
de patriotiae." All in all, Rocco intended that Italians learn 
to sacrifice individualit.J in the name of Fascism and to think 
of society as the end to which individuals are only the means. 
Benito Mussolini (1883-1945), of course, is rightly re-
garded as not only the founder of the lasoist Party (1919) but 
also as a creator, in a large degree, of Fascist doctrine. In 
outlining the fUndamental ideas of Yascism, he declares that 
"Fascism is action and it is thought; action in which doctrine 
is immanent, and doctrine arising from a given system of his-
3 
torioal forces." As a practical political program, Fascism can 
be understood only in relation to its spiritual attitude toward 
life. That is to say, Fascism sees in the world "not only the 
individual but the individuals and generations bound together 
4 
by a moral law." Fascism, too, is plainly anti-individualistic: 
1. Quoted by Lenglart, TPPO, 112. See Alfredo Rocco, ~ tras:for-
masione dello Stato, 338. 
2. Lenglart, TPPC, 113. 
3. Mussolini, !DI, 7. 
4. Muasolini, F.DI, 8. After making his spiritual claims,Mussolini 
is at once on the defensivea "Those who perceive nothing beyond 
opportunistic considerations in the religious policy of the Fas-
cist regime fail to realise that Fascism ~a not only a system of 
government but also and above all a system of thought." 
Mussolini, JDI, 9. 
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"The ~ascist conception of life stresses the importance of the 
State and accepts the individual only in so far as his interests 
1 
coincide with those of the State." 
In a word, ~asciam ia 
not a race, nor a geographically defined region, 
but a people, historically perpetuating itself; 
a mal ti tude unified by an idea and imbued with 
the will to live, the will to power, self-con-
sciousness, personalit.J. 2 
Germany, unlike Italy, after World War I was a defeated 
nation which made the events of 1918 very difficult for it to 
take. Baron von Rheinbaben, writing in 1935, interprets the 
German attitude, for instance, to the Treaty of Versailles as 
it waa criticized by Chancellor Adolph Hitler. First, it was 
"a peace which was dictated by force, a peace which was intended 
to keep Germany in a state of permanent repression and inequality;" 
and second, it was "in itself a grave condemnation of those whose 
influence had brought German7 to such a pass th&t ••• she was in 
3 
a state of complete helplessness." Obviously, the bitterness, 
with which Germany regarded both the peace terms and the Allied 
powers who dictated them, was an effective stimulus for the de-
velopment of a political program of the sort brought into being 
by the National Socialists in 1933. But whatever may be the sooio-
psyohologioal origin of the Wasi movement the fact is that its 
historical instance in Germany, during the period 1933 to 1945, 
was partly provoked and inspired by the theories of numerous 
1. Mussolini, JDI, 9. 
2. Kussolini, Y.DI, 12. 
3. von Rheinbaben, Art. (1935), 113. 
thinkers who date as far back as the Reformation. 
To charge a religious figure, like Martin Luther, with the 
blame for laying the foundations of a totalitarian state in 
Germ&n7 may seem,at first,both irreverent and unfair. But G.p. 
Gooch declares that Luther was the prophet, during the period of 
1 
Reformation, of "the claim of the prince to unchallengeable power." 
"Caring nothing for political liberty," says Gooch, Luther "was 
satisfied with the rule of a virtuous prince like his patron 
Frederick the Wise ••• never for a moment did he advocate polit-
2 
ical reeponsibilit.y for the common man." 
Likewise, Frederick the Great, an exponent of the Cameralist 
3 
ideology, was a most prominent and successful practitioner of 
benevolent despotism. It was the duty of the monarch, he believed, 
"to hold the reins firmly in his hands"-- to know everything, 
4 
supervise everything, and decide everything promptly and justly. 
That the average citizen should share in the responsibilities of 
government never entered his mind. Although Frederick wrote an 
idealistic treatise , Anti-Machiavell, condemning the wily op-
portunism of the Florentine thinker, he did not hesitate himself 
5 
"to use force, or to ignore promisee and treaties." 
1. Gooch, SGH, 2. 2. Gooch, SGH, 3. 
3. Cameralism, a theory and practice of administration which was 
popUlar during the seventeenth century, accepted the Absolute 
State as an axiom. 
4. Goooh, SGB, 5. 
6. London, BC, 40. 
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II When IlllllaD.Uel XS.nt cleclaree that "Die burgerliehe Verfaseung 
1 
in jedea Staate soll republikanisch sein,• and When one under-
stands that his political ideal was the Rechtstaat in which 
reason and morali 't7 are fused, it is diffieul t to contemplate his 
relationship to moclern German political absolutism. Yet Dewe7 
suggests that the Kantian philosoplq of morals, w1 th its emphasis 
on moralitJ as "a ceaseless battle to transform all the natural 
desires of man into willing serTants of the law and purpose of 
2 
reason," is the beginning of that political philosopb1' which makes 
the State the supreme moral entit,r. 
HoweTer, it was the task of Jichte (1'162-1814) to bring this 
latent quali 't7 in Xant' a thought to its fruition. "Pichte had a 
3 
longing for an absolue uni 't7 which did not afflict Kant," and 
this longing, expressecl by his "subordination of theoretical knowl-
4 
edge to moral action," resulted in his conviction that "the k•7••• 
6 
to political uni v was to be sought in deTotion to moral un1 tr." 
!hue the State, as an essential moral Being, was charged with the 
educational miaeion of adTancing bumanit.J toward the realization 
of its divine perfection. Meanwhile, however, pending the attain-
ment of this ultimate goal, Germ&Jl7 must pass through a period of 
the nationalistic closed state, a period described b7 Jiohte as a 
1. Kant, Ew!', 16. 
2. Dewe7, GPP, 92. 
3. Dewe7, GPP, 99. 
4. Dewe7, GPP, 99. 
6. Dewe7, GPP, 101-102. This conviction is revealed in Fiohte's 
Addressee to the German Bation. 
seaohloaaener Bandelastaat or eaaantiallf a form of State 
Socialism in Which induatr.J ia oomplete17 regulated b7 the 
State. 
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It ia paradoxical that 11egel (1 'l'lo-1831) proved to be a 
source of inspiration for two Wilel7 divergent forma of totali-
tarianiaa--wational Sooialiam sad the Socialism of Soviet Ruaaia. 
Olle the ee lland, arx, b7 au'bati tuting •terialism for Regel' a 
idealism, uael the latter's lialectica to good advantage in his 
ne&r17 eschatological interpretation of history, and, on the 
other, Basi philosophers found Kegel's doctrine of the State, 
aa the highest emltodiment of ethioal values, amenable to the aima 
of National Socialism. !he latter could eepeoiall7 find aolaoe 
in Regel' • atateaent tbat "the atate ia the aetuall7 existing, 
realised moral life"; it ia "the divine Idea as it exists on 
1 
earth.• 
!o theae philoaophieal aaoestora of politioal a'baolutism in 
GerDI&ll7 liU&t 'be added the 'IL&JBeB of Herder, Goerrea, J&lm and 
!reitaohke. Herder and Goerrea, inspired b7 the German apirit 
of the past, were intereated in GerJ1aD.7 not so Blllch as a legal 
! 
organisatio.a but aa a unit of historical and cultural tradition. 
And Jalm ia aignifieant beoauae hi a boisterous 4evelopmen t of 
the !urnvereine and advooac7 of the unification of German7 an-
S 
tioipated Dan7 of the ideas in Basi doctrine. 
Heinrich von !reitaohke (1834-1896), German historian, is in 
a class 'by himself beoauae of the distinct nationalistic temper of 
le Regel, PH, 3'7, 54. 2. London, BO, 54-65. 
3. Enoz., ..W, Art.(1950), '7215. 
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his thought and his clear foreshadowing of National Socialist 
dogma. "Re developed a political philosophJ in which the state 
was the embodiment of power," nations and individuals were un-
1 
equal, and war was a moral good. "The State," he aays, "pro-
tecta and embraces the life of the people ••• it does not ask how 
2 
the people is disposed; it demands obedience." And in speaking 
of the necessity of rejecting everything foreign to the German 
nature, he writes, mrhere there ia Jewish filth soiling our life 
the German must turn away, and he must accustom himself to speak 
3 
the truth straight out." Next to the rigid organization of its 
internal life, the "essential function of the State is to make 
war," and "God will see to it that war returns as a dreadful medi-
4 
cine for the human race." Tbns, Treitscbke's plea for a total 
state, which thrives on conquest and eliminates all stock ex-
traneous to Aryan oul ture, places him squarely in the vanga.ard 
of National Socialist philosopby. 
Among the most prominent advocates of the ~stical belief 
in Teutonic supremacy-- a fundamental myth in Nazi thought-- were 
Gobineau, Chamberlain, and Rosenberg. As Rader points out, it is 
curious that these men who stressed the matter of German race 
superiority were themselves of a different race or nationality. 
Gobineau was a Frenchman, Chamberlain an Anglo-Sootchman, "Rosen-
6 
berg, a Balt, who, until the World War, wast-a Russian subject." 
1. London, BO, 56-6'7. 
2. Treitscbke, TLP, 12. 
3. Treitscbke, TLP, 61. 
4. Treitschlte, TLP, 21, 26. 
5. Rader, NO, 111. 
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I I Gobineau, whose views are recorded in the Eesai sur l'inegalite 
des races humanee, seeks to understand the source of the develop-
ment and decay of societies and comes to the conclusion that the 
fUndamental factor is £!!!• !be ke7 to social progress is to 
avoid the amalgamation of social gro~pa and to preserve the racial 
purity of the moat talented and creative racial varieties such as 
1 
the Ar,Jans. Cbamberlain arrives essentially at the same point 
of view in his work !he lPolU1dat1ona of the J'ineteenth Centurz. 
In 1eeking to anal7ze the cultural foundations of contempor&17 
civilization, C~berlain makee the discover7 that the !eutons 
are responsible for the most creative and valuable aspects of 
Western oul. tu.re. This is due to the fact that they are by nature 
a superior raoe, and "race lifts a man above himself: it endows 
2 
him with extraordinary-- I _might almost say supernatural--powers." 
Rosenberg, the official philosopher of the Wasi Party, took 
up the legacy left him by Gobineau and Chamberlain and turned 
racialism into a myth. "~rom the m7th he developed a new creed 
3 
and a new 'German moralit7"' which consisted in rejecting the 
ideals of Cbristianit.J and worshipping certain !eutonio nature 
gods, such as Wotan and Siegfried, &8 well &8 deified personalitiee 
from German hiatorJ', suoh as Biamarok and Frederick the Great. Add 
4 
to this the racial autoorao7 recommended by Walter Rathenau, the 
1. Sorokin, OS!, 222-229. 3. London, BO, 62. 
2. Chamberlain, !IC, I, 2'1· 4. Butler, RNS, 230. 
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voluntarism of Schopenhauer, the superman of Hietzsche and the 
ruthless absolutism of Spengler, and the picture of the sources 
of National Socialism is nearly complete. 
However, some mention must be made of Adolph Hitler's posi-
tion in the total scheme of Nazi ideology. As a philosopher of 
the crude varietJ, Hitler was easentiall7 an eclectic. His J4ein 
-
l.t!.ml)f, which is both an autobiograpb.J' and an exposition of the 
history and doctrines of National Socialism, draws upon the work 
of those intellectuals (mentioned above) whose theories and in-
sights beat suit the pa.rposes of Party policy and propaganda. 
Tbus, his declaration of Reich State Sovereignty-- "everything ••• 
1 
must subordinate itself to its ~ stat!] sovereign interests" 
-- had already been suggested b7 Frederick the Great, Bismarck, 
and the whole tradition of Prusaian authoritarianism. His batred 
2 
of the Jew-- "he is really only the 'juggler', or rather the ape" 
-- was largely a result of the influence of such men as Treitscbke, 
Feder, and Rosenberg. The emphaaie which he placed on force, as 
3 
the "foundation of all authority," can be traced to hie early ac-
quaintance With Machiavelli 'a Prince. And his infatuation with 
the notion of pure blood-- "any mixing of the blood of the Aryan 
4 
with lower races ••• was the end of the culture bearer" -- is clearly 
an imitation of both the ignorance and pre~udice of Gobineau and 
1. Hitler, MX, 842. 3. Hitler, MK, 764. 
2. Hitler, MK, 417. 4. Hitler, MK, 392. 
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Chamberlain. Wevertheless, the fact that •etn X&mpf became 
the official handbook and ~i\le" of a "demonic" social move-
ment, which rooked moat of the world, ia sufficient testimony 
to ita singular position in &n7 account of hiatory'a social 
document a. 
!o leave the matter here ia not to assume that all modern 
forma and expressions of fascism have been accounted for, but it 
does i~l7 that other tnatanoea of fascistic political programs, 
1 2 
aa in Spain under J'ranoo ancl Brasil under Vargas, are, to a large 
degree, imi tationa of the programs which "made h1stor7" in Ger-
ll8117 and Ita17. 
Of central importance, however, for this dissertation is the 
fact that these radical social movements, referred to in the fore-
going pages, provided, in manr easea, the raison d'etre for con-
temporar,r interpretations of Plato's social philosopbJ aa fas-
cistic. In ether words, a number of writers, ine%trieabl7 in-
volved in the recent and continuing clash of political ideals, 
conscious17 and, in some instances unconscioua17, made their in-
volvement the starting point for a new evaluation of the meaning 
of Plato's social thought. Pepper, for example, is ver7 clear in 
stating that the purpose of bia book is to show that "civilization 
3 
bas not 7et fUll7 recovered from the shock of ita birth,"and that 
the persistence of this trauma ia largel7 due to the toxic influ-
ence of certain intellectual leaders of mankind, such aa Plato who 
have aet in motion reaotion&r7 movements which threaten to overthrow 
1. ~·· WJW, Art.(1950), 15, 5238. 
2. Enol., WPI, Art.(l950), 5, 1654. 
3. Popper, OSE, 1. 
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civilization and return it to tribalism. And Crossman's evalu-
ation of Platonic social philosopb7 is based on his belief that 
the "striking similarity between the age of Plato and our own ••• 
1 
makes him so apposite a stud7 for the post-war world." This 
similarity is reflected existentially in the fact that "we, too, 
are standing on the edge of the abyss, and philosophy has become 
2 
a matter of life and death." 
Aside, however, from the many direct references of these 
writers to the relation between their interpretation and the 
modern revolutionary scene, is the simple and tacit evidence pro-
vided by the fact that interpretations of Plato as fascistic made 
their first noteworthy appearance during the last two decades --
the same period in which various historical expressions of fas-
cism absorbed the attention of most of the civilized world. !bus, 
as in every age, men seek to know the reason for their affliction, 
and as they are not disposed to find it within themselves, they 
are more often prone to come upon it or perhaps invent it in the 
life of another. 
1. Crossman, PT, 9. 
2. Crossman, P!, 9. 
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OliJ.P!D IV 
KARL POPPER'S II!ERPRB!A!IOI or PLATO AS YASOIS!IO 
Of all the accusations of fascist totalitarianism directed 
toward Plato in this period, none is 110re levaatatingl7 and con-
scientiousl7 developed than that of K.R. Popper, Professor of 
Logic and Scientific •ethed in the University of London. Ria 
'book, ~ !!~.!!, Society .!:!.! Ita Enemies, loses no time in tr7ing 
to p.rove the radical notion that wgreat men maz make great mis-
1 
takesw; but, at the aame time, he would like his critics to know 
that the 'harsh words spoken about "some of the greatest among the 
2 
intellectual leaders of mankind" are not deli'beratelz belittling 
or iconoclaatio. He feels that the influence of the world's great 
men is too rarel7 challenged and that this reluctance to expose 
the bumanit,. of certain idealised figures constitutes a serious 
tbreat to the most effective u•terstanling and use of our intel-
lectual heritage. This is eapeciall7 true of Plato, Whose inno-
cence •nd sinoerit,r as a lover ef wialom has never been doubted 
anl whose reputation aa a bearer of the best in aaaio ideals of 
Western thought baa scaroel7 been ctuestioned. !his means that 
for scholars in general ant for the philosophicall7-oriented in 
3 
particular, Plato :baa oaat a spell Which serves as a deterrent 
1. Popper, OSI, I, v. All tuotationa in thia chapter refer 
to Popper, the first volu.e of The Ope~ Sooietz ant Its 
bemies, unless otherwise indioater.-
2. OSE, I, .,.. 
1. Popper baa entitled Volume I of his two volume work "The 
Spell of Plato." 
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in the case of externally administered adverse criticism. In 
other words, the refreshing tendency to call "a spade a spade" 
is too often lost when one is interpreting the philosophy of 
Plato. It is easier, less painful, and more in accord with 
tradition to accept the view that Plato was "great" and there-
1 
fore "right" in most pronouncements. Those who diverge from 
this view do so apologetically and with qualms of guilt at the 
realization of their irreverence. This is so, for instance, of 
Crossman Who remarks, on the one hand, that "Plato's philosophy 
is the most savage and most profound attack upon liberal ideas 
2 
which history can show" and, on the other hand, a moment later, 
that Plato's plan is "the building of a perfect state in which 
3 
every citizen is really happy." Joad, too, seems unwilling to 
state the facts baldly, when he discusses at some length the 
similarities between Plato's program and that of fascism and 
then maintains that there are significant differences. In the 
beat state (Plato's), "the ordinary man, achieves such happiness 
as appertains to hie nature," and this state is founded upon the 
4 
ideas of "an absolute good and an absolute justice." 
In spite of the efforts of a great majority of Platonic 
scholars to jueti~ apparent radical strains in Plato's social 
1. OSE, 75-76. 3. Crossman, PT, 111. 
2. Cressman, PT, 132. 4. Joad, GPMP, 660, 661. 
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philosopb7, Popper makes no excuses in asserting that "Plato's 
political programme, far from being morall7 superior to total-
itarianism, is fundamentall7 identical with it," and adds, "I 
believe that the objections against this view are based upon an 
1 
ancient and deep-rooted prejudice in favor of idealizing Plato." 
This being Popper's contention, it behooves one to ask just 
how he arrived at auoh an unpleasant indictment. In the first 
place, he is concerned with "a civilization Which aims at bnmane-
2 
ness and reasonableness" onl7 to face betrayal, again and again, 
by many of the intellectual leaders of mankind. The problem 
rests in the failure of Western societ7 to cast off the shackles 
of tribal society and make a satisfactory adjustment to the shock 
of transition from a "closed" to an "open" society. This adjust-
ment, according to Popper, means the difference between a societ7 
which submits to the rule of lQ'th and magical forces, and a society 
which emancipates the critical powers of man. Our society, having 
failed to make this transition gracefully, has thereby encouraged 
the rise of "those reactionary movements which have tried, and 
3 
still try, to overthrow civilization and to return to tribalism." 
Needless to say, Plato is numbered among those who have contrib-
uted a reactionary flavor to our Western way of life. 
Plato's conservatism is partly due to an attitude Which 
1. OSE, 75. 2. OSE, 1. 
3. 1. Tribalism places"the emphasis on the supreme importance 
of the tribe without which the individual is nothing at 
all." OSE, 7. 
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Popper chooses to call "historiciaa". Historicism is not only 
an atti~de, but it is also, in some sense, a method of pre-
diction based on the "doctrine that history is controlled by 
developmental laws whose discovery would enable us to prophes,J 
1 
the destiny of man." Since the historicist approach to the 
social sciences tends, from Popper's point of view, to produce 
unsatisfactory results, Plato's position as "the culmination of 
2 
various historicist ideas proffered by the early Greek philosophers" 
is at once under attack. The early historicists who influenced 
Plato in this respect were Hesiod and Heraclitus, especially 
Heraclitus. It was the latter who discovered the idea of change 
and suggested that the world was not a totality of things piled 
one upon the other as in a bnge edifice, but a totality of 
~amic events, changes and movements. This emphasis on change 
carried into the social sphere wae a revolutionary conception, 
but in the Heraolitean philosopby it added a complementary, and 
less commendable belief in the inexorable law of destiny. All 
events were Pate-willed and unmalleable before the finite Will 
3 
of man. To make matters worse, the Heraclitean doctrine of 
relentless destiny is tinged with mysticism. This anti-rationalism 
1. OSE, 6. 
2. OSE, 9. 
3. This concept of an irresistible law differs from the modern 
conception of natural law insofar as it is enforced by punish-
ment. This failure to distinguish between legal law or norms 
and natural law, provides for a situation in which both kinds 
of law are treated as magical. OSE, 12. 
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leads Heraclitus to adopt an attitude of contempt for the more 
empirically-minded scientists of his time, such as Hesiod and 
1 
:Pythagoras, and lends support to his belief that war or strife 
is the dynamic and creative principle of change. This emphasis 
upon the importance of a "social dynamics" as opposed to a 
"social statics" is another historicist characteristic of his 
thought. War is the abiding and creative principle in history 
and thus the judgments of history are moral and the outcome of 
2 
war is always just. 
Upon this background of the theory of the justice of war, 
Heraclitus develops a "tribalist and romantic ethic of Fame, Fate, 
and the superiority of the Great Man, all strangely similar to 
3 
some very modern ideas." The fact that so much historicist and 
anti-democratic material found in the Heraclitean fragments, 
dating from about 500 B.c., parallels material popular in recent 
times, seems to be explained by recurrent periods of social 
change. Periods of social upheaval provide fertile ground for 
the sowing of the historicist seed. Popper poses the situation 
1. OSE, 12. Patrick, FRA, 88. 
2. mrar is the father and king of all things", says Heraclitus. 
"It proves some to be gods and others to be mere men, by turn-
ing the latter into slaves and the former into masters ••• One 
must know tbat strife is common to everything, and that war is justice, and that all things develop through strife and by 
necessity." Quoted by Fopper, OSE, 13. See Patrick, FR.l, 95-96. 
3. OSE, 13. "Who falls fighting will be glorified by gods and 
by men ••• The greater the fall the more glorious the fate ••• The 
best seek one thing above all others: eternal fame •••• One man 
is worth more than ten thousand, if he is Great." Quoted by 
Popper, OSE, 14. See Patrick, FRA, 110. 
this wq: 
There can be little doubt ••• that Heraclitus' 
philosopb7 is an expression of a feeling of drift; 
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a feeling which seems to be a typical reaction to 
the dissolution of the ancient tribal forms of 
social life. In modern Europe, historicist Ideas 
were revived during the industrial revolution, and 
especially through the impact of the political rev-
olutions in America and l!'rance. It appears to be 
more than a mere coincidence that Regel, who adopted 
so much of Heraclitus• thought, and passed it on to 
all molern historicist movements, was a mouthpiece 1 of the reaction against the French Revolution. 
This theory seems to be supported by the facts about Plato. 
He lived in a period of social strife and unrest. His native 
city, Athena, bad Just recently gone through the social trauma 
involving the transition from tribal life to a democratic city-
state; and the new democracy was determined to prevent the 
threat of any new tyrants or oligarchs. This determination 
served Athena well in its war with Sparta (during Plato's 
youth); for Sparta was the leading state in the Peloponneee and 
had preserved many of the laws and customs of the tribal aris-
tocracy. The war was long and vicious, carrying with it the 
inevitable scourge of epidemic and famine, and lasting for twenty-
eight wear7 years. Even though the Oi vil War which followed 
the fall of Athens resulted in the re-establishment of democracy, 
Plato left the City when he felt that his beat interests were in 
2 jeopardy. Later on, Plato visited the court of Dionysius I 
at Syracuse and became entangled in the political intrigues of 
.1. OSE, 14. 
2. Ria great and beloved teacher, Socrates, was executedl and 
he had reason to feel that his own life was in danger. 
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that Sicilian tyrant for most of the rest of his life. It 
cannot be said, then, for purposes of evaluating Popper's 
theor7, that the appropriate social circumstances, correlative 
with the historicist perspective, were lacking. In general, 
Plato was very much a participant in the nearly volcanic social 
and political strife of his time. 
This background helps to explain why Plato, like Heraclitus, 
suffered from the anxiety which is engendered by a deep and 
gnawing sense of drift. Is it any wonder, then, that Plato, like 
his historicist predecessor, should seek solace in a social phil-
osophy which would provide a reasonable outlet for this disturbed 
inner condition. Thus, a law of historical development which 
expressed itself in the axiom that "social change was degeneration~ 
1 
seemed to be the answer. To this extent, there are certain sim-
ilaritiea in the Heraolitean and Platonic social doctrines, but 
these similarities are leas important that the significant dif-
ference expressed in Plato's conviction that there is a way to 
break through the "fatal circle" design of the process of decay. 
The secret, of course, is to arrest the forces which set the 
wheels of change rolling. It ie at least reasonable, if not log-
ically conclusive, to assume that if flux leads to putrefaction, 
the curtai1ment of mobility leads to more statio and less degen-
erative results. Accordingly, Plato seeks to contrive a political 
scheme which w111 serve to arrest social change. "Be tries to 
1. Even though there is a suggestion, in some of Plato's works, 
of cyclic development, the main trend is toward decay. OSE, 
I, 16. 
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realise it b7 establishing a state which is free from the evils 
1 
of all other states, because it does not change." This quest 
freee Plato from the strict17 historicist school, for the rad-
ical historicist will never admit that man can rupture or alter 
in 8n7 wa7 the iron law of deattn7. 
As unique as the suggestion ~ seem, Popper is convinced 
that Plato's political machinations are the logical and deliberate 
product of his theoey of ideas, or, in an even more seminal sense, 
that the theoey of ideas becomes the mid-wife for the birth of a 
aalutar7 scheme for arresttns political change. In venturing this 
suggestion, Popper warns his readers not to expect a fair repre-
sentation of the whole of Plato's philosopb7; for his chief 
concern is simpl7 to deal the historicist tradition (of which 
Plato ia a major exponent) a mortal blow, and his hostiliV,, in 
2 
the process, is admittedl7 severe. 
Plato, it seems, wanted to :fathom the 1Q'Ster7 of the empir-
ical world of flux even though he basicall7 despised it. If he 
could unveil the secret of ita deear and its violent changes, 
1. OSE, 16. "In the !imaeua (42 bf., 90e f:f., and especiall7 91 
df.; cp. also the Pbiearis, 248d), Plato describes what~ be 
called the origin of apeoles b7 degeneration; Ban degenerates 
into woman, and later into lower animals.·" !lotes, 184. 
2. "A.l though I admire much in Plato. • • I a.o not think it rq task 
to add to the oou.ntleaa tributes to his genius. I am, rather, 
bent on destropng what is in "fl17 opinion most mischievous in 
this pbilosoph7. This is Plato's political totalitarianism." 
OSll, 28. 
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i 'ts laws of order and moYeaen't, 'then perhaps he could save it 
from its inevitable degeneration. At the same time, he could 
fashion, in the process of this unTeiling, a bod7 of pure 
rational lmoWledge Wh1oh could 'be applied in his inTes'tiga'tion 
of 'the sensible world. !hen he would baTe a ke7 to 1mloek the 
door of the ro7al knOWledge of polities; the secret art of rultng 
men in a societ7 fraught With atrange historical laws would be 
his. But this kind of exact lmowledge was an elusiTe entity in 
the field of politics. ~ixed objects were as non-existent here 
as in 'the realm of the world flux. Row could intelligent polit-
ical discussions be maintained when the connotative SJl!lbOliSJll of 
words like •state", "government•, or "cit,-• fluctuated with 
1 
ever7 new phase of the historical process? The cnl7 answer was 
to tate the cue from the master, Socrates, and find stabilit.J in 
the area of universal definitions. When a term is used, one should 
learn the meaning of that term in ita essence. Or, to move a 
step further, one might go be7ona the method of searching for the 
meaning or essence to a method of determining the real nature or 
:B'o:rm of a thing. The juxtaposition of the Form and its sensible 
counterpart, implied here in Plato's theory, is elaborated on b7 
8 
Aristotle: 
If knowledge or thought were to have an object, 
there would have to be some different, some unchanging 
entities, apart from those Which are sensible. 
Things of this. other sort, then, he called Forms or 
Ideas, and the sensible things, he said, were distinct 
from them, and all called after them. And the many things 
which have the same name as a certain Form or Idea exist 
b7 participating in it. 
1. OSE, 23. 
2. Aristotle, !!!·• 1078bl5 and 987b7. 
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In this wa7, Flato succeeded, to his own satisfaction, in 
finding the answer to his search for scientific knowledge of the 
phenomenal world. If direct or pure knowledge of sensible things 
could not be obtained, at least the knoWledge of Forms or Ideas 
fulfilled this demand in an indirect e.nd reliable manner. Thus 
Popper sees the theory of Forms as the clue to Flato's political 
philosoph7, for it serves not only as an effective methodological 
device in dealing with the changing world of things, but it pro-
vides a theor7 of generation and dec&¥ Which throws light on the 
business of arresting social change. From there, it is an ea97 
hop to Plato's belief that the secret to the cessation of social 
change is found in the creation of an ideal state so nearly iden-
1 
tical to the Form of a state that it cannot decay. 
Flato's political conservatism is further influenced by his 
moral evaluation of the phenomena of change and rest. He con-
ceived of the Forms or Ideas as not only permanent and indestruct-
2 
ible but also as.perfect and good. The Forms are prior to the 
copies; they are the primogenitors, as it were, of sensible things. 
If, then, the original and eternal Ideas are perfect or without 
blemish, the process which leads to change can only result in a 
movement away from the Idea or in the direction of corruption. 
And since no COPJ of a Form is a perfect copy, phenomenal obJects 
are not unchangeable; in fact, "Only the most divine things remain 
3 
unchanged." This conviction of Flato's that the unchanging and 
1. OSE, 25. 
2. In the Republic, Flato describes "good" as "everything that 
preserves," an[ evil as "everything that destroys or corrupts." 
60S e. 
3. Flato, ~·· 269 cd. 
the divine are nearly identical leads him to assert that "any 
change whatever, with the possible exception of the change of 
an evil thing, is the most terrible danger that can be imag-
1 
ined." Such a statement would seem to be the enunciation of 
a man suffering from a severe kind of anxiet7 neurosis. In 
any event, Popper delights in revealing what he feels to be 
incriminating evidence in the case of Plato's fear of change 
2 
and consequent attempt to stem the tide of social mobility. 
The alleged totalitarianism of Plato is augmented still 
further by hie theory of revolution... a theory based on the 
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3 
law that "all revolutions presuppose a disunited ruling class." 
Since the original or primitive form of society was a state 
rUled by the most god-like of men (according to the Republic), 
the driving forces which result in strife and change cannot be 
good. Here one can perceive Marxist elements in Plato's thought, 
for if internal war, class strife and economic self-interest 
constitute the main force of Plato's social dynamics, the Marxian 
formula ("the history of all hitherto existing societies is a 
4 
history of class struggle" ) is not far out of line. The main 
difference, however, between Plato's efforts to discover a de-
velopmental law of histor.y and those of later historicists, such 
1. ~. 797d. 
2. The term fsocial mobilitJ" is used here to refer to all forms 
of social change and not in the limited sociological sense of 
the "vertical" and "horizontal" movement of social groups or 
classes. 
3. OSE, 32. 
4. Marx, OK, 12. 
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as Rousseau, Comte, Regel and Karx, lies in the essential 
1 
pessimism of the former and optimism of the latter. In other 
words, while modern historicists have regarded history as a 
process governed by a law of progress, Plato looks upon history 
as a sick patient and traces the inevitable dissolution of 
society through its stages. Tbns, the perfect state is followed 
by a "timocracy", or the rule of those seduced by the love of 
fame; and this, in turn, by an oligarcby, or the rule of the 
wealthy; and then comes democracy, or the rule of liberty and 
lawlessness; and finally tyr&nn7. If the original and primitive 
state of affairs could be maintained, if the "cause of so much 
2 
change" could be ascertained, then the problem of creating a 
perfect state is essentially solved. 
Plato is convinced that the forces of disruption can originate 
only within the ruling class ••• "Row can a kingship, or any other 
form of government ever be destroyed by anybody but the rulers 
3 
themselves?" ••• and, consequently, as long as the ruling class 
is united, the degenerative process is reduced to a minimum or 
perhaps even eliminated. The unity of the ruling class is main-
tained and the threat of class war abolished by providing the 
rulers with a position of unchallenged superiority. Their 
innate superiority of wisdom and intellect guarantees their 
1. OSE, 33. 
2. "Let us, if we can, get hold of the cause of so much change. 
I hope that we may thus reveal the secret both of the birth 
of constitutions, and also of their changes or revolutions." 
Plato, Laws, 676bo. 
3. Plato, Laws, 683e. 
-
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freedom from internal strife, and the superiorit7 of their 
political status is sufficient to deter the plans of ambitious 
zealots among the lower classes. However, it is apparent that 
the nearly god-like character of the ruling class is not suf-
ficientl7 pure to eliminate the necessit7 for checks on the 
expression of their more bnman needs. This is especially true 
in the case of dealing with economic interests, for Plato per-
ceives that in certain situations money comes close to being 
the root of all evil. The disinterested attitude of the guard-
ians is placed in jeopardy by the existence of the original sin 
1 
of claiming what is "thine" is "mine". The objectivit7 of the 
ruling class is undoubtedly made easier by the introduction of 
communism ••• an economic arrangement which eliminates the curse 
of private propert7 and reduces the profit motive generally. The 
notion of common property as opposed to private property was 
applied to persons as well as to things with the result that 
women and children became community property in the same sense as 
precious metals or real estate. Perhaps Plato could perceive that 
1. Rousseau, likewise, expressed a distrust for private property: 
"~e first man who, having enclosed a piece of ground, be-
thought himself of saying 'this is mine' and found people 
simple enough to believe him, was the real founder of civil 
society. From how many crimea and murders, from how many hor-
rors and misfortunes might not anyone have saved mankind by 
pulling up the stakes, or filling up the ditch, and crying to 
his fellows, 'Beware of listening to this impostor'." Quoted 
by Ellwood, BBP, 208. See Rousseau, DI, 97. 
Of. Marx: "~eir" (proletarian)"mission is to destroy 
all previous securities for and all insurances of individual 
property." OM, 28. 
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the sexual license, incidental to such a program, provided the 
guardians with a necessary outlet for their otherwise frustrated 
desires. Be this as it may, Popper believes that "the communism 
of the ruling caste can thus be derived from Plato's fundamental 
1 
sociological law of change." It is a necessary instrument for 
the preservation of political stability in a class state. 
~en, too, the matter of a ~a-feeling" within the in-group 
is partly a matter of the psychology, i.e., internal esprit de 
corps is re-inforced when out-groups are made to appear clearly 
inferior. This approach becomes a device on which Plato cap-
italizes by making it a crime for members of different classes 
2 
to associate with one another. He tries to justify his rigid 
class division With the claim that the guardians are superior to 
the other classes in three respects: in race, in education, and in 
moral development. Here, of course, Popper sees what he regards as 
3 
a clear parallel between Platonic and modern forms of fascism. 
The racial superiority of the ruling class is accounted for by 
tracing its lineage to the Dorians whose pre-historic settlement 
4 
in the Peloponneae marks the origin of government. Plato's 
1. OSE, 41. 
2. "Any meddling or changing over from one class to another is a 
great crtme against the city and may rightly be denounced as 
the basest wickedness." Rep., 434bc. 
3. Adolf Hitler in Kein Kampf: "Etne Weltanschauung, die sieh 
bestrebt, unter lirihnung d!B demokratiaohen Massengedankens, 
dem beaten Volk, also den hoohsten Menschen, diese Erde zu geben, 
muss logischerweise auch innerhalb dieses Volkes wider dem 
gleiohen aristokratiachen Prinzip gehorchen und den beaten 
Xopfen die FUhrung und den hochsten Einfluss im betreffenden 
Volk sichern." Hitler, MX, 493. · 
4. Plato, ~. 680e. 
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description of this settlement describes not only "the origin of 
the Dorian master race but also the origin of their human cattle, 
1 
i.e. , the original inhabitants." The lfTth of the Earthborn in 
the Republic describes the victorious march of the Dorian super-
men into the city and the triumphant subjugation of its sheep-
like inhabitants. The guardians, then, from the very beginning 
are essentially patriarch shepherds of men, and the art of ruling 
becomes a kind of herdmanship in which "the auxiliaries who are 
subject to the rulers like sheep-dogs to the shepherds of the 
2 
state" are trained in the art of managing the bnman cattle. 
The education of the ruling class aims to achieve results 
similar to those accomplished by the myth of racial superiority; 
i. e., it seeks to bring political stability to the ruling clique 
and thereby to avoid the change and decay which Plato so fears. 
In this light, then, the guardians are to strive for a harmonious 
blending in their character of fierce and gentle elements. ~ese 
qualities represent the 8cy1la and Charybdis of bestiality and 
refinement, and the proper mixture of these through training in 
gymnastics and music is designed to effect the desired result. 
Plato is chary, therefore, in a manner anticipatory of Aristotle's 
"golden mean" , of over-working either facet of this edu.oa tional 
program: 
1. OSE, 43. 
2. Plato, Rep., 416a ff. 
Bave 7ou not observed how the character is 
affected by an exclusive training in gy.mnastics 
without music, and how it is affected by the 
opposite training? ••• Exclusive preoccupation 
with grmnastioa producea men who are fiercer 
than the7 ought to be, While an analogous pre- 1 occupation with music makea them too soft. 
Plato's impartialit7 in balancing these two elements is the 
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result, Popper feels, of his observation of customs in both the 
Spartan and Athenian states. Sparta, on the one hand, treated its 
population with a harsbness indicative of an insecure and therefore 
partly degenerate ruling class; While Athens, on the other hand, 
was too humane with far too much emphasis on music and the gentler 
arts. A successful blend is Plato's objective, but, at the same 
time, his bias toward the fierce element is plainly discernible. 
Children of both sexes, he claims, "must be taken on horseback 
within the sight of actual war; and provided it can be done safely, 
they must be brought into battle, and made to taste blood; just as 
2 
one does with young hounds." When the evidence is weighed, Plato's 
educational devices possess an odor which is distinctly total-
3 
itarian. 
To swmmarise, then, the gist of Popper's argument at its 
present point: Much in Plato's writings that have ordinarily been 
treated as mythological or Utopian speculation may reasonably be 
interpreted as sociological description and analysis. This being 
the case, it is fair to regard Plato as one who was disturbed by 
the changing world of his time and who therefore sought to develop 
1. Plato, Rep. , 410c and 410d. 
2. Plato, Rep., 537a. 
3. OSE, 47. 
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a "systematic historicist sociology" as a sedative for this 
anxie't7. The result was that he came to regard certain existing 
states, such as Sparta and Crete, as degenerate yet partly 
arrested forms of older tribal societies ••• forms which could be 
regarded as at least fair copies of the unchanging and eternal 
Idea of the state. In order to make the best use of these ob-
servations, Plato devised a principle for distinguishing between 
the good "features of existing institutions, and their symptoms 
of decay." His law of political revolutions served this purpose 
and expressed itself in the notion that all social change is the 
result of disunion and economic greed in the ruling class. The 
answer, therefore, was inevitably the construction of an arrested 
state along Spartan lines in which the germs of dissension had been 
eliminated by virtue of the proper economic abstinence, breeding 
1 
and training for the master class. 
Popper sees still other manifestations of the totalitarian 
point of view in Plato's thought arising out of what is essentially 
a position of biological naturalism. Or, to pose the issue more 
specifically, Plato's attempt to combine the historicist pessimism 
implied by the decadent nature of the changing visible world with 
the ontological optimism implied by the goodness of the unchanging 
invisible world, forces upon him the adoption of a biological 
naturalism which in turn results in attitudes which may fairly be 
regarded as fascistic. 
1. OSE, 4'7-48. 
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This "biological naturalism", to which Popper refers, "is 
the theory that in spite of the fact that morals and the laws 
of states are arbitrary, there are some eternal unchanging laws 
1 
of nature from which we can derive norms." While there were 
those who used this position to defend equalitarianism, there were 
those who saw in "natural law" a justification for the anti-
equalitarian rule of the strong. The Sophist; Hippias uses this 
position as a platform for equalitarianism which he expresses to 
hie audience: 
Gentlemen, I believe that we are all kinsmen 
and f.rienda and fellow-citizens; if not by conven-
tional law, then by nature. For by nature, likeness 
is an expression o:t kinship; but the law, the tyrant 
of mankind, compels us to do mnch that is against 
nature. 2 
Plato and Aristotle, however, were leas humanitarian and "ad-
vanced the theory of the biological and moral inequality of 
3 
man." The barbarian is not the equal of the Greek, regardless 
of the angle from which the comparison is made. They are un-
equal by nature ••• one a natural master born to rule, the other 
a natural slave born to submit to authority. That both humani-
tarian and totalitarian doctrines can be derived from the same 
theory is largely due to the fallacious-assumption that norms 
4 
can be based upon facts. And Plato was subject to this fallacy 
1. OSE, 5'1. 
2. Plato, Pro., 337e. 
3. OSE, 59. 
4. Popper discusses at some length the impossibility of reducing 
norms to facts and describes the position of "critical dualism" 
as one in which a conscious differentiation is made "between 
the man-enforced normative laws or conventions, and the nat-
ural regularities which are beyond his power." OSE, 51. 
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because his whole philosophy was the expression of a dualism 
sufficientl;y vague and elastic to admit of numerous interpreta-
tions of both the natural and man-made world. His fundamental 
dualism presents itself epistemologicall;y as "the ~pPosition 
between rational knowledge based on pure thought, and opinion 
based on particular experiences;" ontologically, as the opposi-
tion between the one true realit;y and the many delusive appear-
ances; ethically, as the opposition between the good and the evil; 
politicallf, as the opposition between the one collective state 
which ma;y attain perfection, and the Jl&ll7 individuals whose im-
perfection and particularit;y is subordinate to the unit;y of the 
1 
state. And the significance of this dualism, from the per-
spective of the interpreter, arises out of the fact that its 
entire metaphysical structure originated "in the sociological 
domain, from the contrasts between a stable societ;y, and a 
2 
society in the process of revolution." 
The biological naturalism in Plato's thought appears, at 
times, to be alloyed with the kind of psychological or spiritual 
3 
naturalism, and, as strange as it seems, the "spiritual" nature 
of man proved to be as good an excuse as the biological for delin-
eating the inequalities indigenous to man• For if man's biolog-
ical inequalit.J is manifested by his capacity for servitude or 
1. OSE, '73. 
2. OSE, '73. 
3. Spiritual naturalism is the view that man does not live by 
bread alone and seeks higher spiritual aims. Man's true 
nature is as much spiritual and social as it is biological. 
OSE, 61. 
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domination, his spiritual inequality is manifested by his 
capacity for adoration of the good. This provides Plato with 
the logical framework on Which to build the contention that the 
natural inequalities in man's spiritual makeup justifY the nat-
ural prerogatives of the "noble", "elect", or "natural leader". 
Again, material believed to be factual is used to establish norms, 
which is the expression of a tendency toward monism more ohar-
1 
acteristic of the "closed", tribalistic society. 
Plato's theory of the organic state is not only the result 
of his conviction that one man may be the "natural" or "spiritual" 
superior of another, but is also founded on his belief in the 
basic imperfection of the bnman individual. That is to say, men 
are not gods; they are not self-sufficient and require the ser-
2 
vices of one another for the achievement of the highest state. 
This would seem to mean that even the noblest and wisest are de-
pendent upon society for their own fulfillment. If this is true, 
then the state would appear to be more important than the individ-
ual, for the state is the only entity capable of being sufficient 
unto itself and capable of providing man with the social habitat 
necessary for the development of his perfection. Even though it 
may be argued that the state is as dependent on the individual for 
its life as the individual on the state, nevertheless, "the fact 
that the seed of the decay and disunion of a perfect state does not 
3 
spring up in the state itself, but rather in its individuals," 
1. OSE, 61. 
2. In contrast to this, the Socratic doctrine of autarchy is ex-
pressed in the Reiublic: "Such an one ••• is sufficient for him-
self and his own appiness, and therefore is least in need of 
other men." 387de. 
3. OSE, 66. 
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would seem to mark man and not eoeiet7 aa the least sufficient 
of the two. Political daoa7, then, is due to the degeneration 
of human nature, and not vice Terea. 
Tbia theor,v of the primac7 of the state is closel7 allied 
with a theory of social contract. Either Protagoras or L7copbron 
was the firat to suggest that law originates with a social con-
1 
tract, but Plato was, at least, among the first to give this 
theor.r verbal expression When he said in the Laws: 
-
There is ••• a ••• claim which is the greatest 
principle of all, namel7, that the wise shall 
command and lead, and that the ignorant shall 
follow, and this, 0 Pindar, wisest of poets, 
is surel7 not contrar.r to nature, but accord-
ing to nature; for what it demands is not ex-
ternal compa.laion but the trul7 natural 
sovereignt7 2of a law which is baaed upon mutual consent. 
ne ci t7 originates because man cannot meet the needs of his life 
autonomous17. Ken tend to migrate and then settle together in 
order that their talents and services may be complementary. The 
cobbler, no matter how clever, cannot fulfill his function unless 
other individuals provide him with a market for his product. And 
the guardian likewise must be able to avail himself of those Who 
3 
need guarding. And this interaction of function and fulfillment 
is made still more effective when the lines which divide the 
labor of each are sbarpl7 maintained. ne sailor does not cobble, 
the cobbler does not sail, the painter does not rule, the ruler 
does not paint. In this wa7, apecialization of function is pro-
4 
tected and each becomes an expert in his own field. This 
1. "Whether Protagoras proffered a theory that laws originate with 
a social contract, or whether L7eopbron ••• was the first to 
do so, is not certain.• 081, 65. 
2. Plato,~, 690c. 3. Plato, Rep., 369bc. 4. Plato,Rep.,3,0abc. 
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strategy is based on the naturalist principle of individuality 
by which no two men are regarded as exactly alike, and the aim 
is, therefore, to give to each his own. At the same time, the 
individuality of the many is subordinate to the all-inclusive 
oneness of the state, and the individual citizen is regarded as 
an imperfect copy of the perfect super-organic state. Although 
Plato never formulates explicitly the organic or biological theory 
of the state, "the fan&amental analogy between the state and the 
1 
human individual is one of the standard topics of the Republic," 
and becomes a tool for the analysis of the individual soul. The 
issue appears to be one of proving that although man appears as 
"one" he is in reality "many" (reason, energy and animal instincts) 
and that the state is not "many" as it appears, but "one". This 
emphasis upon oneness, Popper describes as"holis~" and character-
izes it as a primordial construct of tribal collectivism. Plato 
longed for the lost unity of tribal life because he believed that 
stable wholes or permanent collectives possessed the reality that 
2 
individuals did not. 
The organic theory of the state really owes its origin to 
Plato who presented it in his own psychological or personalist 
version. That is, he made the political problem analogous not 
simply to organic structures in general, but to the bnman organism 
in particular; and this analogy provided the answer to the question 
1. OSE, 68. 
2. Plato's holism really represents a longing for beauty. He says 
in the Laws: "Every artist ••• executes the part for the sake 
of the wn;re, and not the whole for the sake of the part." 
903c. 
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of the d7fng and decadent state. Not on1y does the state, like 
the human bod7, degenerate when its parts grow outworn or when 
it becomes infected with a malignant disease, but their similar-
ity is really a living relationship made manifest by the fact 
that any stage of dec~ in the bnman organism brings about a 
1 
corresponding stage of decay in the state itself. This raises 
the question of the original vulnerability of the perfect state. 
How can 8D7 city be perfect and still contain the seeds of its 
own destruction? On the one hand, Plato asserts, •everything 
that bas been generated must decaf," and on the other, that the 
degeneration of the first cit.J might have been avoided had the 
2 
incumbents in ruling positions been trained philosophers. Even 
if this latter proposition had been effected, however, it would 
still be difficult, if not impossible, to fashion a system of 
eugenics which by in-breeding would maintain the racial purity 
3 
of the guardians. The stubborn problem of pure breeding acco'tlllts 
ultimately for Plato's theory of the J'all of Jlan and thus for 
4 
the dissolution of the first perfect city. 
Plato's sociological analysis leads Popper to make these 
5 
evaluations• lirst, that the reconstruction of the ideal state 
in the Republic and again (with some alterations) in the~ is 
1. OSE, 69. 4. Plato, Rep., 546a. 
2. Plato, Rep., 5468 and 485b. 5. OSE, '12. 
3. Plato, Rep., 460c. 
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very similar to the Spartan city-state and not unlike the 
society of early tribal collectivism. His understanding of 
the forces which give rise to change enables him to curb those 
forces and arrest change. And his "fantastic philosophical doc-
trine that the changing visible world is only a decaying copy of 
an unchanging invisible world," is the spring-board for his formu-
lation of an "untenable law of historical development, namely, 
the law of universal degeneration or decay." 
The Platonic justice, which is traditionally regarded as 
a refined and harmless expression of the need for each individual 
to "mind his own business", is regarded by Popper as the "justice" 
of totalitarian class rule. The theory of justice, as presented 
in the Republic, is essentially an attempt by Plato to combat 
"the e~alitarian, individualistic and protectionist tendencies 
l 
of his time." To be more specific, his Republic is first, 
clearly an anti-equalitarian interpretation of justice at a 
time when the equalitarian interpretation of justice was common 
in Greek thought. His hatred of the equalitarian point of view 
is revealed by his sin of omission; he does not have the courage 
to deal with hie arch-eilemy openly, and so this omission can 
scarcely be excused as a simple oversight on Plato's part, since 
the equalitarian theory, at the time, enjoyed wide popularity. 
2 
In referring to this theory, as he does briefly, his remarks 
are of the sneering, jocular variety, revealing a clear distaate 
1. OSE, 105. 
2. See Glaucon's speech, Rep., 359c. 
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for the view that justice is equality before the law. 
Second, Pl~to's political thought indicates as much op-
position for individualism as for equalitarianism. This is 
because Plato has vision for only the black and the white, the 
sheep and the goats. There are no mediating alternatives, at 
least where political issues are at stake. Tbns, he regards 
egoism as the only alternative to collectivism, and collectivism 
as the only cure for egoism. Since individualism, for him, is 
identified with egoism, he has a clear and guiltless argument 
for the defense of collectivism. Is not the former a way of 
selfishness and the latter a way of altruism? In any case, 
Plato was uncanny- in his intuition of his enemies and perceived 
at once the threat to stable and institutionalized social life 
posed by the advocates of individualism. Thus the individual-
istic principles voiced by a Periclean democracy contrast di-
ametrically with the totalitarian principles of Platonic justice. 
"We do not feel called upon," said Pericles, "to nag at our neigh-
1 
bor if he chooses to go hie own w~"; while Plato remarks that 
the state does not produce men "for the purpose of letting them 
1. Quoted, OSE, 89. See Thucydides, HPW, II, 37. 
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1 
loose, each to go his own way." This resentment for individ-
ualism is particularly disturbing when one remembers that its 
altruistic version has become the cornerstone of western civil-
ization, and that the Christian dictum to "love your neighbor" 
as well as the Kantian doctrine of a "Kingdom of Ends" have 
become hallowed reaffirmations of this theme. However, Plato's 
ill-feeling is better appreciated when its roots are properly 
traced to his fundamental dualism and hie original aversion to 
varying particular experiences. "In the field of politics, the 
2 
individual is to Plato the Evil One himself." 
Third, Plato's political thought gives evidence that hie 
moral code is strictly utilitarian. He makes the interest of 
3 
the state the criterion of morality. This is why he insists 
on organizing his classes in a caste-like system. The carpenter 
must not leave his bench nor the cobbler his lift, nor should 
the warrior move into the guardian class without being worthy of 
it, for these actions involve departures from what has been estab-
lished as "best" and therefore involve the change which is known 
1. 
2. 
Flato, Rhp., 519e. Popper quotes a passage from the Laws, 
739c, "w ose truly astonishing hostility towards the mar-
vidual is," he thinks, "too little appreciated:" "Everything 
possible has been achieved," in the highest state, "in the 
direction of utterly eradicating everything from our life 
that is private and individual." OSE, 89. 
OSE, 90. 
OSE, 94. 
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1 
to be disastrous. This feeling of Plato's that a relaxation 
of class lines would lead to a collapse of the city and his in-
sistence that What harms the city is unjust seem to lend weight 
to the argument that his morality is really utilitarian. If this 
is true, then here is further proof of Plato's desire to recapture 
the lost collectivism of tribal life. "That is good which is the 
interest of my group." mrbat the tribe believes, I believe," etc. 
From the standpoint of international relations, Platonic morality, 
strangely enough, would appear to be the first expression of that 
moral nihilism which asserts that might is right because the state 
2 
can do no wrong. 
MeanWhile, the "protectionism" to Which Plato is opposed 
refers to the tendency of some governments to make freedom the 
arbitrary option of the state; i.e., "any kind of freedom is 
3 
clearly impossible unless it is guaranteed by the state." From 
one point of view it appears that such oppoai tion marks Plato 
as a great defender of freedom, but from another, the opposite 
1. "We have tbree classes in our city, and I take it that any 
such plotting or changing from one class to another is a 
great crime against the ci 't7, and may rightly be denounced 
as the utmost wickedness?" ••• "Assuredly." Plato, Rep.,434b. 
2. OSE, 94. 
3. OSE, 97. 
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1 
seems to be true. Protectionism at its beat expresses the 
fundamental idea that the weak should be protected from being 
bullied b7 the strong. Justice, therefore, means among other 
things, that the state shall curtail the capricious actions of 
individuals insofar as such liberty poses a threat to the libert7 
of all its citizens. In this sense, as Aristotle records in his 
2 
Politics, the state functions as a big brother to every citizen 
in order that injustice be not done. Since this interpretation 
meets the demands of altruistic individualism, Plato's opposi-
tion to protectionism actually constitutes opposition to a vital 
3 
principle of democracy. But Plato's method of attack is clever. 
He at first discredits protectionism by making it identical with 
4 
the cynical selfishness of ThrasJm&chus, and then lends still 
greater reinforcement to his argrument by equating all forms of 
selfishness with individualism. This contrived picture of pro-
tectionism is presented by Plato precisely because he perceived 
that it contained those equalitarian and humanitarian features 
which he disliked. His powers of persuasion were so great that 
"all the adherents of the contract theory, from Carneades to 
Hobbes ••• adopted his fatal historicist presentation" as well as 
his "assurances that the basis of their theory is an ethical 
5 
nihilism." 
1. Popper regards the protectionism of Lycophron as essentially 
in harmony with the best tradition of humanitarianism. OSE, 
100-101. Lycophron was a Greek poet and grammarian who 
flourished during the period of Ptolemy Philadelpbus (!85-
247 B.O). 
2. Aristotle,~·· III, 9, 8, (1280). 
3. Democracy in the "representative" and not necessarily in 
the "pure"sense. 4. Plato, Rep., 358e. 5. OSE, 104. 
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What may be still more disturbing for the traditional Pla-
tonic scholar is Popper's accusation of Plato's deceit in the 
framing of his anti-protectionist propaganda. Nevertheless, 
the fact that Plato's treatment of protectionism in the Gorgias 
is favorable would seem to render his later unfavorable treat-
ment of it in the Republic suspect. In any case, Popper chooses 
to regard this "change of heart" as evidence of a dishonesty, 
which led Plato to attempt to discredit the good reputation of 
protectionism in order to eliminate what he perceived to be an-
other threat to the establishment of a totalitarian moral theory. 
Whether Plato can be justly called a "liar" is a matter which 
1 
will be considered later, but these, at least, are some of the 
2 
facts as one man sees them. 
Plato's totalitarian program is given still greater force 
by the posing of a single question: "Who shall rule the state?" 
In so doing he commits a kind of petitio principii by means of 
Which his readers are logically committed to an answer of a 
certain color. For if the fundamental problem in politics is 
expressed in this question, then it is hard not to reply "the 
wisest," "the best," "the born ruler." In other words, the 
very phrasing of the question implies that some superior indiv-
idual or special class should rule. This assumption that polit-
ical power is essentially sovereign is named by Popper "the 
3 
theory of sovereignty" and is characterized by the aim of placing 
unchecked political might into the best bands. This aim leads 
1. See Chapter VII. 
2. OSE, 105. 
3. OSE, 10'1. 
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1 
to Plato's winstitutionalism" wbich is his design for dis-
covering and training those individuals who should rule. Thus 
education was closely linked with his theory of leadership, for 
he assumed that the chief task of education was to select and 
equip leaders for their future responsibility in administrative 
roles. 
Education at the level of free, unmitigated inquiry is one 
thing, and education at the level of highly institutionalized 
authoritarianism is another; and these two perspectives mark 
the chief difference between Plato and his master. It was 
Socrates who stressed, mnch to the dismay of his contemporaries, 
that he who thinks he knows most usually knows least, and that 
the humility of an open mind is the starting ppint of all true 
learning. Self-criticism and independent inquiry were tenets of 
Socrates' intellectualism, but for his pupil, education should 
drop an "iron curtain" between the ruling and the ruled, between 
2 
wbat there !! to know and what ought to be known. In brief, 
Plato's political program was controlled by the institution of 
education and implemented by an authoritarian philosophY as a 
means of protecting succession in leadership and thereby the 
security of the learned expert. 
If Plato was deceitfUl, he was also proud, to the point of 
megalomania. At least this is the only way one can interpret 
1. Contrasted with "personalism". 
2. OSE, 111-116. Education is indoctrination, or the molding of 
minds which are "by long habit ••• to become utterly incapable 
of doing anything at all :tM•pendleili'tl.y'~" Plato, !!.!'!!!.· 942b. 
Popper's view that the philosopher-king of Plato's dreams is 
Plato himself, and "the Republic is Plato's own claim for 
1 
kingly power." The evidence for this radical view is found 
2 
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in Plato's story of the Number and the Fall of Man. It seems, 
according to Plato's own account, that the disaster which at-
taches to the selection of an untualified leader is due to a 
faulty system of eugenics. This accounts for the fall of man 
from hie original state of happiness, and can be blamed on 
those first guardians who committed the venal sin of failing 
to watch and test the purity of the race. Only he who is famil-
iar with the science of mathematical eugenics and knows the 
secret of the nuptial Number (the ignorance of which leads to 
racial impurity) is in a position to play the role of true 
guardianship. So far ae good. But Popper is convinced that 
3 
the mysterious Number was Plato's own invention, which leads 
to the inevitable conclusion, even though Plato never said so 
himself, that the latter believed himself to hold the only key 
to true guardianship. Thus, "I think we must face the fact," 
says Popper, "that behind the sovereignty of the philosopher-
king stands the quest for power. The beautiful portrait of the 
4 
sovereign is a self-portrait." 
Whatever Plato's delusions about his special ordination to 
rule may have been, his particular approach to politics is 
dangerous. The danger lies in an aesthetic radicalism which 
1. OSE, 135. 2. Plato, Rep., 546def. 
3. The story of the Wumber and the Fall of Man "presupposes 
pure harmonics Which in turn presuppose solid geometry, a 
new science at the time when the Republic was written." 
OSE, 135. 
4. OSE, 137. 
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views society as a sick organism which can be cured only by 
total wutopian engineering.w From the standpoint of social 
engineering, the utopian approach suffers from "a dangerous 
enthusiasm, liable to develop into a form of neurosis or hys-
1 
teria.w In brief, its aim to ameiiorate the ills of society 
by means of an arbitrarily devised blueprint is too sweeping. 
Its dream of creating a beautiful new world by the fiat of a 
strongly centralized ruling clitue not only leads to dictator-
ship, but ignores the fact that such large-scale methods are 
effective only after a large numb•&r of detailed experiences have 
been garnered to provide data for the "cure-all" approach. How-
ever, the cure-all or utopian approach is not what the doctor 
ordered. A far better prescription for society involves the 
2 
application of "piecemeal engineering." This means that an 
intelligent social engineer will not be misguided by illusions 
of an ideal world which he or some group will implement, but 
will assume, more realistically, that perfection on earth, if 
at all attainable, is some distance away, and that the etiology 
and prevention of social malaise must be treated in its individ-
ual instances. After all, this is the method of mechanical en-
gineering, and its success there suggests its effectiveness in 
the social realm. The mechanical engineer learns more about the 
Whole by experimenting with the parts. If he needs a piece of 
new machinery, he must rely on data secured in the past from his 
1. OSE, 146. 
2. OSE, 138-148. 
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trial and error experimentation with many new improvements. 
His model, then, is the result of numerous piecemeal adjust-
ments and could never be produced successfully from a large-
scale blueprint created ~vacuo. But this, by analogy, is 
wbat Plato suggests ••• a brave new world, an ideal society to 
be born on the authority of a few expert social draftsmen. 
This approach to politics is radical because of the mag-
nitude of its sweep and the illusory-utopian quality of its 
expectations. It reeks, unfortunately, of aestheticism be-
cause it regards politics as an art in which the masses provide 
the medium for the master painter. In either case, Popper is 
unhappy, because "aestheticism and radicalism nm.st lead us to 
jettison reason, and to replace it by a desperate hope for po-
l 
litical miracles." Plato's method of dealing with politics, 
in other words, is unrealistic; it is motivated by emotion and 
springs from an intoxicated love for a beautiful but impossible 
2 
heavenly city. It is really the Romanticism which plagued 
Rousseau, which is found in so nm.oh literature as well as phil-
osophy, and which Voltaire rightly regarded as romantic ob-
scurantism. 
But after the worst has been said and after Plato has been 
3 
presented as a "totalitarian party-politician," Popper feels 
1. OSE, 147. 
2. Note 14, OSE, 246. 
3. OSE, 149. 
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moved to exonerate Plato from deliberatel7 subversive motives. 
In other words, if he cannot, in good faith, refute the in-
terpretation of the identit7 between Platonism and totalitar-
ianism, he can • at least, grant Plato' s fundamental benevolence 
and acknoWledge the latter's power of diagnosis, even though the 
"medico-political treatment which he recommended ••• was hopeless-
1 
ly wrong." What has happened is simply that Plato has been 
2 
caught in the crossfire of a social revolution and bas reacted 
by seeking a genuine panacea for what he conceives to be wide-
spread unhappiness; but his fundamental claim that happiness 
could be restored by a return to tribalism is erroneous. Thus, 
as Popper indicated at the start, here is a clear case of a 
"great man who has made a great mistake." 
1. OSI, 151. 
2. That period in Greek history which involved the transition 
from tribalism to bumanitarianism. 
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CHAPTER V 
BRITISH AND AMERICAN INTBRPRE!ATIONS OF PLATO AS FASCISTIC 
It is easy to dispose of the reputation of a great man by 
carelessly referring to his thought as totalitarian or fascistic, 
but it requires a certain amount of responsibilit.f and integrit7 
to support such references With lucid argument and some semblance 
of rational judgment. For this reason, the following interpre-
tations, which portray Plato's thought as fascistic, are presented 
because the authora of these interpretations give evidence of 
possessing at least a nodding acquaintance with the requirements 
of good scholarShip; and therefore where omissions may seem to 
occur, the void is explained b7 the deliberate attempt which has 
been D&de to treat onl7 those writers whose trustworthiness and 
sincerit.J render their interpretations worthy of serious consid-
eration. On the other hand, Where names appear Which at first 
thought seem incongruous with the purpose of tbis dissertation, 
it ought to be remembered that the perception, by some authors, 
of fascistic tendencies in Plato's thought does not necessarily 
constitute on their part a rejection of Plato's political view-
point or a lack of deep regard for the matchless majesty and 
wisdom of his philosoplJ7 as a whole. 
With this general perspective in mind, it must be admitted 
that few other writers have treated the matter of fascism in 
Plato's philosopbJ as searcbingl7 and unashamedly as Karl Popper. 
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~eir reference&, on the Whole, to such disagreeable elements 
in his philosopb7, tend to be apologetic or barely flirtatious, 
but with some exceptions, they are not well-developed or con-
vincingly presented. One of these exceptions is R.H.S. Crossman, 
former Tutor of New College, OXford, who in his work, Plato Today, 
is "primarily concerned to prove that Plato's alternative to the 
1 
political struggle of his day was an illusory one." He feels 
that Plato's attempt to reach a position in the political arena 
which transcend& the errore of both the Left and the Right has 
led him to believe in the propitious and justifiable rule of a 
virtuous third group, or as Croaaman terms it, "the dictatorship 
2 
of the 'virtuous Right'•" His aim to secure a new alternative for 
a revolutionary situation proved abortive because he assumed, 
wrongly, "that human reason is capable of infallibility and that 
the scientific spirit should be prepared to force others to accept 
3 
it aa infallible." Thus the way is prepared for the march of 
1. Reinhold Niebuhr in Preface to Crossman, PT. 
2. "The virtuous Right," according to Crossman, refers to that 
third revolutionary alternative, between the political dic-
tatorship &f the Left and the dictatorship of the Right, 
which Plato dreamed could, by virtue of human reason, "achieve 
complete transcendence over the party conflicts of politics." 
(Reinhold Niebuhr, Preface, PT, vi-vii). "But when we 
translate this dream into the sober language of politics," 
says Crossman, "it is seen to be an empty illusion."(PT,284). 
For, on the one hand, "since the membership of the party 
will be drawn almost exclusively from the anti-democratic 
side, it will be suspect to the working classes," and, on 
the other, "since it is opposed to the interests of the 
rich, it will be bated by them as well. Its government 
therefore will have no basis of consent and will .be forced 
either to become a military dictatorship, or to concede to 
one side in the class struggle." Crossman, PT, 284. 
3. Oroaaman, PT, 294. 
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1 
reaction, and "the 'dictatorship of the virtuous Right' is 
2 
transformed" euphemistically into a polite form of Fascism." 
Crossman believes that Plato failed in the chief mission 
which he set out to accomplish; for he never came to grips 
effectively with the Socratic problem of applying theory to prac-
tice, a mission for which his Master had died. This was undoubt-
edly due to his conservative bias which led him to advocate "the 
claims of a certain social class -- the dictatorship not of the 
best, but of the best members of the aristocracy -- and assuming 
3 
the latter to be identical with the former." Such a recommenda-
tion is out of line with reality, for it is not feasible that 
there will ever be "a sufficient number of pre-eminent men to 
4 
form a ruling class in whom we can have complete confidence." 
Also, "his bias in favor of aristocracy led him to identifY the 
'gentleman' with the good man, and he therefore, in searching for 
the elite, excluded the vast majority of the population from any 
5 
serious examination." 
Crossman is of the impression that modern autocrats have 
discovered in Plato a delightful justification for bureaucratic, 
totalitarian rule; for if a man as highly regarded in the western 
world as Plato can advocate that the "best" should rule, then 
1. "The Retublic is rooted in the past and is at bottom the 
rationa ization and justification of Reaction." Crossman, PT, 
292. This follows Popper's line of argument that the Platonic 
state is essentially regressive in both its historical origin 
and its intellectualism. 
2. Crossman, PT, 285. 4. Crossman, PT, 282. 
6. Crossman, PT, 283. 3. Crossman, PT, 282. 
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ambitious despots can claim authority on this premise and do so, 
apparently without guile. Or as Crossman expresses it: 
Platonism, because it is at once too ideal and not 
ideal enough, becomes the rational apologia for 
reaction. A military despot in Greece, a Roman, 
emperor, a medieval monarch, a Renaissance prince, 
or a modern dictator ••• can all justify themselves 
as Platonists, claiming special and providential 
wisdom for themselves and their friends, special 1 and providential stupidity for the masses. 
The implication seems to be that it is human nature to seize 
such means of self-glorification as may be available and that 
the temptation provided by Platonic social thought is too good 
to resist. In any case, as Crossman sees it, modern tyrannies 
trace their lineage directly to Plato who was the first and last 
in the history of western civilization to elaborate a totalitarian 
political philosohp,y which, at the same time, claimed the respect 
of wise and good men through the ages. This enigmatic situation 
is partly due to contradictions in Plato's thought which naturally 
leave the way open for positive or negative interpretations as 
certain writers see fit. On the one hand, although Plato "de-
nounced militar.y despotism and aristDoratic dictatorship," on 
the other, he "was the aider and abettor of both, and tacitly 
2 
countenanced them as the lesser of two evils." 
Whatever Plato's real intentione may have been, Crossman 
agrees with Popper that Plato's fUndamental attitude was benev-
olent, and that the social matrix of which he was a part was 
basically responsible for his radical and unsuccessful political 
endeavor. That matrix involved a crisis similar to the one which 
1. Crossman, PT, 283-284. 3. Crossman, PT, 10. 
2. Crossman, PT, 284. 
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has erupted in the first half of the twentieth Centur.J, so that 
now "we are able to see him as he really was--an idealist, 
thwarted in action, a revolutionar.y reformer who could find no 
1 
political basis for his reforms.• 
Joad, a philosopher at the Univereit7 of London, is also 
impressed by the latent fascism apparent in Plato's social 
thought but tenda to be more circumspect and apologetic in reach-
ing his conclusions. In his Gnide to the Philosophl of Morals 
and Politics (1938) he approaches Plato dialectically by pre-
senting, on the one hand, certain Justifiable criticisms and, 
on the other, a reasonable interpretation of Plato's own defense 
at each point. lor example, the democratic assumption that every 
person has an equal right to exploit those opportunities Which 
lead to the full development of his personality is not granted 
by Plato. It seems, in fact, that Plato's state is not only 
opposed to the idea of equality but even goes so far ae to 
2 
•canonize inequality• through the division of society into 
classes Whose delineation is based upon the inherent and unequal 
capabilities of individual citizens. As offensive as this may be 
to the democratioally-minded, Plato's apologetic is effective 
when certain premises are granted. lirst, he would insist, that 
men are by nature not equal, therefore a state which hopes to 
achieve a modicum of harmony and well•being among its citizens 
cannot, in good faith, grant a right which does not exist. 
Second, since the·welfare of the state as a whole takes precedence 
1. Crossman, PT, 10. 
2. Joad, GPMP, 77. 
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over the welfare of the individual, then it is reasonable to 
want to organise the available talent according to the function 
for which it best suited. !his means that the state will not 
only realize the unity and harmo117 which it seeks, but the ind-
ividual benefits by living "the kind of good life that is ap-
1 
propriate to the sort of man that he is." According to Plato, 
this is the only kind of freedom that matters. 
Or if it be charged that totalitarianism is manifested by 
Plato's denial of the right to self-government, the latter can 
counter with the assertion that such aspirations for freedom in 
a properly administered state could not possibly arise. 
Por the laws could not conceivably irk a 
citizen whose education had for its sole 
object the moulding of the citizen to fit 
the laws; nor could there be any sense of 
injustice among persons deprived of the 
power to choose the legislature, since 
Plato's State is the !mbodiment of the 
principle of justice. 
While Joad is Willing to go along with the consistency of 
Plato's political thought, he is not able to accept certain prem-
ises which seem to lead inevitably to unsatisfactory conclusions. 
He cannot, for instance, believe that the individual should be 
subordinate to the state, for this proposition tends to eliminate 
the variety which is the spice of life. When the social organism 
is made to stand above the individual, and "the idiosyncracy of 
taste, the pride of personal possessions," the love of family and 
the thousand and one little pleasures -- of playing games and 
making love, journeying and cultivating hobbies -- are replaced 
1. Joad, GPMP, 77. 
2. Joad, GPIP, ao. 
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by abstract devotion to the 'State, then the average person is 
1 
deprived of such enjoyment as he is ever likely to know. "Our 
criticism is, then, that whereas the State is quite obviously 
made for man, Plato is a little too apt to regard man merely as 
2 
an element in the good of the State." 
Joad's criticism is shared by the British political scientist, 
3 
Lowes Dickinson, who, in a dialogue entitled After Two Thousand 
Years, expressed the opinion that Plato ascribes altogether too 
much deity to his ideal state. Philalethes, a contemporary 
young man, visits Plato in the Shades and says heatedly of the 
state: 
To It are attributed qualities often ascribed 
to Deity. It is jealous; It is revengeful; It 
is merciless; It is violent; It is, or at least 
should be, Almighty. To It belong, without 
reservation, the wealth, the labor, the lives 
of Its citizens. It is the god, they the 
perpetual sacrifice; and their rulers are Its 
priests. 4 
The apotheosis of the social organism and the diminution of indiv-
iduality are anti-humanitarian characteristics of the Platonic 
state which both Joad and Dickinson find objectionable. 
1. Joad, GPMP, 80. 
2. Joad, GPMP, 81. 
3. Dickinson, referred to by Joad as "a lifelong admirer of 
Plato" (GPMP, 81), was a controversial figure during World 
War I owing to the pacifist temper of his writing. He was 
a lecturer first at Cambridge, then at London School of 
Economics and Political Science. 
4. Dickinson, ATTY, 120-121. To this accusation, Plato replies: 
"Is that What men have made of the doctrine that the community 
is supreme 1 What close bedfellows are truth and falsehoodl" 
121. 
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Jobn BoWle, aometiae lecturer at Oxford, takes the view 
that Plato's desire to realise the perfect state is so intense 
that he inadvertentl7 a)andons his own creed of moderation in 
1 
the process of delineating hie political blueprint. This means 
that Plato is unconaoioual7 motivated b7 the attitude that the 
ad Justifies the means and tlma ia driven, a~ least in the Laws, 
-
to "lispl&7 the cruelt.J of the aesthete, latent in all imposed 
2 
patterns of perfection." Be pursues with righteous paaeion what 
he \elieves to be an obJective standard of the "Good" and thereb7 
"tackles the problem which lies in wait for all authoritarian 
states--how to ensure the l07alt7 and vigilance of the officials 
3 
on Whom it depends." Although Bowle recognizes that the Republic 
and not the~ "must be taken as representative of Plato's 
finest political thought," the fact remains that with the organ-
isation of the lfocturnal Couneil, nggeated in the Laws, Plato 
"anticipates the procedure of the ln~isition and the Gestapo 
4 
and makes the first reasoned defense of religious persecution." 
Roger Chance, a disciple of Harold Laski, insists, on the 
one hand, that Plato doea not sacrifice the individual for the 
1. "!hough he aims at a balanced moderation, he desires it with 
such paaaion aa to make hia thought unstable and ruthless." 
BoWl.e, lf!!, 59. 
2. Bowle, IPT, 59. 
3. Bowle, WP!, 58. 
4. Bowle, WP!, 58. 
1 
group and, on the other, that Plato supports "the absoluse 
sovereignty of the City -- anJhOW of the oity in exoelsis --
- 2 
lttO 
regarding it, like Hegel, as the 'divine idea on earth'." How 
individuality is to be maintained by the average citizen while 
living under the aegis of absolute State-Sovereignty is not made 
clear, a matter which m&7 aooount for Chance's grudging admission 
that the "ethical infallibili ty• which Plato grants to his rulers 
3 
is the most significant error in his political system. In anr 
event, Chance perceives that Plato attempted to construct his 
4 
ideal Cit7 "upon an authoritarian and fUnctional basis" and 
that he believed "that the spirit of the body politic can and 
111t1st be guaranteed by the authority of ita rulers, Who have a 
dogmatic power rather similar to that aimed at by the Popes of 
5 
the Jliddle Ages." 
1. "He recognized the importance of true individualism." Chance, 
UPK, 268. 
2. Chance, UPK, 236. 
3. Chance, UPK, 22?, 239. 
4. Chance, UPK, 249. 
6. Chance, UPK, 22,. This totalitarian position to Wbioh the 
rulers are relegated is partly explained by Plato's applica-
tion of the "natural law" to political structures: "There is," 
he says, "a law of hieraroq and function in the nature of 
things that must be observed by humanity." Cbanoe, UPK, 249. 
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The Very Rev. William Ralph Inge, sometimes referred to 
as "the gloomy dean," defends Plato's aristocratic doctrine that 
those endo~ed with the best brains, or the philosophers, are en-
titled to a kind of esoteric knoWledge properly denied those of 
1 
lesser mental stature. This defense is sustained by the warning 
in the Sermon on the Mount, "cast not your pearls before swine." 
In the Timaeus Plato says, "the father and maker of all this 
universe is past finding out; and even if we found him, to tell 
2 
of him to all men would be impossible." Plato's reserve, Inge 
believes, is justified on the grounds that "it is not true that 
there can be a standardized orthodoxy suited both to the pro-
3 
feasor and his kitchen~aid." 
On the one hand, Inge believes that the Republic is, from 
4 
the standpoint of practical statesmanship, "full of absurdities" 
but, on the other, he deplores the "nocturnal council" which he 
6 
confesses is "the prototype of Torquemada and the Inquisition." 
But despite the deplorable and incongruously fascistic tendency 
in Plato's thought, Inge is convinced that What Plato "is really 
driving at in his Republic ••• has been not unfairly called 
6 
Christianity before Obrist." 
1. mrbat the Obnrch called the disci~ina arcani, the necessity 
of reserve in explaining the big est truths to the multitude 
who have not undergone the indispensable training." Inge, 
IK, 95. 
2. Plato, ~. 28e. 5. Inge, MR, 104. 
3. Inge, MR, 96. 6. Inge, MR, 104. 
4. Inge, MR, 102. 
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Professor Ure, of University College, Reading, reports 
in his work, The Origin of Tpa;nnz, that "Plato is above all 
things an independent thinker with no great respect for the 
1 
masses and less still for popular opinion"--a statement which 
represents an oblique reference to the aristocratic authori-
tarianism in Plato's political thought. And Professor Taylor 
of Edinburgh, who assumes that the aim of the Republic is ethical 
2 
rather than political and that the Laws represents a moral treatise 
3 
on the principles of jurisprudence, yet confesses that in the 
latter "Plato has, for good and bad, introduced to the European 
imagination the conception of the Inquisition, a tribunal com-
missioned to take account of the 'heretical pravity', and em-
powered to use all the resources of the 'secular arm' for its 
4 
repression." The fact that Taylor regards the invention of 
the Inquisition, or in modern terms the Gestapo, as both "good 
and bad" perhaps accounts for his approval of the fact that, 
in the ~· Plato is "the first author of the proposal that 
5 
the State should impose a 'censure' on literature." Whatever 
the nature of Taylor's own political prejudices may be, it is 
apparent and, at the same time, paradoxical, that he gives Plato 
1. Ure, OT, 18. 
2. The real aim of the Republic is "to answer the question how 
a good man differs from a bad one." Taylor, LP, XV. 
3. Taylor, LP, xvi. 
4. Taylor, LP, xi:x:. 
5. Taylor, LP, :x:lv. 
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credit for doctrines which, though fascistically inclined, 
are conceived (Ta71or assumes) in the spirit of moral idealism. 
Michael Foster is an admirer of both Plato and Hegel who 
makes a comparison of their political philosophies and concludes 
that "Hegel does and Plato does not assign ethical freedom to 
1 
the subject of the state." The social compartmentalization and 
censorship which Plato would impose upon the citizens of a state 
make the matter of moral behavior heteronomous, since, in the 
last analysis, one's decisions are made for him by an external 
authority. And although Hegelian political philosophy is identical 
with the Flatonia "in its separation of a ruling from a subject 
class ••• it must be noticed that Hegel's theory of government 
2 
represents an advance over Plato's." This advance is due to 
the fact that"Regel's governing class is a bureaucracy rather 
than an aristocracy," which means that "entry into it is not 
by birth only, but is ouverte aux talents, and is thus not closed 
to those born into the subject class." 
1. Foster, PPPR, 121. "It is because the idea is for Hegel 
dialectical in ita nature that he is able to attribute to 
the subject the freedom which Plato confined to the ruler." 
Foster, PPPH, 124. 
2. Foster, PPPH, note, 163. 
3. Foster, PPPH, note, 163. 
Ernest Barker, in hie Greek Political Theorz, is quick 
to admit that the Politicus is essentially a vindication of 
1 
absolutism, but also indicates that this position is justi-
ll4 
fied by the arguments of political flexibility and social har-
mony. In other words, Plato would grant full authority to the 
ruler and free him "from any code of rules determining the 
methode of his work" because "the statesman, as an artist, is 
2 
free to do good to his subjects according to his knoWledge." 
And the attainment of social comity is dependent on the polit-
ical omnipotence of the Statesman who "must discover a mean and 
3 
mix diffs.rent temperaments in a harmony." Viewed from a broad 
perspective, the apparent statism in Plato is really an indica-
tion of his love of reason and his desire to regenerate man and 
society by spiritual means. For the man who is animated by 
reason "abnegates mere self-satisfaction as his aim and throws 
4 
himself into the welfare of a larger whole." 
Among the American writers, Alban Winspear, of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, is about as forthright as any in express-
ing his hostility for the conservatism in Plato's political pro-
gram. In The Genesis of Plato's Thought, he places great weight 
on the role the Pythagorean& play in influencing Plato's theory 
1. Barker, GPT, 271. 
2. Barker, GPT, 277. See Plato, Sta., 293c. 
3. Barker, GPT, 282. 
4. Barker, GPT, 209-210. 
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of the state, and suggests that the similarity of their oli-
garchical bias is due to the fact that both put forward similar 
intellectual and philosophical structures; i.e., "great stress 
was laid on harmony and mathematical proportion as the clue to 
1 
the meaning of justice." This common passion for unity and 
harmony perhaps accounts for the fact that both ~ the 
spokesmen for landed conservatism in order to secure a vantage 
point for dividing the sheep from the goats, and to arrange for 
"the willing submission of the 'natural subordinates' to their 
2 
'natural superiors'." In case there are some who object to his 
comparison on the ground that the Platonic idea of justice is less 
authoritarian and more virtuous in its appeal than the Pythagorean, 
let it be understood that this is an illusion Which afflicts 
3 
those who read the Republic as "a masterpiece of abstract thought." 
Actually, those who read the Republic in this light are ignoring 
the fact that, in practice, Plato's pupils and followers could 
hardly be "any less biased in favor of social conservatism than 
were the Pythagorean&, or any more gentle and tolerant in carry-
4 
ing their views into effect." Theory is one thing, practice an-
other. It is a credit, incidentally, to the Pythagorean& that 
their political naivete led them to be "a little more articulate 
about their social conservatism, a little leas subtle in 
1. Winspear, GPT, !48. "The political views and conduct, as well 
as the intellectual outlook of the Academy, resemble so strik-
ingly those of the Pytbagoreans ••• Both the Academy and the 
Pythagorean school systematically took part in politics on 
the conservative ••• aide." 848. 
2. Winspear, GPT, 214. 
3. Winspear, GPT, 248. 4. Winspear, GPT, 248-249. 
1 
concealing a social outlook under philosophical forms." 
OUnning and deceit, it seems, are as much the possession of 
the philosopher as any one else, and Plato, in this case, is 
no exception. 
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It was mentioned earlier that Popper blamed the totalitar-
ianism in Plato's thought on the latter's desire to return to 
the aboriginal and more nearly undefiled state of affairs ex-
pressed by ancient forme of tribalism. Popper presents this 
interpretation as his own, and so it may be; however, it seems 
likely that he was familiar with Winspear's work published five 
years earlier which, in lees detail, seta forth a thesis very 
similar to his own. In any event, it is significant that Win-
spear, in tones anticipatory of Popper's idol-smashing, asserts 
that Plato's social theory is essent~ally regressive. "In build-
ing the ideal state, Plato has in mind turning back the clock of 
social evolution and entrusting the control of the state to the 
2 
landed proprietors." And lest this retrogressive sociology be 
1. Win spear, GPT, 248. 
2. Winspear, GPT, 216. The term "landed proprietors" seems to 
refer to what Winspear conceives as Plato's basic social 
conservatism (GPT, 248). In other words, Winspear tends 
to go along with Crossman in the belief that although Plato's 
ideal may have been to secure an aristocracy of brains, in 
practice it would have "leaned heavily towards the landed 
aristocracy" partly because "the Platonic 'guards' ••• would 
have been, and could have been, recruited only from the 
aristocratic class." GPT, 228. · 
11'1 
regarded by Platonic apologists as the fruit of disinterested 
intellectual observation, 
it can be shown quite clearly that Plato ••• 
was by no means a detached 'scientist', but 
an alert citizen of his time and therefore 
a political partisan; and that he was not 
above using distoition and innuendo in order 
to gain his ends. 
If great men are sometimes guilty of great mistakes, 
Winspear would be one of the last to come to the defense of 
Plato's political integrity, for the reason that the latter's 
ego-involvement in political matters hardly appears to warrant 
his exoneration. This involvement is clearly evident in the 
case of Plato's notion of justice. If classic interpreters 
have been prone to picture Platonic justice in a detached manner 
whereby it is expressed psychologically in the tri-partite har-
mon7 of the soul, and sociologically in the mutual adaptation 
of the three classes of men, then Winspear, in this case, is 
not ..,mpathetio with the classic view. He feels, with Popper, 
that Plato cannot be wrenched, as it were, from the historical 
context and that environment, after all, has a tremendous in-
fluence on both the conscious and unconscious activity of man's 
mind. When Plato ie viewed as a human being subject to the same 
ignorance and guile as any one else and placed in social situa-
tions charged with hazardous and tempting opportunities, then 
the scales are removed from one's eyes and Plato's nakedness 
reveals many imperfections. So the concept of justice is not 
the product of an impartial mind but, as Plato develops it, 
1. Winspear, GPT, 80. 
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1 
"the philosophical defense of the aristocratic state." 
Wevertheless, even in the construction of this deliberate 
apology, Plato was too much the a»eculative artist to see that 
in practice (especially in a period of reaction following the 
creative age of democracy) the aristocratic state must inev-
2 
itably become an authoritarian state. Tbns, Winspear says, in 
effect, that the fascism in Plato's idea of justice is more 
transcendent than immanent when viewed speculatively, but more 
immanent than transcendent when translated into experience. This 
would seem to absolve Plato of the charge that his totalitarian-
ism was deliberate, for it appears that the authoritarian state 
is a contingent rather than logical outcome of his social theory. 
The cynicism which plagues Winspear's interpretation of 
~latonic thought is nowhere so evident as in his analysis of 
Plato's guardian class. This cynicism, prompted by suspicions 
of Plate's sincerity, occasions the belief that the asceticism 
of the ruling class is little more than a sham. At least, the 
asceticism which was the logical outcome of Platonic theory has 
little in common with the asceticism esteemed by a Christian 
society; for "let us remember that Plato's asceticism is founded 
1. Winspear, GP~, 210. 
2. Winspear, GPT, 210. 
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1 
on the actualities of Spartan practice, that it enTisaged as 
rewards for the best warriors unrestricted intercourse with 
2 
either sex." Not only is self-denial a dubious quality of 
the guardian in matters touching the expression of sensuous de-
sire, but it is just as questionable in matters pertaining to 
his indifference toward wealth. This suspicion is derived more 
from the omissions in Plato's thought than from the commissions; 
for the latter makes it clear that the ruling class is to be 
organized on a communistic basis precisely because the pecuniary 
temptations are less frequent under the aegis of communism than 
under other political configurations. Nevertheless, the positive 
attempt to eliminate the evil of private property is an intel-
lectual contrivance which iu the process of being applied to 
the empirical world is warped and changed beyond recognition, 
demonstrating again the dichotomy of the ideal and the real which 
Plato failed to take into account. Thus Winspear feels that the 
"guards" who are represented as "poor men whose merits and power 
3 
are not to be rewarded with individual wealth" is an unrealistic 
characterization of their political position. 
1. Sparta's function, according to Winspear, was "to provide a 
model, an ideal, and an exemplar to romantic conservatives 
like Plato,who never ceased to dream of supplanting Athenian 
democratic, with Spartan aristocratic and servile institu-
tions." GPT, 76. 
2. Winspear, GPT, 214. 
3. Winspear, GPT, 206. 
We are so used to dictatorship of great 
wealth which goes to any lengths to pose as 
something different--the independent revolu-
tionary action of the lower middle classes, 
for example as in Hitler's Germany--that we 
are inclined immediately to suspect that 
Plato •s '.guards' would, in practice, repre-
sent the actual economic interests of a class, 
and in a).1 probability of a landed1 class and no mere ideal utopian governors. 
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Such miscalculations in Plato's social philosophy are due, 
according to Winspear, to the former's inability to perceive the 
fortuitous and circumstantial factors at work in any given at-
2 
tempt to put theory into practice. This accounts for his aris-
tocratic belief--really a code of noblesse oblige--that in-
tellectual understanding brings moral and physical courage, the 
philosophical implication being that "knowledge culminates in 
the contemplation of a static, unchanging real which has little 
3 
to do with change, process or the world of social actualities." 
Apparently, Win spear regards Plato as a dreamer whose dreams, 
however, were to unfold in more treachery than either the dreamer 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Winspear, GPT, 205. 
Heinrich Barth, in Eidos und Ps7che in der Lebens!hilosophie 
Platona, eees this matter as thi clue to Plato 1sa11ure as an 
educator. wplato•s work as an educator is Undertaken in a tragic 
and pessimistic sense. From the i:{che arises the impulse to 
educationa1 activi'fi7, but this 1m se is unable to realize it-
self as fully as form or Eidos. OUt of this tragic conscious-
ness grows the irony of Socrates. The painful and purely dia-
lectical heroism of Socrates is expressed in the consciousness 
o:t the eternal incommensurabilit.y of thought and value, of idea 
and form. The essential significance of the Platonic Socrates 
is expressed in the tragic opposition of Eidos and Psyche." 
Liebert, Art. (1934), 33. 
Winspear, GPT, 236. 
1 
l1111aelf or an 1m.auapecting world co11ld ever imagine. 
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ltren though the ethioe of J ens in the Gospel reoor4 can 
haril7 be equated with what is teraed toda7 the Christian relig-
ion, Winspear uses the two interobangeabl7 in order to magnif7 the 
contrast, as he sees it, between Platonism and Christianit7. He 
feels that the common practice among soholars to trace similarities 
between Platonic and Christian teaching is an error arising out of 
the failure to note the differences "in specific social context" 
between the historical perao.nalities involved--: "Socrates, the 
protagonist of landed reaction in a small cit7-state, and Jesus, 
the spokesman of the poor, the outcast, and the lowly in the period 
2 
of 'breakdown of a 'universal' civilisation." In 8Jl7 case, While 
invoking the hostili t7 of Cbristiani 't7 toward Platonism, Winapear 
concludes that Plato is beet described as "an idealistic, authori-
tarian reactionary" who favored the landed ariatocrac7 at the ex-
pense of the mercantile democrats, and Whose kallipolis, if prac-
ticed on earth, would baTe expressed not a voluntary but a forced 
3 
"aaraonr" with "the disturbing quieaoenoe of ooma." An impractical 
2. Winspear, GP!, lOV. 
3. Winspear, GP!, 228-229. 
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fascist visionBr7; --this is the Plato Winspear would have men 
see. 
Glenn Morrow, in a monograph for the "Illinois Studies in 
Language and Literature," explores the idea of the relation be-
tween Plato' a Laws and the legal institutions of the Greeks. His 
special concern with the law of slavery reveals in Plato's thought 
a strong, reactionary point of view which is close to despotism. 
In a vein, reminiscent of the forthright approach of Popper, Morrow 
indicates that he has little sympathy for those who "have passed 
over the subject as something from which our gaze should be averted 
1 
as quickly as possible," and makes it clear that "the attempt to 
2 
make Plato out to be an opponent of slavery ••• breaks down." 
Morrow supports his argument by pointing out the greater 
severity of Platonic law than ita Athenian model. In the first 
place, "Plato is distinctly less liberal with regard to the status 
3 
of persons of mixed descent." Attic law, in some oases more liberal 
than Roman law, followed the principle that the children of free 
4: 
fathers were to be regarded as free. 
1. Morrow, PLS, 11. 
2. Morrow, PLS, 132. 
3. Morrow, PLS, 124. 
4. This principle was followed by Roman law "which, according to 
Gaius, was a part of the jus gentium." Morrow, PLS, 125. 
But Plato's law adopts the principle of the 
deterior condicio: a child born of one slave 
parent and one free parent inherits the 
status of the slave parent. This is distinct-
ly more severe than Attic law; it is severer, 
in fact, than any slave legislation we know of 
in classical antiquity.l 
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In the second place, although Plato's law permits manUDdasion, 
"the status of the freeman in Plato's state is legally inferior 
2 
to hie status under Attic law.• If he was negligent in the per-
formance of certain obligations for his former master, he was, 
in Attic law, subject to a suit for apostasy. But Plato "permits 
,, 3 
the simpler and more SUDID&ry remedy of the r~..ye 111 , " which had the 
legal effect of depriving a slave of the legal steps necessary to 
vindicate his rights. ~I This "substitution of the ctyetv for the 
suit of apostasy" is, as Morrow sees it, "decidedly prejudicial to 
the freedman and makes his status even more vulnerable than it was 
4 
under Attic law.• And, in the third place, Platonic law dis-
closes "an unmistakable tendency toward greater severity in the 
5 
punishment of slaves." Unlike Athenian law, which provided that 
the number of stripes dealt the slave was equal to the number of 
drachmas paid by the freeman, Plato's law does not fix the number 
of stripes but proceeds on the "principle that any freeman is to 
be considered a magistrate authorized to administer punisbment to 
6 
a slave of:tender"as his own anger and hostility may dictate. 
1. Morrow, PLS, 125. 
2. •orrow, PLS, 125. 
3. Morrow, PLS, 125. 
4. Morrow, PLS, 125. 
6. Morrow, PLS, 126. 
6. Morrow, PLS, 125-126. 
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Add to these contentions the fact that Plato o~tted "the 
remed7 of a public prosecution against a person guilt.J of b7bris 
1 
toward a slave" provided b7 Attic law, and one can onlJ conclude 
that 
Plato's law represents a deliberate effort to 
sharpen the familiar distinction between slave 
and :freeman, and to •intain it more rtgorousl7 
than was done in Attic law and custom. 
These innovations of Plato in the matter of interpreting 
the law are partl7 explained b7 the fact that he longed for "the 
Athens of an older ttae ••• for the W&7& of the fathers, the 
I I 3 
1T«Tpt6c vo~oc ." and, in the process, "he naturall7 reinstates 
the master'& authorit7 and the aharp claas distinctions of the 
' earlier centuries." Also, !lato•a exploitation of the "natural 
law" in both the Re;pu.blio and the Lawa results in his insistence 
"that Justice and qualit7 demand the subordination of the inferior 
I 
to the superior," and this means tbat "the slave' a 6oulec0l is a 
6 
subJection to legitimate authorit7•" But the tendeno7 of both 
Plato and some of hie defenders to connect the moral antithesis 
1. Morrow, PLS, 126. In this aa~e Raseage morrow S&7S,"Plato•s 
law does not mention the YPCIC.fl\ 'iJPpEws at all, and in the pas-
aage wherea:~bris toward slavea is forbidden, it is clear that 
Plato is 1 ng down a moral principle, not a rule of law to 
be enforced in the courts." 126. 
2. Morrow, PLS, 126. 3. Korrow, PLS, 1!8. 
4. Korrow, PLS, 1!9. Morrow adds: "!he paradoxical nature of 
Plato's proposals is that he would reinstate the despotic 
authori't7 of the earlier period without, however, reinstating 
the other conditions of that period that mitigated the des-
potism." 129. 
5. Morrow, PLS, 132. 
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between ignorance and reason with the legal distinction between 
slave and freeman means that "obedience under law to legitimate 
authority" has been confo.sed with "subjection without legal rem-
1 
edy to the power of a superior." 
In Plato's state the slave is in a teal sense 
OUtSide the laW ( ~KOl'11~V ... TOr 'TWV liD..UWV ) be-
CaUSe he lacks the assurance that only law can 
give (and the law, alas,l can only partially 
give it) that his ~ou~Et~ will be a subjection 
to legiiimate authority and not merely to superior 
might. 
While Plato was eventually "led by sad experience to see that 
qualified rulers are rare and that law is the only safeguard of 
3 justice in human affairs," he failed to apply his own principle 
to the institution of slavery. He did not see that "the rule of 
, 
masters over their slaves is also a form of S Etrtt'OTHoC, and 
4 
here also law is necessary as a safeguard of justice." 
Warner ~ite, Stuart Professor of Ethics at Princeton Uni-
5 
versity, is motivated, as was Karl Popper, by a desire to 
shatter the incredible and incurable idealization accorded by 
some scholars to Plato. "There are 'diaciples'of Plato'," 
1. Morrow, PLS, 133. 
2. Morrow, PLS, 133. "Ritter overlooks these elementary prin-
ciples of legal justice," says Morrow, "in his cautious defense 
of the position Plato assigns the slaves in the Laws." Thus 
Morrow cannot agree with Ritter that "most men wourt prefer 
to be slaves rather than citizens in Plato's state, or that 
Plato's attitude is essentially in accord With the Christian 
recognition of the worth of men." PLS, note, 133. 
3. Morrow, PLS, 133. 
4. Morrow, PLS, 133. 
5. See Chapter IV. 
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1 
he says, "corresponding to the disciples of Christ." That is, 
for these disciples, Plato is in some way divine. 
The idea is that of a super-mind, super-soul, 
super-person, enjoying a vision of eternity 
which takes him out of the course of history 
and places him miraculously, once for all, 
above and beyond all the sons of men who have 
ever been or who may ever be. 2 
~ite asserts that his aim is to dismiss this idea of divine rev-
elation and treat the words of Plato as he would the words of 
5 
anyone else. In so doing, he comes to a number of "shocking" 
conclusions, not the least of which is that Plato's homosexuality 
and femininity make him something less than a man. His point of 
view and attitude toward life are adolescent and childish; "at 
best ••• the Platonic attitude towards life ••• is not what could 
' be called virile." 
Plato, as Fite understands him, is essentially a "defeated 
aristocrat. He felt himself to be entitled by birth to be a 
5 
leader of men but fate had left him without a party." Hence, 
his frustration expressed itself in the aggression of moral 
1. Fite, PL, 1. Among these disciples, Fite would include Dean 
Inge, Alfred ~aylor, Professor Woodbridge, Bernard Bosanquet, 
Paul Shorey, and Elmer More. P.L, 2-3. 
2. Fite, PL, 3. 
5. Fite, PL, 6. 
4. Fite, PL, 290. By contrast, Aristotle gives the impression of 
being "a full-grown man, prepared to recognize ••• the real-
ities of the world before him." PL, 291. 
5. Fite, PL, 291. 
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arrogance, supercilious disdain and tirades of abuse "aimed ••• 
1 
at the victorious democracy." Re was not really interested in 
the welfare of the people but in abstract "justice" and "virtue". 
Re had the painter's point of view which led him to regard the 
subject-matter aa unimportant and to stress the primacy of color, 
2 
texture, and, above all, design. Therefore, "of personality, 
of individuality ••• and much leas of att7 species of 'democracy' 
3 
••• he has not the slightest appreciation." 
Plato's benevolent, superior paternalism causes 
him to design an ideal cit,r wbioh is a city for 
children. The grown men are a mere ha.nd:ful. The 
population of the city is composed, let us say, 
ninety per cent of greedy children oonati tu ting 
'the many', and nine per cent of well-bred youths 
functioning as guards; and these are kept in order 
by one per cent of enlightened philosophers, the 4 
only persons in the city who enjoy an adult status. 
As a form of government and as a societal structure, this picture 
which ~ite paints of the Platonic State is essentially fascistic. 
But this does not mean that ~ite is concerned about the possible 
threat which such a blueprint poses to the rest of the freedom-
loving world. On the contrary, he regards the Republic as inex-
cusably naive, and "the~," he says, "is inconceivable outside 
5 
the nursery." Tbns the anti-democratic flavor of Plato's social 
1. ~ite, PL, 292. 4. ~ite, PL, 304. 
2. ~ite, PL, 94. 5. Fite, PL, 293. 
3. Fite, PL, 318. 
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1 
philosophy is, for Yite, not eo mneh dangerous as it is obnoxious. 
Melvin Rader, writing on the orucial struggle between Democ-
racy and ~ascism, speaks as it were from the heat of battle; for 
2 
in 1939, when his book was published, the totalitarian and dem-
ocratic systems in the world were already nearly looked in mortal 
combat. Accepting MUasolini's thesis that "the struggle between 
3 
two worlds can permit no compromise," Rader proceeds to assess 
what he regards as the tottering foundations of culture and, at 
the same time, the prospects for survival. In the process of 
this analysis, he is reluctant but not entirely unwilling to indi-
cate the degree to which Plato's Republic anticipates modern 
~ascist philosophy. 
In the first place, "the presumption that aristocratic and 
4 
democratic ideals are irreeoncilablew put Plato in a position 
where the State of his choice was bound to exhibit some of the 
defects of ~ascist authoritarianism. It signaled his division of 
the body politic into three distinct classes -- philosophers, 
soldiers, and workers -- along rigid lines "almost as unhealthy 
5 
as Fascism." But these inadvertent fascistic tendencies are a 
1. Even though Fite recognized the myth of a "superior race" as 
implicit in Plato's thought. PL, 82. However, this may be 
accounted for by the fact that the vicious "race" doctrine of 
the Wazis was not, at the time of his writing (1934), widely 
known. 
2. No Compromise. Rader is Professor of Philosophy, University of 
Washington. 
3. In Rader, NO, title page. 
4. Rader, NC, 216. 
6. Rader, NO, 215. 
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result of Plato's belief that justice and equality are not 
1 
socially congruent. In an apparently instrumentalist vein, 
Plato seems more concerned with function than principle, since 
the former is a better criterion for the establishment of a just 
social order than the latter. The idea of equality is a pleasing 
thought, especially for the socially underprivileged, but it does 
not guarantee nearly as much effectiveness in the implementation 
of a social order as the idea of inequality which permits of the 
notion that there are some who are "better" than others and thus 
more eligible to rule. 
Rader cannot go along with this idea that the "best" men or 
wisest should rule, for it is the expression of an aristocratic 
prejudice which is not easily realized in practice. lho in a 
State is able to identif.J the "wisest" citizens? And who can 
recognize the nuances of ability and ncbili t.1 which determine an 
individual's worth? If one person is clearly superior to another, 
he needs only the condition of equality to prove his superiority. 
But even if the problem of selecting the "wisest" men to rule were, 
in some miraculous way, solved, it is questionable that this wis-
dom would be "exercised for the general good." 
The 'aristocrats' may think that they- will give the 
coDDon man what is good for him, but there is very 
little evidence in history to support this supposi-
tion. The rule of a minority has always been rule 
for a minority.!-- . 
1. "!rue justice must not be confused with equality. A just social 
order is one which works best." Rader, NO, 186. 
2. Rader, NO, 186. Harold J. Laski says, "exclusion from a share 
in power is also exclusion from a share in benefits." '~emoc­
racy,"article in the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. 
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Rader claims that modern ~aeoiam is more nearly identifi-
able with Plato's description of the Timocratic State than with 
his description of the Ideal State; for a ttmocracy means the rule 
of the "spirited" rather than the rule of the "wise", and such a 
regime is brought into existence when the milit&r7 seizes control 
of the government and develops a social order which suits its own 
nature, as in Germany and Italy. Nevertheless, "in identif7ing 
Fascism as a form of timocracy, " Rader does not mean "to suggest 
that there are no similarities between Plato's aristocratic 're-
1 
public' and the present Fascist regimes." Authoritarian rule 
"maintained by a bo~ of trained fighters" is clearly evident in 
both. This rule means for both a "rigid censorship of art and 
education." It even means a deliberate Machiavellian policy of 
deception which is effected by the use of social myths "invented 
I 
to induce the people to accept their governing class." In short, 
Rader's feeling for the Fascism in Plato's thought is ambivalent: 
the Republic is fascistic and yet it is not--a position more 
irenic than Winspear and Popper and less apologetic than Joad. 
On the Whole, however, he must be classified as one who is at 
least hospitable to the notion that Plato's thought contains many 
elements commonly regarded as fascistic. 
1. Rader, NO , 19 2. 
2. Rader, NO, 192. 
George Catlin, professor at Cornell, is of the opinion 
1 
that Plato is essentially "a forerunner of Catholicism" but, 
at the same time, reports that Plato "does not exclude a 
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" Fu.hrer;e:incip ('principle of leadership') Where one man arises 
2 
of supreme and disinterested rational intuition." Also, Plato 
is not above using fascist tactics in order that the Platonic 
polis be brought into being and maintained. This is the motive 
for his visits (in 388) to Dionysius I and {in 36'1 and 361-360) 
to Dionysius II of Syracuse. He hopes, "by capturing a tame 
dictator and hypodermically injecting philosophic notions," to 
implement the M)th which "is the Executive Clause of the Platonic 
3 
Plan." 
It is the doctrine of the gennaion tseudos--
the 'genuine lie' or ideological Rf~, to which 
mankind is found by experience to take kindly. 
This is how the wise man, the superior men, 
W111 conquer the empty masses whose might they 
require. 4 Here are Plato's Capital and Mein Kampf. 
Catlin explains that this is the reason that Plato "turned the 
poets out of doors as liars ••• because they might interfere with 
5 
his own lie or propaganda." If it is true that "Truth embodied 
in a tale shall enter in at lowly doors," then, "Plato, like 
6 
Fletcher of Saltoun proposed to provide the tales." 
1. Catlin, SPP, 51. "The Reiublic and The Laws are in effect ••• 
tractates in defence of t e Catholic hierarchy ••• the best 
form of government obtainable is by the basilikotatos aner--
"the most kingly man'--the wisest of the wise, the Platonic 
Pope." 5'1. The Statesman, too, constitutes "a philosophic justification for Papacy." 55. 
2. Catlin, SPP, 55. 4. Catlin, SPP, 65. 
3. Catlin, SPP, 65. 5. Catlin, SPP, 65. 
6. Catlin, 8!1, 66. 
It was a high moral imperative that the masses 
should sacrifice themselves to the community, to 
civilization and to its ideals, understood, of 
course, by the orthodox spiritual directors ••• 
that meant, indeed, sacrifice of individual 
liberties, interests, ambitions in this life. 
What coUld persuade men to this sacrifice? 
Only the belief that, if not entirely happy 
here, in a totalitarian community, they would 
be elsewhere, in the Wext World--if they 
behaved. ~ 
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Catlin believes that the social justice which Plato seeks 
to bring, as a solution for the social disorganization of his 
own time, fails because it "seems to require fnnctionalization 
and authority" and a willing obedience which "demands cultural 
and social homogeneity--Wbich excludes universality and inter-
2 
nationalism." If Plato's political blueprint had been less 
authoritarian, leas dependent on mythical knowledge, and more 
decisively centered on assured, non-mythic•l knowledge, it might 
have provided modern society with the forms necessary to assuage 
its wounds of anarchy and civil war. However, in its present 
form, the justice which it promulgates is unfit for the demands 
of the best in contemporary humanitarianism. 
Professor Fuller, in his History of Greek Philosophy, voices 
the sentiment that both Fascism and Bolshevism are modern corruptions 
of the Platonic idea of the state. He says: 
1. Catlin, SPP, 66. 
2. Catlin, SPP, ,o. 
The Prussian view of the relations of the 
individual to the state was at heart Pla-
tonic and Spartan, and the Fatherland ex-
hibited many of the virtues and vices--
the discipline, the orderliness, the energy 
and efficiency, the prying police regula-
tion, the subjection of the civil to the 
military--of its earthly Hellenic proto-
type. 1 
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This situation is represented most clearly and concretely 
in the phenomenon of World War I. The conflict which took place, 
during the years 1914-1918, was "in its most important features a 
2 
phase of the old realistic-nominalistic controversy," which means, 
as Fuller sees it, that 
the real issue at stake was not so much the 
life or the death of nations as whether 
individualism and all it stands for should 
survive or the Platonic political r§alism 
be imposed by force upon the world. 
Incidentally, Fuller believes that this ideological conflict has 
not yet ended and that, on the contrary, the United States has 
become "the chief battlefield of the realistic-nominalistic con-
4 
troversy in its sociological form." "If realism wins out," he 
says, "we may expect to see 'Americanism', along with Fascism and 
Bolshevism, take the place of 'Kultur' as the next expression of 
5 
the Platonic idea of the state.w Since Fuller's work was published 
1. Fuller, HGP, Vol. 2, 258. 
2. Fuller, HGP, Vol. 2, 258. 
3. Fuller, HGP, Vol. 2, 258. 
&. Fuller, HGP, Vol. 2, 259. 
5. Fuller, HGP, Vol. 2, 259. 
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in 1923, and since the last two decades (with the clash between 
the democracies and the totalitarian powers) have borne out his 
prediction rather accurately, it seems fair to give credit to 
him as some sort of prophet. Whether Flato is indirectly res-
ponsible, however, for the contemporary struggle in world af-
fairs is another matter which will be treated later. 
Joyce Hertzler, in tracing the history of Utopian thought, 
indicates his belief that many of the doctrines expressed in the 
Republic found their "particular historical realization in the 
1 
sacerdotal state of the medieval hierarchy." This is partly due 
to the fact that "the priests occupied the same position with 
reference to the laity as the philosopher occupied to the other 
2 
classes in the Republic." Nevertheless, Hertzler also suggests 
his awareness of certain aristocratic-totalitarian elements in 
Flato's thought when he refers to the educational aim in Flato's 
state as "not so much the general spread of intelligence as it is 
3 
the discovery and development of the superior man." Hertzler 
considers this aim "an idea which was again revived in the nine-
teenth century and expressed in Carlyle's 'hero', Schopenhauer's 
4 
'genius', and Nietzsche's 'superman'." He might have added, if 
he had been writing in the 'thirties rather than the 'twenties, 
that this idea was exploited to its limit by the dictatorships 
of Italy and Germany in our own time. In any case, he discloses the 
1. Hertzler, HUT, 118. 3. Hertzler, HUT, 116. 
2. Hertzler, BUT, 118. 4. Hertzler, HUT, 116. 
authoritarian.structure of Plato's State by comparing it to 
the hierarchy of Bacon's New Atlantis in which "the virtue 
1 
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flowed from the philosophic few to the untutored many." Like-
wise, Campanella, in his City of the Sun, was moved to emulate 
Plato's passion for social unity and thereby "considered the 
family as an obstacle to the perfect devotion of the citizen to 
2 
the State." 
While certain of these fascistic elements appear to be present 
in Plato's thought, Hertzler regards the Republic as a source 
book for many of the fundamental principles of socialism and 
quotes Kautsky, the foremost modern exponent of scientific social-
3 
ism, in support of this view. On the whole, then, Hertzler does 
not label Plato's social philosophy as either totally fascistic or 
socialistic but regards it as a compound of both. 
Edward Sisson is one American scholar who finds it difficult 
to regard Plato's social philosophy as appropriate subJect matter 
either for abstract aesthetic appreciation or for disinterested 
political inquiry. He says, in writing on "Human Nature and the 
Present Crisis" : 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Hertzler, HUT, 152. 
Hertzler, HUT, 159. 
WWith the 'Utopia' modern Socialism begins." Hertzler, HUT, 
298. See Kautsky, Die Vorlaufer des neueren Sozialismus, 466. 
I have earnestly considered that original 
philosophical charter of fascism--a noble 
and austere doctrine indeed, but fascism--
Plato's Re~lic, the beauty and surpassing 
genius of w ch has made it, I think, one of 
the most dangerous1iteme in the education of the western world. 
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Sisson believes that the vicious character of Plato's fascism 
is derived from "an erroneous anthropology," the classic statement 
of which is found in the Republic:-
The doctrine that a human community or the 
race itself consists of three distinct 
classes, each marked by its inherent nature: 
a very small class, the wise-good at the top; 
a second class, larger but 81111 small, below 
them, the brave-loyal; and the preponderant 
mass of1the inferior and unworthy at the bottom. 
In brief, Sisson is both succinct and incisive in expressing his 
conviction that Plato's Republic lies at the heart of most modern 
forms of Fascism. 
Charles Ellwood, venerated sociologist, sees eye to eye with 
Hertzler in regarding Plato's Republic as a source book for both 
communism and fascism. He believes that "ita influence upon the 
3 
Russian Soviet Government is beyond question," but hastens to add: 
Modern Fascism is almost as dependent upon Plato 
as modern communism. Fascism makes ita central 
principle government by the intelligent few. Like 
Fascism, too, Plato emphasizes the necessity of 
the unity of the state. 4 
1. Sisson, Art. (1940), 143. 3. Ellwood, HSP, 33. 
2. Sisson, Art. (1940), 145. 4. Ellwood, HBP, 35. 
George Hildebrand, in writing the introduction to Fred-
erick Teggart's The Idea of Prosresa, makes it clear that he 
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is in essential agreement with Karl Popper's thesis that Plato's 
social thought is the result of the latter's fear of change and 
decay. Hence, in order to assuage this anxiety and in order "to 
gain immunity from the law of political gain, an Ideal Republic 
had to be established, to be ruled by the wise, and to be tightly 
controlled, socially stratified, and carefully insulated from 
1 
foreign contacts"--all of which amounts to a general statement 
concerning the structure of fascism. 
Many scholars will not countenance use of the word "fascism" 
when applied to Plato's social philosophy even though their own 
analysis of Plato clearly reveals certain fascistic elements. 
Granted that the formula a dicto secundum quid ad dictwm sim-
pliciter justifies the logic of this view, nevertheless it is 
noteworthy when a man like George Babine recognizes the essential 
despotism of Plato's Republic, even if it be "enlightened despot-
ism." Plato's reasoning seems to be that the good is objectively 
real and that, therefore, the man who knows the good ought to have 
decisive power in government. "This is the belief which underlies 
everything else in the Republic," says Sabine, "and causes Plato 
to sacrifice every aspect of the state that cannot be brought under 
I 
the principle of enlightened despotism." And referring to the 
1. Hildebrand, in Teggart, IP, 7. 
2. Sabine, HPT, 41. 
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Statesman, Sabine declares that the argument in that dialogue 
by which Plato defends political absolutism "is that by which 
enlightened despotism has been justified from Plato's day to 
1 
our own." 
The rigid hierarchic structure, usually associated with 
fascism is perceived by the distinguished jurist, Roscoe Found, 
2 
in Plato's "idea of maintaining the social order through the law." 
Since the actual social order, as Plato saw it, was by no means 
what it should be, 
Men were to be reclassified and everyone assigned 
to the class for which he was best fitted. But 
when the classification and the assignment had 
been made the law was to keep him there. It was 
not a device to set him free that he might find 
his own leve~ by free competition with his fe~­
lows and free experiment with his natura~ powers. 
It was a device to prevent such disturbances of 
the social order by ho~ding each individual to 
his appointed place. 3 
Hearnshaw is one of the few writers in this period who takes 
account of Plato's totalitarian "ho~ism" and does so with approval 
rather than disdain. In his book, The Development of Po~itical 
Ideas, he speaks of the "lofty ethics" of the Republic and its 
"magnificent emphasis on the priority of the State to the individ-
4 
ua~." Apparently, Hearnshaw regards Plato's social philosophy 
both as an abstract moral ideal and as a practical plan capable 
of real implementation; for he remarks, on the one hand, that "the 
1. Sabine, HPT, 73. 3. Pound, IPL, 76. 
2. Pound, IPL, 76. 4. Hearnshaw, DPI, 6. 
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influence of Plato is seen in the emphasis upon the State as a 
moral institution" and, on the other, that "on the political 
1 
side Plato is the ancestor of modern collectivism." 
Likewise, Castell suggests the significance of "holism" 
for Plato's thought when he remarks that for Plato "individuals 
2 
do not count except as units in a good or bad community." He 
also appreciates the significance of Plato's anthropology which 
is based on the premise that "nature provides a few men and women 
with superior abilit.J and ••• that the best interests of hnman life 
are served When authority and power are vested in this natural 
3 
aristocracy." It was this kind of thinking whioh enoollraged 
certain German philosophers to exploit the idea of "vorbildlichen 
" Personlichkeit" as part of the intellectual defense of National-
4 
Socialism. 
In a study entitled, What Democracy Meant to the Greeks, 
Walter Agard confesses that Plato "has often been regarded as 
1. Hearnshaw, DPI, 7. 
2. Castell, Art. (1929), 126. This is the reason Plato regards 
sexual communism as better than monogamous marriage. Castell, 
incidentall7, defends Plato's comparison of marriage to the 
breeding of dogs and horses on the grounds that "it was part 
of the naturalistic tradition." Art. (1929), 126. 
3. Castell, Art. (1929), 127. 
4. See section on "German Interpretations," Chapter VI. 
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1 
the most uncompromising of all foes of democracy." This inter-
pretation, as Agard sees it, is not entirely unjustified; for 
it is true that "to the democracy's claims of equality and lib-
erty he replied that equality is a false conception; men are not 
2 
created equal, nor is it just to treat them as if they were." It 
is also true that Plato "had little confidence in the intellectual 
3 
capacity of the ordinary man." But the most anti-democratic atti-
tude of all was expressed in Plato's desire to create a statio 
4 
society. "Men were restricted to fixed functional groupe for 
life, institutions and laws were to be unchanging, and stability 
established by a few was regarded as superior to evolution through 
5 
the cooperation of many." 
In tracing the heritage of paganism in the Western World, 
Maurice Samuel places Machiavelli's Prince and Plato's Republic 
in the same general category. The similarity between the two 
works, he believes, is not accidental; for the Florence in Which 
Machiavelli grew up was "drenched in Platonism" and Machiavelli 
himself "must certainly have read Plato in Mareilio Ficino'e 
6 
Latin translation." But wholly aside from the external evidence 
is the fact that if one reads the Prince and the Republic at-
tentively he can readily see that "the two books form a single 
thesis." Fundamental to both is "the concept of the state as 
1. Agard, DKG, 206. 
2. Agard, DMG, 208. 
3. Agard, DKG, 220. 
~ Of. Karl Popper, Chapter 
IV. 
5. Agard, DMG, 220. 
6. Samuel, GJ, 60. 
the ultimate unit of human organization, and the absolute 
1 
frame of reference for the individual." 
Hans Kelaen regards Plato sa a "Herrenmenschen of an 
I 
lQ 
imperious temperament"--s fact which largely accounts for the 
"decided anti-democratic, aristocratic tendencies of the Academy ••• 
3 
a stronghold of reactio~ary thought." It is also true that 
The Platonic conception of truth set forth in 
the Republic is the doctrine which justifies, 
even necessitates, the lie as the means to the 
best government; and this implies the further 
distinction of bad and 'true' lies. A 'true' 
lie is wholesome, a state truth, the raison 
d'etat.4 
Owing to the fact that Plato assumed the primacy of will over 
knowledge and justice over truth, "the maxim that 'the end 
justifies the means' stands out quite clearly as a principle 
5 
of Platonic political theory." Hence, he did not hesitate to 
propose that "science, poetry, and religion are exclusively the 
servants of the state in their function as producers of ideologies," 
nor did he waver in his aim to suppress "all liberty of thought 
1. Samuel, GJ, 60. 
!. Kelsen, Art. (1938), 377. 
3. Kelsen, Art. (1938), 379. 
4. Kelsen, Art. (1938), 382. "Plato says that in the ideal state, 
government must use many frauds and deceits for 'the welfare 
of the governed'." Kelsen, Art. (1938), 382. 
5. Kelsen, Art. (1938), 383. 
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by instituting a state monopoly upon ideology--construction 
under a dictatorebip to which not only the will and activity 
1 
of men must submit, but also their opinions and beliefs." 
Kelsen attributes the fascistic character of Plato's thought 
to a "genuine mysticism" represented by the latter's "vision of 
a highest being" which is neither expressible nor communicable 
2 
and, therefore, "not the product of rational meditation." The 
philosophers who are both the chosen ones and the objects of 
grace are "isolated from the many who neither have, nor ever can, 
3 
behold this vision." Since, then, the ruler possesses a knowl-
edge of the divine good wbich is unique, "he is entirely differ-
ent from other men" and thereby justified in demanding uncondi-
4 
tional obedience of his subjects. This .,sticiem in Flato, 
according to Kelsen, is "the most complete expression of the 
irrational" and serves as "the justification of his anti-democratic 
5 
politic; it is the ideology of every autocracy." 
1. Kelsen, Art. (1938), 384. 4. Ke1sen, Art. (1938),399. 
2. Kelsen, Art. (1938), 389. 5. Kelsen, Art. (1938), 399. 
3. Kelsen, Art. (1938), 389. 
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CRA.PTBR VI 
EUROPEAN INTERPRETATIONS 0~ PLATO AS FASCISTIC 
Among the German writers who have attempted to frame an 
adequate apologetic for the Weltanschauung underlying the polit-
ical strategy of the National-Socialist Partei, none have been 
more original than Hans Grunsky. A member o:f the Partei of sev-
eral years' standing, his appointment to a chair of philosophy 
at the University of Muenchen was based not so much on his academic 
qualifications as on his willingness "to support Alfred Rosenberg's 
efforts to work out a systematic philosophy for National Social-
1 
ism." In hie book, Seele und Staat, he reapplies Plato's pro-
found truth of the parallelism between Soul and State to the 
Nazi philosophy in the conviction that he is introducing a. new 
national-socialist psychology whose "Copernican revolution" is 
2 
derived from its participation in the N.-s. movement. The chal-
lenging originality of the work is inspired by the author's be-
lief in the saving power Which the N.-s. religion· offers to the 
faithful. The personal spell of Hitler and the appeal of the 
values and ideals preached in Hitler's gospel were factors leading 
1. 
2. 
I 1 
Hoernle, Art. (1938), 93. Gruneky was not the University's 
choice. Prior to his little book mentioned here he had pub-
lished only a Ph.D. thesis on Hegel. 
"Die Tore einer neuen Psychologie, die dem Nationalsozialiemus 
eine kopernikanische Wendung in der lebendigen Erkenntnis ver-
dankt, das wabre Personlichkei t und wabre Gemeinechaft keine 
Gegensatze sind, sondern beide unter den gleichen Bedingungen 
etehen." Grunsky, SS, 112. This book, incidentally, bears 
the official imprimatur of the Partei: "Gegen die herausgabe 
dieser Schrift werden seitens der NSDAP keine Bedenken erhoben." 
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1 
to Grunsky's conversion. 
Having found the "good news" for himself, Grunsky appears 
determined, in truly missionary fashion,to tell the story at 
least to the German nation and free it from the malaise which 
it contracted by defeat in the Great War. His craving for salva-
tion expresses itself in a manner not unlike the Platonic concept 
of Justice--as peace and order within the soul. Hence, the em-
1 phasis in this book is on Glaube and Wille or, as Hoernle puts it, 
on "faith that lifts above hesitation and doubt; faith that has 
the courage to venture and take decisions; faith that inspires 
2 
the will to action; in short, faith that breeds fanatics." 
!he Platonic-Nazi parallel which Grunsky chooses to draw is 
no mere literary whim. As other writers have been quick to indi-
cate, the Greece of Plato's time posed an environmental situation 
ver.r similar to the Germanr of Hitler's time. Athens was a state 
broken b7 war. Plato had seen democracy at work and found it 
wanting. He had witnessed political corruption and moral degen-
eration everywhere, so that his attempt to formulate a plan for 
a healtby well-ordered state was largely the result of his re-
action to historical cirawmstance. The most obvious difference 
between the two thinkers lies in the fact that one regarded his 
state as "a pattern laid up in heaven", and the other made his 
state a live reality here on earth. 
1. 
2. 
' Hoernle, Art. 
, 
Hoernle, Art. 
1 
(1938)' 93. 
1 (1938) t 94. 
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However, Grunsky's use of the Platonic model does not re-
sult in the photographic reproduction of that model in the de-
vising of a psychology tor wational-Socialist consumption. Rather, 
Plato's Republic serves as the inspiration for a political psy-
chology which the author contrives independently. Wldle Plato 
distinguishes three mental forma or functions with their ana-
logues in three classes of men, Grunsky visualizes the psycho-
social situation as an elaborate scheme of four "poles" which he 
1 
represents in the following diagram: 
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Man's basic nature is a composite of these "poles", but indiv-
iduals differ from one another insofar as their inherent make-
up accents one pole more than another. This configuration leaves 
the way open for Grunsky (as the doctrine of justice did for 
Plato) to account for the weakness in systems unfriendly to his 
own. Thus, the fact that a weak-willed mind is one which cannot 
bring itself to make a bold decision is proof that the vacilla-
tions of democracy at work are expressions of the obsequious, weak-
willed mind. The ps.ychological disparit7 between racial types 
is also accounted for when this curious scheme is applied, for 
example, to a comparison between the ~ordic" and the "Mongolian" 
race-soul. The dynamics of the ~ordic" soul which expresses 
itself in the ideal of the fearless hero is lacking in the re-
ceptive and childlike soul of the Asiatic. 
Dies Symbol 'Kind' lauft jenem gleichbenannten 
Sinnbild, das wir dem Schau-Pol zugeordnet haben, 
tnsofern durchaus parallel, ala beide auf die 
pasaiv auf.nebmende Seite der Seele zielen. Dass 
der Mensch sich 'rein empfangend' verhalte, . 
darauf kommt es Laotse an. 'Wer die MUtter {das 
Tao) besitztf, der wird 'unendlichen Schauens' 
teilhaftig. 
2 
Unfortunately, Grunsk7 did not apply his scheme to the Japanese, 
but it is clear that the hiatus which exists between the dynamics 
1. 
2. 
Grunsky, SS, 60. 
, 
Hoernle, noting Grunsky's oversight on this point remarks 
teasingly that "judging from their ~the Japanes~7 behavior, 
they must have nordic souls--iue perhaps to an E~schlag of 
Germanic blood." Art. (1938) , 96. 
of the "nordic" and "mongolian" minds is one which can never 
be bridged. 
1~ 
The particular "Kraeftespiel der Seele" and the varying 
"rhythms" in individual souls are factors which account not only 
for acquired cultural differences but for innate racial differ-
ences as well. For this four-pole psychology is subject, in the 
concrete, to the conditions of Blut and Geist. Blood, for 
Grunsky, refers to the "determination of the individual by the 
1 
commnni~" and symbolizes a person'.s biological membership in 
a particular racial group. Thus, a healthy or "just" life con-
sists in a close relationship between one's Blutwelt and Umwelt; 
to pursue what ia alien or Fremdgierigxeit is to invite self-
corruption and decay. 
As "blood" is the concrete representation of "instinct" or 
the pole of receptivity, so "spirit" (Geist) is the concrete rep-
resentation of "perception" or the pole of creative work and 
thought. Geist, then, provides the condition through which ideas 
arise in creative personalities and, in contrast to the condition 
of Blut, makes it possible for the individual to determine the 
community. The appearance of these creative ideas becomes ef-
2 
fective "only through faith and will, incorporated in a leader" 
who can present dynamic ideals, with the appropriate symbolism, 
to the multitude. Wben "blood" and "spirit" are divorced, both 
the bDman soul and the political State are on the road to degen-
eration. SUch a divorce accounts for the corruption of the 
1. Grunsky, SS, 49. 
2. 
I 1 
Roernle, Art. (1938) , 9,. 
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Russian soul, the latter being a s.ynthesis of "blood without 
. 1 
spirit and spirit without blood." Bolshevism is able to pro-
vide the condition of Geist but not that of Blut, which means 
that the "ideas" which the Russian spirit is capable of pro-
ducing are biologically monstrous because they are not rooted 
in blood and race. The same may be said of Italian Fascism 
which denies the cultural significance of Blut and thereby in-
advertently invitee the growth of an unhealthy state of racial 
heterogeneity. The fact that the ~ is not a Fuehrer in the 
2 
true German sense" is another indication of the weakness in-
3 
herent in the Italian form of Fascism. The total implication 
of GrunSky's argument seems to be that National-Socialism is 
a system fit only for Germans of the "pure-blooded" variety. 
No other "race" or group will do. Meanwhile, all of this is 
a superstructure built on the Platonic principle that "Wie der 
4 
Mensch, so 1st sein Staat." 
Joachim Bannee, another panegyrist for the National-Socialist 
State, provides the Partei with a neat and innocuous defense of 
its position in a political traot (twenty-one pages) entitled 
Hitlers Kam.pf und Platona Staat. Bannes was commissioned to this 
task by the Oomenius-Gesellschaft, as the second in a series of 
1. Grunek;y, SS, 98. 2. 
, 1 
Hoernle, Art.(1938) , 97. 
3. Grunsky says in a note to Chapter 12: "Ein weiterer grund-
satzlicher Unterschied zwischen Nationalaozialismus und Faschis-
mus besteht darin, das letzterer troz sines FUhrerprinzips a.s 
eigentliohe Fuhrer-Gefol.-chafts-Verhaltnis im betont german-
ischen Sinn nicht kennt.~ SS, 121. 
4. Grunsky, SS, 1. 
1~ 
Studien sur Geistesgeschichte und Kultur. He considers his work 
a study of the ideological structure of the National-Socialist 
Freiheitsbewegung and relies deliberately on Hitler's magnus opus, 
1 
Mein K!mpf, as his sourcebook for the comparison which he seeks 
to make. The comparison, it seems, is between Hitler and Plato, 
the former indebted to the latter for many of the political doc-
trines placed in the modern context of a National-Socialist State. 
In the first place,National-Socialism is related to Pla-
tonism by means of the colossal proposition that a ruling clique 
or guardian class should be authorised to govern the state abso-
lutely, in order that chaotic elements in social life be disen-
2 
tangled and form and order be established. In other words, the 
determination to secure harmony and unity is characteristic of 
both Hitler's Kampf and Plato's Staat. This determination, ex-
pressed in Hitler's thought, recorda the belief that the National-
Socialist Bewegung is bred in an atmosphere of political revolution. 
Aa a Partei, its attitude is absolut and radikal and seeks, there-
3 
fore, to provide a totally "neue Weltanschauung." At the same time, 
it ought to be understood that Hitler did not want "einen absoluten 
" Bruch mit der Tradition" or to "einzureizen das ganze Gebaude" of 
bnman Kultur. Rather, as in Plato, his aim is that of the social 
physician who seeks to remove bad or unsuitable structures in the 
1. Bannes says that "Nationalsozialismns ale ausschliessliche 
Sohopfang Adolf Hitlers erscheint." HKPS, 6. 
2. Bannes, HKPS, 7. 
3. Bannes, HKPS, 13. 
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poli tioal organism and to rebuild it along sound and salutary 
1 
lines. When this aim is managed suocessfa.lly, "der Kern dar 
neuen Weltanschauung" is revealed: a renaissance "des Labens-
2 
gefii.hl.s." 
However, one of the obstructions threatening the achievement 
of this goal is the intrusion into the State of racial impurities. 
Therefore, it is paramount that the Partei induce in the population 
that fear of extraneous racial matter necessary to the preservation 
o~ those Nordic elements which, as kulturspendend, are instrumental 
in creating the beauty and dignity of a "hoheran Menschentums." The 
Schonheit and WUrde characteristic of Aryans make it all the mora 
imperative that a state be organized, in Platonic fashion, along 
3 
organic lines in order to preserve the German Volkstum. Thns, the 
organic structure o~ Plato's Republic is invoked in the name of 
protecting a superior racial-cultural group within a modern indus-
trialized State. 
But the "zentrale Idee" of Hitler's thought, which is similar 
to certain concepts within Platonic thought, is "der aristokratische 
4 
Grundgadanke dar Natur." This doctrine stresses "der einzelne 
Xensch", "die Person" as opposed to "demokratischen Massengedankens". 
It regards the "konstruktive Kraft dar Personlichkeit" as a factor 
1. Bannes, BKPS, 14. Bannes adds, in a footnote: "Bekanntlich 
spielt ja dieses Motiv in der platonischen Darstellung eine 
grosse Rolle." 
2. Bannes, HKPS, 14. 3. Bannes, HKPS, 16. 
4. Compared "mit Platona Begriff dar Physis und des Kosmos die 
Natur ala 'KOnigin aller Weisheit'." Bannes, HKPS, 17. 
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which must be weighed in the organization of a State in order 
" that the true Fuhrer may be discovered. That the will of the 
majority provides the appropriate mandate for satisfactory polit-
ical action as in a democracy is not in accord with the testimony 
of nature. It is the heroic indiTidual, inherently superior to 
the masses of men, who is able to command the "Ordnung, die des 
1 
ganze Universum formt und bildet." 
A curious notion for those uninitiated in "Partei" dogma is 
the fact that Hitler placed the spiritual before the physical in 
his educational program and particularly emphasized the "griechische 
Schoenheitsideal". It was essentially this "spiritual" motive 
which led to his "eugenischen Bestrebungen" and encouraged him to 
set ~he beauty and dignity of the Aryan apart from the "Unreinlich-
2 
keit" of other mongrel groups. It was this same motive which 
accounted for his belief that the Ideal State should be built 
around "ideal virtues" (idelle !ugenden"), not material "Eigenschaf-
ten"--a belief not unlike that expressed in Plato's Republic. But 
Hitler's perception of the dynamic involved in one's allegiance to 
an idea and his understanding of the instrumental value of that 
allegiance was more acute than Plato's; for he realized that "man 
" 3 stirbt nicht fUr Gescb&fte, sondern nur fUr !deale". Renee, it 
is not surprising that the National-Socialisti "Kampfparole" reads, 
4 
on the first line, "fUr Freiheit" and, on the second line, "fUr Brot~ 
1. Bannes, BKPS, 11. 3. Bannes, HKPS, 20. 
2. Bannes, HKPS, 18. 4. Bannes, HKPS, 20. 
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Bannes ia apparently sufficiently encouraged, by the 
authenticity of his ~lato-Hitler" parallel and properly in-
spired by the recent succeea of the national Revolution, to 
embark on a more ambitious and scholarly apologia for the Nation-
al-Socialist program. As an apologv, Platon. Die Philosophie 
Des Heroischen Vorbildes, is not so mnch a direct defense of the 
"Partei" and its policies designed for popular propaganda pur-
poses as it is an indirect intellectualization of Iational-
Socialist doctrine. In other words, the relationship in this 
book between Platonism and Nazism is seldom explicit, although 
the relationship is referred to obliquely and is always implicit. 
That Bannes uses Plato's statement, "denn alles Grosse 1st 
1 
gef&hrlich" as his text is an indication of his high regard for 
the heroic, "superman" personality. In fact, the relation of 
Plato to Wittzsohe is never in doubt, for the author indicates 
the latter's preoccupation with the "Bildunsaidealn of Greek 
culture in general as well as his special concern for the heroic 
"Pers&.nlichkeit" found in Platonic thought. Nietzsche, it seems, 
was delighted to find that the ancient Greeks possessed "einer 
groaeen Liebe Willen", and tbat while "waren sie die Keister der 
Gestalt", they never made the error common to Asiatics of a 
" 'falaohe Gegensatz zwischen vita praotica und vita contempla-
2 
tiva'." 
As the title of the book suggests, Bannes is convinced that 
1. Plato, Rep., 497d. 
2. Bannes, PPHV, 4. 
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the individual "vorbildlichen Peraonlichkeit" represents the 
1 
oentralit.J of Plato's thought, and this belief provides him 
with a certain amount of innocuous and yet respectable data 
with which to support a similar doctrine in National-Socialist 
thought. As long as Plato can be interpreted in this fashion, 
Bannes is well on his way toward providing the Nazi with a de-
gree of intellectual respect; for he regards the science of 
~orphologie" (Gestaltungslehre) as finding ita development and 
2 
proportion in the "Lichtkegel" of "heroisohen Menschentums", 
and the achievement of "heroic huma.ni ty" was a popular myth in 
National-Socialist doctrine. The course of the book gives sub-
stance to this myth by tracing the centrality "des heroischen 
Vorbildes" revealed in Plato's discussion of the relation be-
tween "Seele und Leib", "Idee und Bros". 
Plato's treatment of the mind-body problem indicates a prej-
udice in favor of the mind and a tendency to separate the latter 
from the body simply because the mind or soul constitutes the 
very "Lebens-prinzip". The soul is the alpha and omega, the 
3 
"Anfang und Ende alles Wirklichen". Plato is a morphologist 
who bas discovered that only in the soul, through the contempla-
tion of eternal forms, can the heroic and vital element of life 
be found. This love for Gestalt makes him chary of der Teil 
and leads him to believe that "Qusntitativ Auflosung des 
1. Bannes, PPHV, 8. 
2. Bannes, PPHV, 6. 
3. Bannes, PPHV, 50. 
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1 
Ganzgestaltigen in seine Teile bedeutet Tod". Thus synopsis 
and form are principles of life; analysis and division principles 
of decay and death. This means as Bannes indicates that even the 
problem of "Eudaimonie" is dependent on the outcome of this 
•seele und Leib" issue. 
Likewise, the relation of "Idee" to "Eros" plays a signif-
icant role in the development of the ideal personality by virtue 
of the need for an individual to nurture a growing love for "Idee" 
and "Gestalt". In this sense, ideas possess an erotic relation-
ship to personality, the latter finding its chief source of power 
in Eros. Tbns, it is no wonder that love of the eternal ideas con-
2 
stitutes "die innerste Glut des platonischen Werkes". 
"Personlichkeit", in Platonic terms, refers to all the peculiar 
and arbitr~ intellectual and causal relations contributing to 
the form of "Einzelgeistes". The separation of the free person-
" &lity from the masses of men and the search for a "FUhrer" and 
~ittler" who can "reizen und wecken" the "lebendiges Zentrum" 
3 
of society is the phenomenon which radiates from the life and 
work of Plato. This phenomenon is evident in Plato's revival of 
the idea of "des edlen und guten Menschen" whose goodness is deter-
4 
mined by their love fD» the "Idee des Guten". The love of the 
1. Bannes, PPHV, 51. 3. Bannes, PPHV, 6. 
2. Bannes, PPHV, 68. 4. Bannes, PPHV, 35. 
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Good necessarily leads in the direction of "Weltfluoht", or from 
the commonplace to heroic achievement--a matter which concerned 
1 
Nietzsche as well as Plato. 
As far as Plato's historical significance is concerned, it 
must be acknowledged that Plato was a "Stein auf stein" in remain-
ing faithful to the model of heroic personality set by Socrates. 
But what was more important to subsequent generations was that in 
drafting the "Nomoi", he prepared the founding of a later "Sohick-
8 
salsstunde" resulting in a new, ideal National-Socialist state. 
Hence, as Bannee sees it , .Plato' e political theory, centered in 
"Heros ttnd heroischen Vorbild", provides the prognosis not only 
for the malaise in ancient Greek society but for German Kultur 
3 
as well. 
Hans ~ther, who has sometimes been referred to as "the most 
4 
prominent of German race theorists" figures that Plato's social 
philosophy provides soil as fertile as any for the sowing of Aryan 
race doctrtne. Tbe sub-title, "Plato's thoughts about breeding 
and education and their significance for the present time," in-
dicates the trend of hie thought which moves in the direction of 
stressing blood purity and the dependence of high intellectual and 
moral qualities on superior blood or race. The quotation WWer das 
6 
Tiefste gedacht, liebt das Lebendigste" is an epigrammatic and 
1. Bannes, PPHV, 36. Bannee refers to Nietzsche avid1y as "jenem 
donnernden Rufer in der Wuste, jenem sohauervollen Kometen am 
· zuckenden Yirmament dee 19. Jahr-bnnderte." 35-36. 
2. Bannes, PPHV, 28. 4. I Hoernle, Art.(l938}, 178. 
3. Bannee, PPHV, 28 and 40. 6. GUnther , PBL , 1. 
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euphemistic way of expressing the author's thesis, which seems 
to be baaed on the aasruaption that the purity and fecundity of 
one' a mind is proportional to the purity and fecundity of one' s 
consanguinal relations. Tlma "die Bedeutung der Erbanlagen fiir 
1 
Erziehung und Staat." 
The significance of Plato for this delicate biological prob-
lem is better understood when it is recognized that "In seinem 
seelischen Wesen und nach seinem Werken erscheint Platon ala ein 
I 
im wesentlichen nordischer Mensch." The apparent incongruity 
between Plato's Hellenic background and his Aryan inheritance is 
simply due to a misrepresentation of the historical facts; for 
the truth is that the Hellenes were originally a superior race of 
Nordic invaders who established themselves as lords over an in-
ferior aboriginal population. Unfortunately, the Peloponnesian 
War, in which Sparta and Athena were locked in a death grip, ended 
not only the worse for Athens but the worse for both sides, since, 
in the process, many pure-blooded Hellenes were decimated. Hence, 
the "herrachende Hasse, die nordische" came close to extinction, 
and, in Plato's d&y, "die Blonden" comprised "eine sebr geringe 
3 
Mtnderheit." The purity of the Hellenes was further corrupted 
by the influx of inferior blood through intermarriage and the in-
evitable assimilation which attaches to invading gr~ups. One of 
•• 1. Gunther , PBL , Vorwort • 
•• 2. Gunther, PHL, 1. 
3. Giinther, PBLt 6. 
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the major problems, then, Whioh Plato faced in the Republic was 
that of restoring vitality to the Hellenes through the elimina-
tion of extraneous racial elements and by a careful selection of 
the leaders. 
Plato is really for Gnnther an advocate of Auf-
nordunf, who would have selected for his guardian 
classhe purest Nordics in the population, com-
pelled them to breed among themselves, and seg-
regated them as completely as possible from the 
mass of the citizens of inferior racial types 
and endowment. 1 
Plato's effort to restore a certain amount of homogeneity 
to the Nordic element in Greek society is closely related to his 
concern for the best possible leadership in the State; for the 
wisest leaders can only be secured from a superior race, and a 
"superior" race can be developed and maintained only by the ad-
ministration of leaders who will implement a careful screening 
process. ~ie ~rage der StaatsfUhrerschaft hat Platon bis zu 
2 
seinem !ode bescb&.ftigt," and thus it is understandable that 
his love of Gestalt should lead him to recommend the ,,A6~rocr>oc , 
or n~eunde der Weisheit" as StaatsfUhrer. "Die Philosophen 
.. 3 
sollen die Fuhrer sein." And philosophers are the natural in-
cumbents of ruling positions because of their inherent superior-
ity as individuals and members of a special "blood" group. Plato 
4 
never doubted "der Lehre von der Ungleichheit der Kenschen"-- a 
1. 
I 2 
Roernle, Art. (1938) , 179. 
II ,, 2. Ganther, PBL, 11. 3. Ganther, PBL, 11. 
4. . " "Einer Lebre," says Gunther with some bitterness, "welche fur 
die Mehrheit der heutigen abendlandischen Menachen der Sophist 
Rousseau von neuem verdunkel t hat." PBL, 13. 
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doctrine confirmed by such modern e.uthori ties e.e BobiJIMll, Mendel 
and Gal ton--, and was therefore justified in employing a 
.. Standeschichtung in his plan for an ideal State. The law of in-
1 
equality is an "eiserne Gesetzw and therefore irrevocable as far 
as human systems are concerned. This means that leaders or phil-
osophers are not simply the product of training and environment 
in the "behaviorist" sense, but wzur Pbilosophie muse man geboren 
2 
sein." Only ~anachen von reinem Blute" who belong to the 
3 
Aualesesruppe possess the wisdom and vitality necessary to rule. 
In order that the State may appropriate such noble specimens 
for purposes of leadership, it is necessary to select and train 
neophyte Fiibrere while they are still yo'Dllg. Thus, for Plato, 
"die Ersiebnng der Jugend" is of first importance. Such a program 
not only provides future leaders of the State with the necessary 
instruction in those skills which they ought to possess, but it 
also provides a parochial arrangement which leads to the right 
Gattenwahl and to the "Empfinden fir Tiichtigkei t und Schonhei t 
4 
des Leibes und der Seele." The significance of this arrange-
ment cannot be underestimated, because its implementation means 
"die Erhaltung der Sippe" which, after all, represents the "Kern 
II II 4er Yrommigkeit." u 
1. 9iinther, PBL, 14. 
!. 
4. 
5. 
GUnther, PBL, 19. 
.. Ganther, PBL, 19. 
GUnther, PBL, 24. "The bride and bridegroom should consider 
that they are to produce for the state the best and fairest 
specimens of children which they can." Plato, Laws, 783. 
,. 
GUnther, PBL, 27. 
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!he purpose of capital punishment (!odes-strafe), which 
1 
Plato condoned, is to effect ~etnigmag der Sippe und des 
Staates," a measure employed by both the Greeks and the Romans. 
The Roman, however, saw the Terbrecher simply as a social offender 
or monster who ought to be disposed of largely on account of his 
social incompatibility, While the true Hellene regarded the crim-
inal as an inferior individual who posed a real threat to the 
2 
~einigung der Rasse." The "elastic" nature of this doctrine, 
" leaves GUnther with a neat justification for "mercy killings" and 
mass annihilations of ev.ery conceivable variety--a fact which the 
Partei was sure to remember. 
Plato sees, too, that the censorship of art is necessary, 
because When creative energy is allowed to express itself as 
l'art pour l'art, it prostitutes itself, while it might better 
be concerned with the Gestalt which leads to the "Steigerung des 
3 
Henschen." The relation of art to ethics is very close because, 
for Plato, purity of form is the goal of human virtue, and virtue, 
to the Hellenes, was a major achievement. !he latter regarded 
Tugend as "eine Geataltung der eigenen Innenwalt im Einklang mit 
4 
der Geaamtwelt, dem Koamos." Tbns art in the State cannot be 
allowed a free hand any more than the anti-social individual can 
be allowed to run wild. Both must be checked in the name of 
Beauty ~d Porm--those qualities characteristic of the Nordic Greek. 
Plato, ~. 862 and 957-958. 3 • n Gunther , J?HL , 42. 
2. .. Gunther, PBL, 33. 4. " Gunther, pm:,, 64-56. 
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" In short, Qanther confesses that he, like Plato, is seeking 
1 
"die Lehre vom Leben (Biologie) Belehrten nach einer Bildung," 
which will lead to hereditary excellence. Fortunately, Plato 
2 
has furnished the world with "eine Regelung der Auslese" which 
serves this purpose and makes it possible for man to develop 
q 3 
"als Teile einer gottlichen Weltordnung." In this sense, Plato 
It " 4 is truly "ein Ra.ter und Mehrer des tUchtigen Lebens." 
Kurt Hildebrandt is another German scholar who reflects his 
loyalty to the Partei through his endeavor to enlist the phil-
osophy of Plato in support of the intellectual foundations of 
National Socialism. In Platon. Der Kampf des Geistes um die 
Macht, he sets forth the view that Plato's personal destiny, the 
result of an active Weltbild, holds paradigmatic significance for 
man's understanding of human existence. Plato's own life was 
II 6 
"eine personliche formende Kraft" largely because he believed 
that "personal form" is achieved through allegiance to a total 
philosophy. And this allegiance provided him with the inner 
resources to escape submission to material structures and to mold 
and rule the phenomenal world through the power of Geist. This is 
the key, Hildebrandt believes, to Plato's work in the Academy. 
1. .. Gunther, Pm:., 64. 4. II Gunther, PBL, 71. 
" 2. Gunther, PBL, 66. 5 • Hildebrandt, PKGM, 6. 
.. 3. Gunther, PBL, 66. 
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He was trying to demonstrate that true philosophy is something 
more than abstract science; it is the rule, in a way, of the 
entire universe through the creation in one's self of the whole 
1 
of life. 
Hildebrandt traces the unfolding of this true philosophy 
from dialogue to dialogue and indicates that the problem of Tugend 
2 
lehrbarkeit in the Protagoras was Plato's chief concern. If 
"Tugend 1st Erkenntnis," then the goal of the State is to teach 
that knowledge which results in forceful and righteous action. 
Plato bad seen for himself, through the death of hie master, 
Socrates, that all true knowledge leads to an awakening and function-
ing of the will, and tbns Plato's purpose became the deliverance 
of the State through the union of Geist and Macht. A true percep-
tion or a true idea does not permit itself to exist on principle 
but is characterized by a Bereitschaft for action. This notion 
.. 
has been posed most eloquently by ~ichte in his treatise, Uber den 
Gelebrten: 
Im allgemein ist die ureprungliche und rein 
gottliche Idee--das, was der unmittelbar von 
Gott Begeisterte eoll und wirklich tut ••• Wo 
die gottliche Idee rein ••• ein Leben ge!innt, 
da baut sie neue3Welten auf, auf den Trum-mern der alten. 
The relation between Geist and Macht was first evident to 
Socrates who helped Plato to see that the foundations of political 
life were to be found not merely in the shifting effects and 
1. Riehl, Art. (1935), 322. 
2. Hildebrandt, PKGM, 26 ff. 
3. Riebl, Art. (1935), 323. 
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movements of material power but more especially in the creative 
energy of the heroic person, in the interaction of men in society. 
This means that the spiritual history of man expresses itself 
essentially in the form of a series of great Erweckers and great 
" Jungers, such as Socrates and ~lato, Goethe and Schiller, Nietzsche 
1 
and Wagner. It was the Erweckung of Socrates who stirred the 
Urkeim of new life in Plato and caused the latter to believe that 
" " "Ein neues LebensgefUbl mnss sich grunden," and that the only 
answer to a corrupt and degenerate society could be found in "der 
2 
schopferischen ~erson." !his belief in the possibility of a 
brave new world, to be ushered in by the ruling genius of "great 
men", is derived from Plato's assumption that "dem staatlichen 
3 
Chaos des Cbaoa der Seele entsprioht." It would appear, then, 
that "it is never so dark as just before morning," for Plato seems 
to have discovered a panacea for political disorganization in the 
q .. FUhrerpersonlichkeit. The wisdom in a single heroic soul is the 
key to the future of a whole nation--a fact which became existential 
for Socrates and Plato who "will der Geetalter dee neuen Menschen 
4 
sein." 
If the future of a nation is largely determined by the virtue 
and diligence of its leaders, the inverse of this is also true: 
1. Hildebrandt, PKGU, 25. 
2. Hildebrandt, ~KGM, 58. 
3. Hildebrandt, PKGM, 51. 
4. Hildebrandt, PKGM, 28. Nietzsche, it seems, is one of the few 
who understood Plato's problem because he bad struggled, in a 
similar way, against the Zusammenbruch of the modern mind, 
against the ~ortsobritt downward. 9. 
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the leader attains his position of pre-eminence only by virtue 
of his relation to the state or, as Riebl puts it, "Wirklich 1st 
die !ugend 1m Staate nur," because the virtue which attaches to 
individual behavior is "virtue" only by dint of its relation to 
1 
others in human society. Tbns, the fUndamental political aim 
for Plato is not the agreement or contract but the "marriage" of 
the individual to the State. This is to be effected in such a 
way that "work and nation",metapbysieal knowledge and political 
action, bodJ' and soul will be united. This means that the art of 
state-management is the u1 timate task of all philosopby and that 
political-philosophical Erziehung is the only means of securing 
and delivering the State. 
Education of this sort must begin with the youth whose views 
are not yet clearly defined and whose minds and bodies are e~ger 
to accept new challenges. For only be who bas contempt for death, 
who sacrifices individual pleasure for the good of the group is 
capable of understanding the new mission and finding in it a 
2 
higher happiness. Plato, in organizing his educational program, 
calls only upon those youth who are able to bring about the rejuv-
enation of the State by relinquishing their self-seeking and rising 
up for the nation through their dedication to the Sooratic-Platonie 
3 
spirit. 
The various views expressed in the Platonic dialoguea are 
simply different facets of the same Weltbild,--a Weltbild which 
1. Riehl, Art. (1935), 323. 
2. Hildebrandt, PKGM, 92. 
3. Hildebrandt, PKG.M, 165. 
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II II 
reaches its zenith in the great FUhrerpersonlichkeit, in the 
outstanding leader or "begnadeten Seher." Such heroic individ-
uals are capable of leading the nation toward the fulfillment of 
its highest vision because the7 possess within themselves the 
dimensions of an eternal order. This Heroisierung of the leader, 
which climaxes Plato's work, leads to the Heroisierung of Socrates 
(with whom Plato blends in a wonderful wa7), and eventuall7 cul-
l 
minates in Selbtsheroisierung--a phenomenon which seems to be 
justified b7 Fichte's statement: "'Was der gottliche Mensch tut, 
2 
das 1st gottlich.'" Plato, according to Hildebrandt, is thus 
the power that completes the incomplete, a heroic leader who 
through the form of eternal beaut7 awakens the Eros in man so that 
the meaning of creation is fulfilled through ~enken und Tun." 
No one can measure "die Macht diesee Geistes Weltbild" and its 
3 
profound influence on the histor7 of the world. 
The relation of Hildebrandt's interpretation of Plato to 
National Socialism is clearl7 evident in his chapter, "Die Staat-
.. grundung 1m Geiete," which sets forth the general thesis that 
4 
onl7 with a changed humanity is the State to renew itself. Such 
a changed or "purified" humanit7 is to be achieved, it seems, in 
the name of Freiheit, for ~he freedom which Plato means is the 
freedom of the State which is realizable onl7 through the unifica-
tion of the Greeks against the barbarians. Plato, therefore, 
1. Riehl, Art.(l935), 323. 3. Riehl, Art.(l936),324. 
2. Quoted b7 Riehl, Art. (1935), 324. 4. Hildebrandt, PKGM, 139 
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in a manner analogous to Hitler's situation in modern Germany, 
was not afraid to establish in Greece the idea of an undefiled 
1 
Hellenism, the notion of a pure-blooded etbnic group. He 
;a I glorified the noble origin, the ~uyev~t and was thus disturbed 
by the fratricide which took place in the Peloponnesian War. 
The Hellenes would do better to stand together against the bar-
bariana and, in the victory over corrupt racial elements, estab-
2 
liah the real meaning of freedom. •• ~it so schonen Gedanken," 
" 3 
says Hildebrandt delightedly, "achmuckt Platon sein Attika." 
Wilhelm Scbwer, Professor at Bonn University, says in hie 
Catholic Social Theory that Plato considers "the state the crown 
of all human social life; in complete submission to the state 
lies the perfection of human nature." The individual has to 
4 
be absorbed entirely by this state." 
I Leon Robin, sometime Professor at the University of Paris, 
does not accuse Plato directly of Fascism but, nevertheless, 
makes it plain that he perceives in Plato's social thought an 
authoritarian, dictatorial principle. Plato's motive is to es-
tablish a just society and, in order "to bring it about, it is 
enough that philosophers should be invested, by a drastic measure 
6 
of the state, with absolute authority." This principle which is 
so fundamental for the Republic is retained in the Statesman 
where it is clearly evident that "'absolute authority in command' 
goes to him(he is thinking of Dion) who has true knowledge, 
1. Hildebrandt, PKGM, 146. 
2. Hildebrandt, PKGM, 147. 
3. Hildebrandt, PKG.M, 146. 
4. Schwer, CST, 19,20. 
6. Robin, GTSS, 202. 
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1 
whether he be the King himself or one governing behind him." 
Again, in the Laws, Plato nstill appears to look to an abso-
lute authority--here that of a tyrant endowed with every virtue--
for the revolution needed to bring about a reform or a transi-
2 
tion towards his goal." This dictatorship of the wisest and 
best, pursued in the name of unity and justice, is geared to 
employ any means necessary to achieve its ends: 
By strictly regulated discipline and very severe 
penalties which nip all danger of innovation and 
all independence of thought in the bud, he hopes 
to bring about, under the sovereignty of law, the 
natural unity Which is still the final object of 
his aspirations.3 
In a presidential address delivered at the University of 
I the Witwatersrand, Professor R.F. Alfred Hoernle draws a com-
parison between the Platonic State and the G~rman National-
Socialist State which, in the process, shows Plato to bad ad-
4 
vantage. In the first place, interpreters have excused Plato's 
anti-democratic bias on the ground that such prejudices applied 
only to the unmanageable "pure" democracy as he had known it a.nd 
not to democracy in its modern parliamentary form. The tendency 
is to set Plato's "enlightened dictatorship" apart from modern 
dictatorships, as though the former were in a class by itself, 
and to carry away from the Republic only those ideals which mesh 
1. Robin, ~SS, 220. 3. Robin, GfSS, 235. 
2. Robin, GTSS, 234. 
4. At a meeting of the Philosophical Society of the University, 
Johannesburg, South Africa, in April, 1937. The substance 
of this paper appears under the title "Would Plato,Have 2 
Approved of the National-Socialist State?" Hqernle, Art.(l938) 
166-182. All future references are to Hoernle unless other-
wise indicated. 
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harmlessly with the ideals of modern humanitarianism. Bu~ 
this myopia, resulting from a tendency to idealize Plato, only 
obscures the fact that Plato's State, if brought from heaven 
down to earth, would in practice take on a form not unlike that 
1 
of the dictatorships in Germany, Italy and Russia. In ord~r to 
t prove hie point specifically, Hoernle invites a comparisonlbetween 
i 
the Platonic and National-Socialist systems. 
I 
The absolute authority of the Partei in Germany and t~e phil-
osopher-kings in the Republic is the first obvious similarity. 
The National-Socialist picture reveals a supreme leader Who rules 
the Partei, through a group of bureaucratic assistants, and who 
rules the State through the Partei. To assist him in this author-
itarian role is the armed s.s. (Scbntzstaffel) and the "Geheime 
Staatspolizei" (Secret Police) Who deal with "subversive" elements 
and suppress all movements which might be regarded as hostile to 
the National-Socialist Weltanschauung. In a very real sense, the 
Nazi regime is like a religion in which the Pa~tei functions as 
2 
"a leaven for moulding the attitude of the masses of the people" 
and for propagating among them a faith which will be regarded as 
absolute truth. Thus recalcitrant citizens or dissenters can be 
punished with a clear conscience, because obviously such elements 
in the population represent enemies of the truth and the light. 
This picture, in substance, is like that in the Republic. 
The philosopher-kings are dictators in the most severe sense. 
1. 167. 
2. 171. 
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"They do not consult the people; they are not elected by the 
people; they cannot be removed by the people; they are not, in 
1 
parliamentary language, 'responsible' to the people." Their 
supreme rule is justified by their supreme efficiency, but their 
position, like the Nazi bureaucracy, is protected by a body of 
trained fighters who, in a moment's notice, can enforce decisions 
or suppress subversives. Internal cohesion and esprit de corps 
is implemented among the rank and file of citizenry by the virtue 
of "sophrosyne" or that "healtby-mindedness" which expresses it-
self as loyalty to the leader. And the ghost of tyranny is 
annihilated through the general acceptance of the proposition 
that the "best" are those who should rule, and those who are 
ruling are the best. Hitler,it might be added, at least flirted 
with democracy through the holding, on occasion, of really pop-
ular referenda, while no parallel to this is evident in the Pla-
2 
tonic State. 
With respect to the details of organization in a totalitarian 
regime, the Republic and the Nazi State have other elements in 
common. On the one hand, it is recognized that "there is nothing 
exactly like Plato's three classes of citizens, each with its 
3 
own fUnction and 'Virtue'," but, on the other, the conception of 
the governing classes as a selected elite is the same as that 
1. 170. 
2. 171. 
3. 172. 
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1 
entertained \7 the Partei. In other words, the recruitment of 
rulers in \oth instances is effected b7 the application of rigor-
2 
ous tests which eliminate men whose ~evotion to the leader is 
in doubt or who fail to show that the quality of their work 
(Leistangen) is first-class. SUch a select group cannot be 
organized overnight, because a new Bewepns contains J1J&D7 mem-
bers Who fail to poaaess tecbnical tualifications equivalent to 
their seal. The development of a real elite is the matter of 
a generation and emergea from the Datrix of 7outh organizations 
whose members "have shown themselves to be of the right ph7sical, 
3 
mental, and moral calibre." !lma the reorui tment of a special 
ruling class oorres~ds ver,r e1ose17, in its qualit.J and function, 
to Plato's governing class. 
!hie aituation leads to a third parallel between Wational-
Sooialiam and Platonic social thought. Above all else, Plato's 
1. LudWig G'mllplowioz, Austrian publicist and sociologist, is not 
impressed b7 the faaoism per ae in Plato's thought, but is 
impreaaed b7 the presence in hie philoaopbJ of certain ebar-
aoteristioa often associated with absolute and totalitarian 
political regimes. He apeaka of Plato's sharp division of 
eocietJ" into olaaaea and adds ~ieee Anaicht Platoe (die 
geWiaa nioht die aeinea Lebrera Sokratea war, 4em er eie in 
den llund legt 1 ) erilmert an die Torstellungen der indiaohen 
BrahDBDen uber 4ie Kasten." 
It ia intereatin to note that QamploWios went to an even 
greater extreme tban !arde, Da.rkh.eim and LeBon in llinimising 
the importanoe of the individual and in magnif7hg the extent 
of the domination exerte4 b7 the group over the individual. 
Barnes, IBB, 191-193. 
2. "!hough there ia a Reichfrauenfa.ehrerin, and though the Partei 
baa women members and used 'Eliim for ita work, still the 
supreme bod7 of leaders ia intende4 to consist of men only, 
ana. the lf .-s. i4eal for women ia the llauafrau, the wife ana. 
mother." Bote, 1'2· 
3. 1,2. 
1'10 
State is a school; that is, sa.ccessive generations of growing 
bo7s and girls are to be trained in the ideals of bDman perfec-
tion envisaged b7 Plato and inculcated w1 th a scheme of values 
which will henceforth govern their lives. Plato 
propoaea to give thea what ever,- great religion 
baa sought to give ita adherents, Tis. a Welt-
anachauuns which ahall be not merel7 a theor,-
abou't 'Elie uni verae, but also, and eve~ 110re 
urgentl7, a working faith to liTe b7. 
This is ex:actl7 what aodern dictatorahips tr,- to do. Whether 
!aacist or Oommuniat, the7 are essential17 vast educational enter-
priaea geared to aanipulate and .ould the thought-patterns of 
70uth and to root theaaelvee aecurel7 in the Ddnda of the groWing 
generation. It waa this spirit which prompted Plato to regard 
the element&rJ' aia of education aa the inculcating of those "be-
liefs" b7 which citizens are to liTe, and to censor art and liter-
ature in order that the 70ung Ddght deTote their attention ex-. 
clusivel7 to the •good" and "beautiful". Since the latter are 
deterDdnel b7 the rulers, the emphasis in the Republic, as. in 
lfasi thought, is on csharacter-eduoa tion of the authoritarian 
variet,. as opposed to intellecstual training based on free, crit-
ical inquiry. !he Platonic conception of "character" expresses an 
unshakable firmness of belief, or faith, in the 
right, i.e., the lf.-s. principles--a firmness 
which shows itself not least in unquestioning 
readiness to act on these principles, be the 
cost what it m&7• 2 
The Spartan •morale" which expresaee itself in the spirit of 
1. 1'13. 
2. 1'14. 
1'11 
contempt for pain and harlneae of pb7sical development is as 
mnch in evidence in Platonic as in Nasi political philosophJ. 
Also, the Nasi "purifieation" or censorship of art and lit-
erature runs on Platonic linea; but, whereas Plato distinguished 
onl7 between the morall7 good and morall7 bad, N .-s. censorship 
applies a second stan4ard of Ju,4gment baaed on What is volkafremd 
1 
and artfremd. Thus, :Nasi censorship baa a mnch greater range 
of application than Platonic, for un4er the cirauastances pre-
sented b7 a .odern industrialised aocietJ", there are not onl7 
books and individual agitator• to be suppreaaed but also films 
to be censored, 11111seuma and radio broadcasts to be kept in line, 
and non-Ar,ran elements in general to be expurgated everJWhere. 
This parochial attitude toward "culture" and the atrong racial-
consciousness which features Aufnor~s or selective breeding is 
not paralleled in Platonic literature, but the emphasis on Sclmlung 
designed to make each citizen a oapable and even fanatic champion 
of a dogmatic Weltanschauung ia as much a feature of the Republic 
2 
as of modern w.-s. doctrine. 
Another point of silllilari t7 lies in an economic polic7 
which is concerned, in both cases, w1 th the threat to the internal 
I 
unitJ" of a State posed b7 extreme differences of wealth in the 
population. Plato counters this threat w1 th a a,-stem of ooJIDil'Ullism 
for the guardian class, while :National-Socialism seeks to dissolve 
1. !bat which is alien or not "raoiall7" germane to the soul ana 
Kul tu.r of the German people. 
2. 1'14-1'16. 
1'2 
the antagonism between emplo7er an! the emplo7ee b7 appe•ling 
to the fellow-feeling of Germans with auch slogans aa "Gemeinnutz 
Tor Eigennutz" (common goo! before private good) and b7 calling 
"on the Qlferwille (will to make aacrificea) of all sections of 
1 
the people." In this respect, Nasi polic7 ia better equipped 
to 4eal with the problem of segregation along class linea than 
Platonic polio7. For while this threat to the state's internal 
unit.J ia not explicitlJ treated b7 Plato, National-Socialist lead-
era plainl7 covet good feeling between the rulers and the ruled 
and therefore make ever7 effort to avoid a split between the 
Parteigenoaee and Volksgenoaae. The fitnees to rule which char-
acterises the elite does not negate the desirabilit7 of Kamera4-
sohaft as a means of integrating the heterogeneous parte of the 
2 
German nation. 
' In conclusion, Hoernle aeserta that if Plato were able to 
return and witness the methode of a modern diotatorablp, he would 
approTe; for his reasoning would be that rulers who possess ab-
solute truth are "justified in using dictatorial methods of main-
3 , 
taining and propagating it." However, Hoernle hopes that Plato's 
absolute truth would be free from the nationalistic and racial 
temper which characterized the dictatorship of National-Socialism. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
I . 
Hoernle points out that a&n7 social welfare activities have been 
organised in Germ&n7 "which are largel7 run b7 the voluntar7 
labour of men and women •• and Which are conceived in the spirit 
of einer fuer alle und alle fuer einen." 1''· 
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OHJ!!D VII 
ORI!riCISJI AliD EVALUA!IOll 
1'13 
!he recent interpretations of Plato's social philoeopbJ 
ae fascistic, described in the foregotng chapters, derive their 
validity as eritioal documents from three precarious factors which 
can be formulated as three trenchant tueetions. Jiret: Ie Plato's 
social thought (eepeciall7 in the Republic) meant to be allegorical 
or sociological? Second: Row "fascistic," in the proper sense of 
the term, is the fascism attributed to Plato? And, third: Row 
legitimate are the interpretations of Plato as fascistic in the 
light of hie whole philosophical point of view? If those who 
find fascism in Plato can answer these ~eationa to their own 
advantage, then the7 are in a position to uphold the validit.J 
of their treatment of Plato's social ph1loaopb7. On the other 
lumd, if the weight of evidence :runs counter to this advantage, 
then these interpreters of Plato's political theor,r must accept 
whatever appears to be a fair verdict. 
Among those who can claim nearl7 a life-time of labor devoted 
to a stu.d7 of Plato 'a philosopQ", the answer to the first question 
is almost evenl7 diTided. Alfrel :B. Tqlor, Paul Elmer Jlore, 
frederick J. Woodbridge, Werner Jaeger are a few of the names res-
olutel7 attached to the belief that Plato's aim in the Republic 
is not political but essential17 moral and spiritu&l. Plato 
endeavors "to answer the question how a good man differs from 
1 
a bad one," sa7a T~7lor. "!he ob3ect of the »ialogue," lOre 
1. !qlor, LP, xv. 
1?4 
asserts, "is to come to an understanding ••• concerning happiness 
1 
and virtue." Or it looks as if the son of Apollo "were dram-
atizing the political life of man, putting it on the stage for 
2 
men to see," Woodbridge remarks. While Jaeger declares that 
"the ultimate interest of Plato's Republic is the human soul. 
Everything else he sqs about the state and its structure ••• 
3 
is introduced merel7 to give an 'enlarged image' of the soul." 
To these scholarl7 judgments must be added the internal evi-
dence of Plato's own avowed moral purpose in the Republic. In 
Book I, Soorates tells Thras,v.machns that the question of "Whether 
4 
the ,_at have a better and happier life than the unjust" ia a 
fundamental matter for them to consider. In Book II, he makes it 
clear to AdeiDI&Jltus that the in9.uir7 concerning the nature of 
justice will awing f.rom the individual to the State aimpl7 be-
cause an investigation of the latter magnifies and makes "more 
easil7 discernible" an understanding of the former, and not vice 
5 
versa. And he sa7s later, in Book IV, to Glauoon that in realitJ' 
justice is concernea. "not w1 th the outward man, but with the in-
6 
ward." While at the begin~1ng of the eighth book, after all the 
divagations of reason and fanc7, the author states categorioall7 
1. MOre, PLA, 5?. c. Plato, Rep., 352d. 
2. Woodbridge, SA, 102. 5. Plato, R•E·· 368de. 
3. Jaeger, PIGO, 2, 199. 6. Plato, Rei•• 443d. 
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that his design is to compare the Tarious forms of government 
with the corresponding characters of men in order that there 
might be aoae agreement concerning the beat man and the worst 
man and "whether the best was not also the happieat, and the 
1 
worst the most miserable." 
But the impresai Te arrq of scholarship dedicated to the 
ethical-allegorical interpretation of the Republic is matched by 
an imposing nllllber of wri tera who regard the purpose of the !!_-
public as sociological and political. Grube, for instance, re-
gards Plato's social thought as a product of the latter's real 
political involvement and warne that "only with this personal 
2 
experience of Plato's before us ean we understand his attitude" 
to both politics and politicians. Francia Oornford is of the 
opinion that the Republic is Plato's central work and that in it 
he "was chiefly bent on the question how society could be re-
3 
shaped eo that man might realise the best that is in him." The 
A.cadeJQ', too, during the last half of hie long life, was "the 
center of Plato's interest and hie means of indirectly influ-
4 
encing the course of politics.• And Dickinson insists that 
Plato has alwa7a "had in Tiew the moat practical purposes. His 
aim was not merel7 to understand, but to understand w1 th a view 
5 
to reform." 
1. Plato, Rei. , 5448.. 
See also !!2•• 353e,358c, 592b. 
2. Grube, P!, 261. 
s. Oornford, RP , xiii. 
4. Oornford, RP, xx:1 v. 
5. Dickinson, PD, so. "!bat is w1l1'," Dickinson adds, "so much 
of his work is taken up w1 th his theory of politics. This 
tbeor,. is set forth in his two longest books, the Republic 
and the Laws. " 80. 
• 
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But, if the investigation of Plato's social attitude is 
not limited to a consideration of the Republio,then even some 
of Plato's greatest admirers are quick to indicate that Plato 
was intensel7 in earnest about the political problema of his own 
dq. John Burnet, for eumple, believes "there can be no doubt 
1 
that the~ was written with a distinotl7 practical aim." 
!a7lor perceives that, in the Lawe, Plato provides 
-
a carefa.ll7 thought-out scheme ••• of the kind of 
constitution and the sort of legal oode to wbioh 
a trul7 philosophic statesman might look for the 
preservation of a high and sound moral in the 
life of an actual Hellenic oommuniti in tle mid-
dle of the fourth oentur,r before our era. 
An4 Thomas Cook remarks that considering 
the circumstances of Plato's life and time ••• we 
can onl7 conclude that the Re'-&blio was an in-
tense17 seriOUS oritioism o:fe W&7 of life Of 
his d&7 and an attempt to demonstrate what was 
necessar7 to produce a more adequate sooiet7. 3 
Also, it is of more than passing significance that both 
the Statesman and the Laws, which reflect Plato's more mature 
-
political judgment, were written either during or after his ex-
4 
periences with Dicn7sius in SJr&GUse. It is not likel7, after 
this descent into the strife of polities, that Plato would set 
5 
forth a doctrine of political absolutism and compose a mass of 
detailed legislation for purel7 speculative purposes. On the 
1. Bl.rnet, PL.l, 86. 4. Sabine, BP!, 39. 
2. !a7lor, LP, xv. 5. Plato, Btf., 293c. 
3. Cook, BPPB, 41-42. 
17'1 
contrary, the great wisdom generall7 accorded to Plato would 
seem to lend credence to the notion that his participation in 
political affairs naturallJ involved the application of theory 
to practice and, perhaps, increased hie desire to improve those 
conditions which related to the political life of man. Granted 
that the degenerate state of affairs in Athens partl7 discouraged 
1 
his aspirations for public service Within the local situation; 
nevertheless, he waa not above taking political action in Sioil7 
on two different occasions When called on "b7 his friend Dion to 
attempt the belated education of the 70ung Dion7sius, t7rant of 
2 
SJraouse. And it is therefore reasonable to suppose that even 
the Republic while atm1ttedl7 concerned with the inner harmonr 
of the parts of man's soul, is also a description of the kind of 
political structure Plato would like to see implemented under 
ideal circumstances. 
When the data, then, for the answer to this first main ques-
tion Callegor7 vs. political theor,y) are evaluated and when the 
issue is recognized as one without a clear-cut, decisive solution, 
then a fair verdict would seem to involve some provision for ac-
cepting Plato's social pronouncements at their face value. In 
other words, the evidence for Plato's good social intentions and 
practical political aspirations is sufficientl7 impressive to war-
rant the asamaption, on the part of modern critics, that Plato's 
1. Also, he was pl1Dlged into despair b7 the death of his revered 
friend, Socrates. Grube, P!, !60. 
2. Grube, P!, 260. 
1'18 
social doctrines are at least authentic expressions of his 
political intent if not of his actual political commitment. For 
example, while the Republic undoubtedly is designed to dramatize 
1 
the anal7sis of Dl&1l' s soul, its use of the State as an allegor-
ical device is, at the same time, a reflection of Plato's vision 
of the ideal State. It is not reasonable to suspect that, even 
aa a dramatic device, this picture of a heavenl7 city is onl7 
2 
superficially representative of Plato's ideal social aims. 
Tbns, if the Republic is interpreted as a reflection, among 
other things, of Plato's political intentions in the realm of the 
ideal and if the Statesman and Lawa are vindicated aa serious 
-
social documents composed by a man recently engaged in the strife 
of politics, then it would aeem fair to give those critics of 
Plato's social philosophy the "green lightn. 
However, granted the seriousness of Plato's social thought, 
there is still the matter, expresael by the second main question, 
of attributing "faacismn in ita modern sense to Plato's political 
d9ctrines. In other words, does the structure of government, ad-
vocated by Plato, really resemble in its general features the 
fascist, totalitarian structures of the last two decades, and is 
it therefore justifiable to use the term "fascistic" in referring 
to the essential character of Plato's social philosopby? 
1. The internal evidence seems to establish this. 
2. Plato recognises, however, that the Republic is largel7 a 
heavenl7 vision and that the "second best" government described 
in the Laws is more nearly attuned to the praotioal'faots en-
oounterirfn the political arena. Rep., 592b and ~. '139a-'140. 
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An7 such investigation must confront at once the contrast 
between the breadth of Plato's politics and the narrowness of 
political life as it is now generally conceived. In attempting 
to shake trom Plato's real conceptions the accretions of the cen-
turies, it is necessa~ to remember that "'Politics• or 'polit-
ical' must mean for us something very different from his politike 
1 
or politikos." While this is true, broadly speaking, for most 
republican forms of government in which "politics" refers to but 
one marginal segment of the average citizen's life and in which 
professional politicians car,v.y most of the political load, it is 
not so true for the recent instances of fascism in Germ&n7 and 
Italy. One of the most characteristic features, of these modern 
movements, is the total absorption of the individual by the state's 
political program. Patriotism and political allegiance, in these 
programs, include not only residence in and general loyalty to 
the State, but also a thoroughgoing devotion to the ideals of 
the State expressed in one's moral, religious, intellectual and 
2 
aesthetic as well as "political" existence. In fact, it is more 
accurate to describe the politics of these totalitarian govern-
3 
mente as "a •87 of life." To this exient, Plato'a politics and 
fascist politics are in complete accord. Both have in mind the 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Mcilwain, GPTW, 22. 
Wasserman, JIPP, 180. 
Sabine speaks of the Re~blic whoae "range of subject-matter is 
such that it may be sai to !eal with the whole of bnman life." 
BPT, 39. Plato, Rep., 42lb. 
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l 
education and indoctrination of the whole man." 
A.s far as the general structure of government is concerned, 
:B'asoin, in its Italian form, resembled a pyramid with power des-
cending from the apex where ~asolini stood as head of the govern-
ment and of the :B'ascist Part.J. A cabinet, composed of fourteen 
miniaters, Which aupervise4 the various functions of government, 
was selected by the Duee as was also the Grand Council, director-
ate of the :B'ascist Party, of which Museolini was president. ~eg­
islation appeared in the form of decrees," since neither the Senate 
nor the Chamber of Fasoi and Corporations in the Italian Parliament 
had the power to initiate legislation, nor were they expected to 
2 
reject formulations presented to them from above. Economically, 
a corporative system, in which the profit motive was retained as 
the incentive to production, was brought under the control of the 
1. Barker indicatee that "in the RePUblic ••• Plato had ••• to some 
extent, followed the model of Sparta in his s7stem of commun-
iam and his advocacy of a course of eta te training of youth. " 
Barker, GP!, 298. Sparta was a military state which went down 
before !hebes at the battle of IBntin~a in 362. 
Also, the feminine overseers ( tttt<r KolToc ) , referred to in 
the Laws, who are to manage the program of courtship and marriage 
are !nl:fcative of the total control which the State is to ex-
ercise over bnman life. In fact, Plato's tone at this point 
is hardl7 expressive of the Hebrew-Christian doctrine of the 
dignit.J of the human personality: "Then let us now proceed to 
marriage, and teach persons in What way they shall beget chil-
dren, threatening them, if they disobey, with the terrors of 
the law." ~. 739d. 
2. Wasserman, MPP, 187. "!eobnioally, the liberally conceived 
Constitution of 1848 remained in force during the fascist re-
gime, but its provisions were largely suspended. The Italian 
King, Victor IBDD&nUel III, remained the acknowledged head of 
the state, but the powere of government gravitated entirely 
to Mnssolini." Note, MPP, 187. 
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state so that the right of enterprisers to make independent de-
cisions could be caretull7 curtailed. There was no point in the 
s7stem from which a check could be exerted on the executive power. 
In German7, under National Socialism, a Fuehrer stood at the 
top of a hierarchic structure which coordinated ever7 phase of 
individual and collective life within a totalitarian unit. Co-
operating with the "leader" was a complex administrative machine 
made up of a small, select ruling olaas of lo7al Part7 members, 
responsible onl7 to their superiors. Legislative or judicial bod-
ies within the government served primaril7 as instruments through 
which the supreme leader issued decrees. Authorit7 extended, in 
1 
all oases, from above; obedience flowed upward. ~e economic 
life of the nation, as in Italian Jaacism, consisted of a kind 
of state capitalism which brought privatel7 owned and profit-
motivated enterprise under rigid state control. No aspect of 
national life remained outside the 3urisdiction of the leader 
who subordinated all interests--economic, scientific, educational--
a 
to political ends. · 
While any attempt to compare contemporar7 political s7stems 
with ancient Greek B.JStems is faced with the tremendous disparity 
posed b7 the demands of an agrarian eoonoQ on the one hand and 
an industrial eoonom7 on the other, still the broad outlines of 
each s7stem, situated within ita respective historical context, 
present certain points of contact which comprise a justifiable 
1. Wasserman, IPP, 198. 
2. Wallace, PUR, 138. 
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baaia for comparison. With this limitation in mind, the 
Republic can be regarded as fascistic insofar aa it condones 
absolute rule b7 one man or b7 a select clique; for, according 
to Plato, neither "States nor individuals will ever attain per-
fection until the small olasa of philosophera ••• are providen-
tiall7 compelled ••• to taa- care of the State, and until a like 
1 
neceseitJ be laid on the State to cbe7 them." Likewise, the 
Statesman is subject to the same charge when Plato declares in 
that dialogue that "aD7 true form of gove~ent ean onl7 be 
supposed to be the government of one, two, or, at any rate, of 
2 
a few," and that the manner of rule is comparable to "the 
3 
keeper of a drove of horae or oxen." And While the ~ 
describe& the beat government as a constitutional a7stem created 
b7 a great legislator, it recommend& that this s7atem be put into 
1. Plato, Rep., 499b. See also Rep., 499d, 50lc, 50le. "But, 
said I, one is enough; let there be one man who has a cit7 
obedient to his Will." Rep., 502ab. 
2. Plato,§!!., 293a. 
3. Plato, Sta., 261de. See also~·· 266e, 297b, 305c. 
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1 
effect to enforce the law speedil7. And even after the transi-
tion to the perfect polit.J has been completed under the aegis of 
tyranny, the election of the appropriate magistrates, who will 
serve as guardians of the law, is placed in the hands of a mil-
2 
it&r7 class. 
Tbns, to the extent that the principle of political absolutism 
is a fundamental characteristic of modern fascism, Plato's political 
thought can be aaid to be fascistic. Tbat is to sa7, the evidence 
1. Actually, the legislation described in the Laws represents 
Plato's idea of the "second beat" form of constitution. !he 
form outltnel in the Re!l:lic is regarded as the highest and 
beet. "If a man will on reflect and weigh the matter With 
care," 8&7B Plato, ~e Will see that our city is ordered in 
a manner which, if not the beat, is the second best." (Laws, 
'139a). "The first and highest form of the state and of-:mii 
govenment and of the law is that in which there prevails 
moat Widel7 the ancient ea7ing that 'Jrienda have all things 
in common'." Laws, 739e. 
In this same passage, Plato makes it clear that he re-
gards the first and beat government as an ideal which can be 
onl7 approximated in human aociet7. ~. '139d. 
2. Also, in the final pages of the Laws Plato advocates the estab-
lishment of a Wocturnal Council, comprised of the ten oldest 
ga.ardians of the law, whose power shall be absolute and to 
whom "we will hand over the ci't7." Laws, 969b. 
Actuall7, the inclusion of this~cil in the political 
scheme of things reinforces the view that Plato, even at the 
end, never relinquished his belief in the need for an absolute 
political authority. A line can be traced from the Republic, 
written earl7 in his career, through the Statesman and the Laws, 
showing a remarkable consistency. In the last anal7sis, the---
Nocturnal Council of the Lawa not onl7 becomes a substitute 
for the philosopher-king of the Reli'lic but also contradicts 
the ver7 principle of Plato's cons tutional s7stem in Wbioh 
the law is allegedl7 supreme. 
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particularly in the Republic and Statesman, seems to inveigh 
against the possibility of an eaB,J exoneration of Plato's culpabil-
it7 as an advocate of absolute rule. However, it is also true that 
the authoritarian principle is not the unique prerogative of fas-
cistic states nor their only feature. Any comparison between Pla-
to's State and modern fascism must bear out the fact, for instance, 
that the material affluence enjo7ed b7 the ruling clique under 
Xasism and Fascism is diametrically opposed to the almost ascetic 
1 
communism demanded of the rulers by Plato. In fact, the immense 
significance attached to economic power, expressed by the s7stem 
of state capitalism, in both Hitler's and Muaaolini's regimes is 
without any counterpart whatsoever in Plato's State. On the con-
tr&r7, Plato regarded wealth as "the parent of 1UXI11"7" which causes 
2 
a man to "grow more and more indolent and careless" and, there-
fore, insisted that "the guardians were not to have houses or lands 
3 
or any other property." 
The contrast between fascist ideology and Plato's social 
thought becomes even more striking when it is remembered that in 
the former, ruling authori t7 is derived either from imagined racial 
4 
superiorit7, opportunistic and coercive political coups, or both; 
1. Plato, Rep., 449-465d. 3. Plato, Rep., 464c. 
2. Plato, Rep., 42ld. 
4. Hitler stressed racial homogeneit7 as a pre-requisite for 
German leadership. London, BO, 98-102. And both Hitler and 
Nnasolini attained their political eminence b7 means of in-
timidation, repression, and generally subversive tactics. 
Wasserman, MPP, 183, 196-197. 
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and in the latter, the right to rule is ~ounded on the genuine 
1 
superiority and excellence of one's intellectual and moral li~e. 
In other words, while the political power of one system is largely 
vested in military and economic might, the authority and political 
control of the other is rooted in the exquisite virtue of the truly 
philosophical soul. This is because the ultimate aim of fascism 
is to secure, in the imperialistic sense, a position o~ economic 
and military advantage which will lead to political hegemony in 
2 
world affaire; whereas, by contrast, Plato's State aims at the 
eetablisbment o~ real social justice by means of the harmonious 
relationship within the political community of wise and virtuous 
3 
men. 
Tbus, it appears that the political principles of holism and 
absolutism, held in common by fascistic and Platonic thought, pro-
vide a legitimate basis of comparison for Plato's polis and certain 
modern totalitarian nations; but at the same time, this comparison 
loses some of its validity on account o~ the communist structure 
of Plato's ruling class and the more ethical nature of his polit-
ical goals. The answer to the second main question (HOw truly 
"faeeietio", in the proper sense of the term, is the fascism at-
tributed to Plato?), then, is not easily ascertained because of 
the obvious discrepancies which threaten to destroy the parallel 
between the two points of view. But although these disorepanoies 
1. Plato, Rep., 490b. 
2. London, BO, 128-129, 179. 
3. Plato, Rep., 473de. 
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seem to discredit the identification of Plato's social phil-
osophy with fascism in any total sense, they do not eliminate 
what appears to be a justifiable description of Plato's thought 
aa "fascistic" in a partial or fragmentary sense. Hence, even 
as it seems legitimate to refer to Plato's political philosophy 
as "communistic" in some aspects and "aristocratic" in others, 
by the same token, it seems fair to use the nomenclature of 
fascism in referring to its particular proclivit.y here or tendency 
there. This, I believe, is the distinction which most of the in-
terpreters, treated in the foregoing chapters, have in mind, and 
this is also an additional vindication of their criticism and its 
right to exist. 
The third fundamental question (How legitimate are the inter-
pretations of Plato as fascistic in the light of his whole phil-
osophy?), therefore, is not so much concerned with the fact that 
Plato's thought reveals here and there certain "fascistic tenden-
cies," but is directed toward a stu~ of that other evidence 
(overlooked by some of his critics) which appears partly to dis-
credit the charges made against Plato by virtue of its tendency 
as "bamanitarisn". In other words, insofar as Plato's dialogues 
reveal substantial material contradictory to both the premises of 
fascism and the censure of his critics, to that extent it is not 
accurate to identity his political philosophy, as a whole, with 
either fascism or With the ideology of any other modern totali-
tarian regime. 
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Among the interpreters considered here, Popper and 
1 
Winspear have been most vocal in asserting that Plato was afraid 
of change and that this fear led him to strive for a reactionary 
and unchanging social ideal. In the first place, this so-called 
"fear of change" ia more accurately a reflection of Plato's meta-
pbyaioal dualism expressing itself in a reliance on eternal "forma" 
and a distrust of the phenomenal copiea of these forms. But this 
ultimate distrust of all that is sensible and finite does not 
necessarily commit him to prefer one man-made structure, such as 
a reactionary form of government, to another. It is rather an 
indication of his dissatisfaotion with all political configura-
2 
tiona created by human hands; and for this reason he is moved, 
at the end of Book 9 in the Republic, to speak of his perfect 
city as one "which exists in ideal only" and a pattern which is 
3 
laid up in heaven. Plato is not "afraid" of change within the 
social frsmework; he is merely convinced .that the divine is more 
real than the human and therefore chary of all governments Wbich 
do allegiance to something lesa true than the highest good. 
In the second place, the accusation that Plato was striving 
for a fixed and unchanging social ideal is really the expression 
of an irrelevant thesis on account of its tendency to confuse the 
ontological status of Plato's aim with the aim itself. In other 
worda, to say that Plato wanted to establish the kind of government 
1. See Chapters IV and v. 
2. Plato, Rep., 497bc. 
3. Plato, 'Rep., 592b. 
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outlined in the Republic because it would arrest the forces of 
change is not the same as saying that he desired that form of 
government because it would effect the highest political ideal. 
Yet this faulty contention is the key to Popper's whole argument. 
He fails to see that Plato's endeavor to blueprint an ideal State 
is not derived from his love of the unchanging but from his love 
of the !!!!• The fact that the beat or ~ bonum happens to 
involve the ontological condition of changelessness does not nec-
essarily mean that Plato's desire for perfection in political 
matters represents a striving for social petrification. 
From another perspective, this same issue is concerned with 
the matter of interpreting Plato's motivation. Although Popper 
regards it as a yearning for the fixed and static, Plato makes 
it clear that he is motivated by a love of the good and beauti-
1 
ful. The two are hardly the same. Or, looking at it from still 
another angle, there is reason to believe that Plato was genuinely 
interested in the principle of growth, which is the reason he 
stressed the matter of change or personal development as a funda-
mental characteristic of the true guardian. Socrates mentions 
to Glaucon that a genuinely philosophic nature will take "pleasure 
in learning," that ''a "well-proportioned and gracious mind ••• 
2 
will move spontaneously towards the true being of everything." 
And later, to Adeimantus, Socrates points out that the philosopher-
king "is always striving after being ••• will not rest ••• nor the 
1. Plato, Rep., 485ab. 
2. Plato, Rep., 486ce. 
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force of his desire abate" until he has attained knowledge. 
1 
Onl;v then can he" live and grow tru.l;v. " 
Another ma3or charge burled at Plato, by most of the in-
2 
terpreters mentioned earlier, is that of state Titanism. Plato's 
political philosopbJ, as they see it, gives primac:v to the State 
at the expense of the individual and thereby commits itself to 
doctrines which are distinctly anti-lm.mani tarian. While it is 
true that the Republic, for instance, gives priorit;v to the organic 
3 
unity of the State, it is not for the reason alleged by these 
scholars. Tbis unity is preferred by Plato because it represents 
4 
the "greatest good", and because he is "fashioning the State 
with a view to the greatest happiness, not of any particular 
5 
class, but of the whole." Here again the question of Plato's 
motive or intention makes all the difference, and his motive 
is in line with What he believes are the best interests of the 
individual as well as of the whole State. 
Notwithstanding this tendency toward political "statism" 
in the Republic, it must not be overlooked that the real concern 
6 
of the Republic, as a whole, is W1 th the individual and that the 
great H)th of Er which concludes the treatise is oriented toward 
'I 
the individual person and the fact of his moral responsibility. 
1. Plato, Rep., 490ab. 5. Plato, Rep., 466a. 
2. See Chapter v. 6. Plato, Rep., 352d, 353e, 
346e. 
3. Plato, Rep., 462ab. 
'1. Plato, Rep., 614b-62lb. 
4. Plato, Rep., 464b. 
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And, in the Laws, Plato proposed "to learn how a society is 
best administered," but at the same time, to learn "how a man will 
1 
beat conduct his personal life." 
Perhaps the most damagins evidence, however, against the 
alleged statism in Plato's thought is provided by a passage in 
I 
the Republic known as the "Parable of the Metals." In substance, 
this m,th explains that all men are brothers because they are 
born from the earth. God mingles gold in the generation of those 
who are to rule; silver in the auxiliaries; and iron and brass in 
the farmers and artisans. But this does not mean that the children 
of certain types are irrevocably destined to be like their par-
ents. On the contrary, if a silver son is born to a gold parent, 
he is assigned to the silver class, and if a golden son is the 
offspring of a brass and iron parent, he may assume his rightful 
place within the golden class. Tbns, the so-called principle of 
caste, which has disturbed so manr of Plato's critics, is not 
really caste at all but one in which "equality of opportunity 
3 
is given genuine recognition." Here again it is clear that 
Plato's State is not baaed on the negative desire to regiment, 
stratify, or curtail change, but on the positive wish to see that 
those best qualified to rule do actually rule. The Parable of 
the Ketals, like the MYth of Er, seems to express Plato's whole-
hearted concern for the individual and, therefore, it is reason-
able to believe that Plato would have regarded any genuine form 
1. Plato, ~. 702a. 2. Plato, Rep., 415abc. 
3. Oates, Art.(l941), 209. 
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of statism as intolerable. The eighth and ninth books of the 
Republio, which portray the hor.ror and misery of tyran:ny, bear 
this out. 
Also, Plato's more mature judgment, expressed in the Laws, 
reveals a distinctly benevolent and humanistic frame of mind. 
His horror of dictatorship, for instance, is evident when the 
Athenian stranger says that "if &D7 one gives too great a power 
to an7thing ••• too much authority to the mind ••• everything is 
1 
overthrown." For this reason, he is moved to see that "the 
state in which the law is above the rulers, and the rulers are 
the inferiors of the law, has salvation, and every blessing Which 
2 
the Gods oan confer." This subordination of arbitrary power to 
the rule of law is matched by the subordination, in the ~. of 
uni t;v to freedom. 
We were maintaining that the lawgiver ought to 
have three things in view: first, that the oit;v 
for which he legislates should be free; and 
secondly l:rfalics min!], be at uni~th3herself; and th1ra!'i, should hive understanding. 
Another particular which seems to disturb moat of the critics 
mentioned in this dissertation is Plato's anti-democratic bias. 
But, in the first place, this charge loses much of its force be-
cause of the nature of "democracy" during Plato's own time. An7 
study of Plato's historical milieu reveals that the form of gov-
ernment which he brought under attack was essentially a "democ-
racy" of anaroby. Hence, Plato was not necessarily hostile to 
1. Plato, ~. 69ld. 
2. Plato, ~. 715d. 
3. Plato, Laws, 70ld. 
-
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the kind of democracy familiar to modern nations. In fact, 
insofar as democracy is committed, more than most other govern-
ments, to the fundamental doctrine of the dignity of personality, 
it would seem that Plato belongs to the ancestry of the democratic 
spirit. ~or modern democracy differs f.rom Plato's "democracy" 
precisely at the point in which the latter grants unrestricted 
freedom tc the individual and the former advocates controlled 
freedom. And the "controlled free4om" of modern democracy repre-
sents essentially the mean between tJT&nDY and anarclq which 
Plato regarded as ideal for both the individual and the State. 
Thus, in the Republic, the ga.ardians are to mingle "music with 
1 
gymnastic in the fairest proportions," and in the ~ "we took 
a mean in both cases, of despotism in the one, and of liberty 
in the other, and we saw that in a mean they attained their per-
2 
feotion." And at the end of the Republic, Plato's famous descrip-
tion of the soul's choice of its future life, gives evidence of 
his belief in the importance of balance between freedom and re-
sponsi bili tJ'. :For, on the one hand, in Plato • s theory, lll&n 
chooses his own destiny, but, on the other, he is a free agent 
who has to take full responsibility: "The blame is his Who chooses; 
3 
heaven is blameless." 
1. Plato, Rep., 412a. 
2. Plate, ~s, ~Ole. 
3. Plato, Ref.,(Cornford), 6l~e. These words, incidentally, 
became a rallying-cry among certain adherents of the freedom 
of the will in the earlJ Christian era. "They are inscribed 
on a bust of Plato of the first century B.c. found at Tibur." 
Corn~ord, RP, 346. 
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On the whole, then, it would appear that any fair e:xamina-
tion of Plato's Dialogues reveals at least as much evidence for 
humanitarianism in his social thought aa totalitarianism. To 
this extent, the interpretations of Plato as fasoiatic are i1-
legitiD&te (problem of the third tuestion); for they emphasise, 
through the sin of omission, certain unfavorable aspects of 
Plato's thought which, in the light of internal oriticiam are 
not always warranted. Popper's argument, taken as a whole, is 
invalidated b7 his confusion between Plato's axiological aim 
and the ontological condition of that aim. But the primac7 of 
the State and the absolute power of the ruling class, for in-
stance, (factors which drew the fire of nearl7 all the critics 
in Chapters V and VI) are principles which, although clear17 
evident in Plato's thought, are not the onl7 principles or even 
those most germane to his total political point of view. 
Here, I believe, is the ke7 to &n7 sane judgment of Plato's 
social philosop~. It must be judged aa a whole. Analysis must, 
1 
in the long run give way to synopsis. And from a Gestalt point 
of view, Plato's political formulations are alwazs grounded in 
and devised for ethical purposes baaed on metapblsics. His polit-
ical absolutism is the fruit of a benevolent spirit which under-
standabl7 desires tbat the "beat" should rule; and the subordina-
tion of the individual to the State is recommended in the name of 
1. :Brightman, IP, 315-316. 
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harmony, efficienc7 and the general welfare of the whole com-
muni v. In the same spirit, he Bakes education the chief func-
tion of the State, not as a means to communicate "man-made dogma, 
whose scale is confined to narrow spatial and temporal limits, 
but rather" as "an invitation to explore freel7 the infinite 
~steries of all realit.J and to derive therefrom principles b7 
1 
Which to live." And the class divisions wbich shall obtain in 
the ideal Oit7 are devicea designed to provide not onl7 for the 
harmOD7 of the whole but for the most aatisfacto~ adjustment of 
the individual as well. 
' 'fhe argument, of men like Crossman, Winspear and Hoernle, 
that Plato's moral and spiritual ideals are dangerous because the7 
represent ignorance of the probable corruption of these ideals in 
practice, is no stronger than aD7 argument which is essentiall7 
bfpothetioal in nature. Wet onl7 are these critics saying that 
Plato's State might have been or prcbabl7 would have been fas-
cistic if given real political expression, but the7 are admitting, 
as it were, that Plato's intentions (though unrealistic) were 
essential17 good. Obvious17, aD7 court of law would find it 
hard to convict a man Whose intentions were clearly noble and 
whose alleged "crtme" had never been committed. !hue the argument, 
based on the bJpothetioal !!• is without real force. 
1. O&tes, Art. (1941), 213. 
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All this is not to suggest that Plato is without guile or 
tbat hie political doctrines are unrelatel to the realm of fas-
cist ideoloQ. The discussion in the earlier part of this chap-
ter upholds the view that Plato's social pronouncements, taken 
at the sociological rather than allegorical level, bear a strik-
ing resemblance to certain elementary structural aspects of 
modern fascism. !he ease with which the Wasi philosophers 
(Grunak7, Bannea, Ginther, Hildebrandt) adapted Plato's aocial 
philosophJ to the National-Socialist Weltanschauung appears to 
l 
bear out this contention. Also, Plato's aanetion of the prin-
2 
ciple of deception, expresaed in the "noble 118~' employed by 
the rul.ing class, cannot easil7 be dismissed, even though it ia 
utilized for allegel17 moral purposes. And the same can be said 
3 
in attempting to understand Plato's approval of force and of 
4 
slavery. 
The fact is that while Plato never intended to paint anr-
thing other than a picture of the ideal coJIIIl11Di 't7 and while this 
picture was never translated into ·a real political program, as 
a design for living it reveals the imperfections and miscalcula-
tions of all bnman contrivances. Like moat ideal or Utopian pol-
itical sohemea, it makes inordinate demands of the bnman commun-
ity sad Justifies the rigorous nature of its program in the name 
5 
of over-simplified, eschatological ideals. In this wa7, it 
1. !he evidence presented b7 the Nasi philosophers, in the case 
for fascism in Plato's thought, is not really damaging be-
cause of its obvious origin at the level of "special pleading." 
2. See Rader, ~ite, Catlin, Xelsen in Chapter v. 
3. See BoWles and !a7lor, Chapter v. 4. See Morrow, Chapter v. 
5. !his tendenc7 is evident in Jlarxiam. See lfarx and Engels, 
OM, 26-2~, 31-32; also Hertzler, HU!, and Mnmford,SU for 
aooounta of utopian thought. 
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provides the occasion for those critice who, on the one band, 
find it easier to interpret Plato's political philosophy as a 
noble "ideal• enterprise and, on the other, it presents intel-
lectual facets for those who prefer to interpret his program as 
the forerunner of modern bureaucratic regimes. The error of the 
former position lies in ita attempt to abstract a plan of polit-
ical idealism from ita attaobment to a finite personalit.J inter-
acting in a real world, and the error of the latter lies in its 
failure to appreciate the signifieanoe of Plato•s political atti-
tude as a whole. 
The real meaning of Plato's social philosopby is found in 
the meeting point of these two extremes--a point at which Plato 
is held accountable for his own limitations and involvement in 
human affairs and, at the same time, recognised as the creator 
of an unbroken uni 't7 of thought. In this way, certain vexatious 
and pussling aspects of his social doctrine are accounted for 
while a proper estimate is made of the harmony and proportion 
which characterizes his philosophy as a unified whole. 
OO!TOLUSIOJ'S 
Recent interpretations of Plato's social thought as fascistic 
are partly 3ustified because (1) both historical and internal evi-
dence support the view that the Statesman and Laws are serious 
social documents and that the Republic, although primarily ethical 
in its aim, is secondarily a dramatization of the author's real 
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political intentions; and because (2) the political principles 
of holism and absolutism are fundamental to both fascistic and 
Platonic thought. 
These interpretations are unjustifiable. however, insofar 
as they (1) represent the fascism in Plato's social philosophy 
as allj"thing more than fragmentar7 or partial and insofar as they 
(2) fail to appreciate the place of certain "fascistic tenden-
cies" in the light of Plato's total philosophical point of view. 
A proper evaluation of Plato's social philosophy includes 
a recognition of its limitations resulting from its attachment 
to a historical and socially involved personality and an apprecia-
tion of ita inseparable relationship to the wholeness of his 
thought. An evaluation of this kind accounts for the unfortunate 
fascistic elements in his thought and simultaneously preserves 
a right regard for the majesty of his philosophy as an organic 
and coherent whole. 
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ABS!RAO! 
!he purpose of this dissertation, stated in the first chapter, 
is to examine the recent interpretations of Plato's social pb11-
osopb7 as fascistic and to determine the validi~ of these inter-
pretations relative to the whole structure of Plato's social 
thought. The term "recent" refers broadl7 to the period extend-
ing from the close of World War I to the close of World War II. 
fhe second chapter presents an exegesis of Plato's Doctrine 
of Justice as the ke7 to a general understanding of his social 
and political perspective. It is pointed out that What he has 
to aa7 about ps7chology and anthropology represents a microcosmic 
picture of what he believes about politics and sociology. His 
aim to achieve harmon7 in the inclividual soul is matched b7 his 
desire to bring unit, to the political communit.J. !he latter is 
not onl7 patterned after the former but, as a social ideal, it 
is also derived from it and dependent on it. The ideal state 
comes into being and social justice is established when the 
rulers bring harmony to their souls b7 the rule of reason and 
each individual is assigned to the task for which he is beat 
suited. !bna, the Doctrine of Justice presents political as well 
aa PB70hological facets germane to the evaluation of Plato's 
social philosopb7 and the attacks made against it. 
The aim of the third chapter is to provide a background 
for the discussion that follows b7, first, elarif.ring the meaning 
of "fascism" and, second, presenting a surve7 of the social and 
intellectual sources out of which recent interpretations of Plato 
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as fascistic have grown. In the first case, fascism is described 
as a political revolution in which the contingent political ex-
igencies tend to dictate the degree to Which the already existing 
econo_, is harnessed to meet the arbitrary demands of a dictatorial 
bureauerac7; while, as a social philosophy, fascism is d.epicted as 
anti-individualistic, anti-liberal, totalitarian and authoritarian. 
In the second case, the failure of the Peace in 1918 and 
the socio-economic disorder which accompanied the post-war period 
provided the occasion for revolutionar,r social movements, par-
ticularlJ' in German7 and Ita17, which fo1md their philosophical 
justification in the doctrines of certain thinkers who left their 
imprint on the histor7 of reaction&rJ" social and political theor7. 
many of the interpreters of Plato as fascistic acknowledge the 
influence which recent revolutionarJ' events have exerted upon 
their interpretation, While nearl7 all indicate their belief 
that Plato belongs someWhere in the v~ard of West~rn reaction-
&rJ' and authoritarian political histor,r. 
The fourth chapter is concerned exclusivel7 with Karl Popper's 
interpretation of Plato as fascistic since Popper's 'first volume 
of !he .21s Sooietz !:!!! !1!. Bnellies represents the most thorough 
effort in recent times to interpret Plato's thought fascistioallJ'. 
Pepper's thesis rests on the conviction that Plato was afraid of 
change and that his ideal Republic was an attempt to blueprint 
a statio political structure Which would arrest the forces of 
change. In the process of achieving this goal Plato found it 
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necessary to grant absolute po*er to the ruling class and, ac-
cording to Popper, to institute authoritarian policies which guar-
anteed the fixed and rigid nature of the social and political 
hierarchy. He believes that Plato's approach to politics is dan-
gerous because its aim is too sweeping and its dream of creating a 
brave new world by the fiat of a strongly centralized ruling clique 
leads to dictatorship. 
Chapter Five is an exposition of the recent British and 
American interpretations of Plato as fascistic. Among the British 
writers considered here, who regard Plato's political thought as 
either wholly or partly fascistic, are Crossman, Joad, ~ckinson, 
Bowle and Foster. Among the American writers are Winspear, 
Morrow, Rader, Fuller, Sisson, and Kelsen. Crossman, for example, 
believes that Plato's philosopher-kings are essentially dictators 
and that the rule they represent is, at best, a polite form of 
fascism; and Winspear is convinced that the fascism in Plato's 
philosophy is due to the latter's bias in favor of social con-
servatism which inevitably leads to the construction of an 
authoritarian state. The other criticisms of Plato mentioned 
in this chapter are, for the most part, variations of the themes 
offered by Popper, Crossman or Winspear. One notable exception 
to this is Glenn Morrow who indicates the degree to which the 
principle of despotism is latent in Plato's law of slavery. 
Chapter Six presents a survey of the recent interpretations 
of Plato as fascistic among the Europeans. The Nazi philosophers, 
who contribute most heavily to this section, include Grunsky, 
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II Bannes, Gunther, and Hildebrandt. Inspired both b7 Plato's re-
action to historical circumstance, which Gr1msky feels is like 
his own, and b7 Plato's attempt to formRlate a plan for a healthy 
well-ordered state, Bans Grun8k7 devises a ps7chology which views 
the soul as co~sisting of four poles analagous to the tri-partite 
division of the soul in Plato•a ps7chologv. He reapplies Plato's 
profound. truth of the parallelism between Soul and State to the 
Wasi philosopby in the conviction that he is introducing a new 
and significant National-Socialist psyohologv. 
Joachim Bannes, in a short tract, compares Hitler to Plato 
on the grounds that the determination to secure harmon7 and uni t7 
is characteristic of both Hitler's State and Plato's Republic. 
!he sillilsri ty between these two leaders is augmented b7 the fact 
that both were char7 of rule b7 the majori t7 and placed their 
faith in the administrative genius of the single heroic personal-
ity. Bannes develops this latter idea at greater length in a 
separate volume and indicates that for Plato as for National-
Socialism the ideal,"leader" personality is central. 
" Bans Gunther interprets Plato's thoughts about breeding 
and education and concludes that Plato was not onl7 easentiall7 
Bordic himself, but also a believer in the doctrine that individ-
ual intelligence and worth are largel7 products of good breeding 
maintained b7 those of pure-blooded Ar7an stock. This doctrine 
justifies mero7-killings, censorship of art, or &n7 other 
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administrative policy necessary to maintain the purity of the 
race. 
Kurt Hildebrandt, like Bannes, regards the nleader principle" 
as the great gift of Plato to Weste~ political thought. The 
various views expressed in the Platonic dialogues are simply dif-
ferent facets of the same Weltbild -- a Weltbild which reaches its 
.. .. 
zenith in the great Ptibrerpersonlichkeit. 
Among the other non-.Nazi Europeans, whose interpretations 
are discussed in this chapter, are L&on Robin, who perceives in 
Plato 1 s thought an authoritarian, dictatorial principle, and Rein-
~ Pold Hoernle who asserts that the fundamental similarity between 
Plato's State and the National Socialist State indicates that Plato 
would have approved of the methods of a modern dictatorship. 
Chapter Seven presents an evaluation of the foregoing British, 
American and European interpretations of Plato based on the answers 
to these three central questions: (1) Is Plato's social thought (par-
ticularly in the Republic) meant to be allegorical or sociological? 
(2) How "fascistic", in the proper sense of the term, is the fascism 
attributed· to Plato? (3) How legitimate are the interpretations 
of Plato as fascistic in the light of his whole philosophical 
point of view? A fair answer to the first question is expressed 
in the view that although the Republic is primarily an allegorical 
dramatization of the nature, :function and care of the soul, it is 
secondarily a description of the author's true political ideals. 
The answer to the second question is rooted in the realization 
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that although Plato's social philosopb7 cannot be identified 
with the philosopbJ of fascism in 8D7 total sense, the polit-
ical principles of holism and absolutism which characterize the 
former as well as the latter and the presence in the Laws of 
such authoritarian bodies as the nocturnal council and the femi-
nine overseers, make it legitimate to refer to Plato's social 
thought as "fascistic" in a partial or fragmentary sense. The 
answer to the third tuestion expresses the conviction that 
Plato's so-called "fascistic" inclinations are exonerated when 
viewed from the perspective of his whole philosopby. This per-
spective reveals that Plato's political formulations are alw57s 
grounded in and devised for ethical purposes based on metaphysics 
and that, therefore, the interpretations of Plato as fascistic 
are illegitimate insofar as they fail to aooount for this Gestalt 
point of view. 
A proper evaluation of Plate's social philosophy includes 
both a recognition of its liDdtations resulting from its attach-
ment to a historical and socially involved personality and an 
appreciation of its inseparable relationship to the wholeness of 
his thought. An evaluation of this kind accounts for the un-
fortunate fascistic elements in his thought and simultaneously 
preserves a right regard for the majest.r of his philosophy as 
an organic and coherent whole. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. Plato's ideal government, expressed in the Republic, is 
primarily designed to serve as a literary, fundamental image for 
the dramatization of the proper ten dance of man's soul. At the 
same time, this best form of government may be regarded as an 
accurate representation of Plato's true political ideals. 
2. Plato's social philosophy cannot be identified wholly 
with the philosophy of fascism, but it is true that the presence 
of the political principles of holism and absolutism in his thought 
makes it legitimate to speak of his philosophy as partly fascistic. 
3. Plato's political pronouncements, when viewed synoptically, 
are clearly grounded in and devised for ethical purposes based on 
metaphysics. Therefore, recent interpretations of Plato as fas-
cistic are illegitimate insofar as they fail to account for this 
Gestalt point of view. 
4. A proper evaluation of Plato's social philosophy avoids 
both the thesis that Plato was a detached political idealist and 
the antithesis that he was a fascistic social reactionary. It 
finds a truer understanding of Plato's social and political atti-
tudes in the synthesis which takes account of Plato's limitations 
and involvement in human affairs and, at the same time, recognizes 
his genius as the creator of an unbroken unity of thought. 
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5. !he final estimate of Plato's social philosophy, with 
respect to the recent interpretations of his thought as fascistic, 
provides for the vexatious and unfortunate aspects of his social 
doctrine and, simultaneously, preserves a right regard for the 
harmony and proportion which characterizes his philosopbf as a 
unified Whole. 
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